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ABSTRACT
Two Rural Coinmunities
' Collaboration For
School Construction and Governance:
The Legislative Process
(May, 1981)
Eugene Francis Thayer, B.A. Boston University
M.Ed.
,
Bridgewater State College
Directed by: Dr, Richard J. Clark, Jr.
This study focuses on two rural towns' successful
efforts to jointly capitalize, construct and operate an
elementary school building utilizing the legislative
process. The two major goals of the study are:
1. to report a sequence of events leading to the
successful passage of legislation enabling the
two tovrns
,
Now Salera and Wendell, Massachusetts co
legally collaborate as joint tenants and
2. to review and analyze these events as they related
one to the other and as they affected the behavior
of the people involved.
As a useful frame of reference some aspects of an
exploratory field study technique were utilized. In this
instance the author was the superintendent of schools for
the tVvO districts. The intimate involveiaent on the part of
the author in the daily decision making creawCO the
potential for subjective interpretation of this data.
Therefore, as part of the methodology strategy, university
IV
professors intimately involved with the events were asked
to make observations on the events throughout the process
.
In a review of the related research and theory
special emphasis is placed on political system analysis
especially in the area of characteristics of legislative
bodies and identifying and accessing the legislative
bodies. Also stressed are the characteristics of committees
as organizations and theories of change. The above are
articulated by Easton, Kirst, Havelock, Deutsch, lannocone,
Redman and others
.
Data for the study has been gathered from observing
and interviewing the participants, notes of meetings, tapes
of public hearings, newspaper accounts and the authors own
personal involvement, observations and recollections.
The study relates the attempts to solve the problem
prior to utilization of the legislative process. Once the
decision to proceed through the legislative process was
made, descriptions of the assumptions and strategies
necessary to nevgctiate that route are set forth. Tiiese
assumptions and strategies are made not only for the state
legislative bodies but also the local bodies including >.he
town meetings
.
In the narrative six areas are identified as
crirical
to the successful resolution of the problem. These
six
areas are;
1. public relations
2. educational programs
3. site selection and purchase
4 • architect selection and facility design
5, financial program
6. development and passage of enabling legislation,
ihe study reviews and analyzes hov>7 plans were developed and
successfully implemented based on the assumptions and
strategies for each of the six areas.
Force-field theory was employed as the primary means
of analyzing the study. Five categories of forces v/ere
suggested by the data: environmental, human, topical,
procedural and tactical-strategic. Key areas and elements
within these categories were identified and discussed.
The analysis of the study demonstrates that development
and passage of proper legisJation can be used as a
legitimate device for problem solving. The analysis further
suggests that, all elected or appointed bodies, (such as
town meetings, school committees and state boards) are
subjocr to similar traits and persuasions in the conduct of
their business.
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PREFACE
Vflien a community expresses a need for extensive
capital Improvement, government leaders (elected and
appointed) must seek a process by which the planning,
financing and execution of that capital project can be
reali.zed. In certain cases after the assessment and
rejection of community based strategies the leader or
leaders may elect to seek relief through legislation.
This study presents such a situation. In seeking
the construction of a school building the author, then the
Superintendent of Massachusetts School Union 28, had
explored a variety of procedures for securing construction.
The process was a difficult one, exacerbated by the
political organization of school unions and the prevailing
"regionalization" philosophy of the State Department of
Education. The problem was this: how might funding and
adiiiinistrative organization be devised to permit two
independent towns to construct and jointly operate a single
shared school facility.
The decision was made, following various other
unsuccessful attempts to solve the problem, to develop and
propose a bill to the Massachusetts State Legislature which,
if passed, would enable the tv/D towns to jointly and
equitably finance, construct and operate an elementary
school
.
V
In Massachusetts, in order to submit legislation
afrecting an individual comnmnity, that community must,
through its own legislative process (town meeting or city
council) authorize the submission. Thus, the whole project
became a process of convincing various legislative bodies,
elected and appointed, of the worth and practicality
cf tl\e proposal.
The narrative of this dissertation goes into depth
regarding key issues, and actors and their resolutions on
the v/ay to the success of the project. Briefly, the steps
involved interaction v;ith all types of people at the
various levels of government, and also professional people
such as lavvyers and architects in the developraent and
implementation of an overall strategy to succeed. It v/as
an effort in communication, credibility and change. Two,
three and sometimes more methods of communication were
utilized in an effort to educate, persuade and change, when
necessetry, people's attitudes and beliefs in an honest and
convincing manner.
The first step v/as to develop the proposed legislation
to meet all the needs of the various constituencies, both
state and local. 3y enlisting the aid of Palmer and Dodge,
a world renowned law firia si/eoializing in the area of bond
counseling, the major step in achievement of credibility v/as
taken. The firm nelped to develop and endorsed a
viii
legislative proposal v,'hich "touched all the bases."
Armed with this proposal, a strategy was develoDt?d
to convince people of rrs worth and thereby gain their
support at each step along the legislative path.
Appropriate legislative bodies were identified and a
needed requisite conuTiunity committee of advisors was
established. As a preliminary step residents and school
committees of the Towns of New Salem and VJendell v/ere
persuaded of the need for a new school and the viability
of its location on a central and accessible site. They
were further reassured by the proposed system of equal
governance which permitted both tov/ns to directly share
the responsibility and contribute ideas as well as finances
to the school's operation.
With the endorsement of local government, therefore,
it became possible to enter into the determinant part or
the process - the submission and passage of local enabling
legislation in the state legislature.
The process entailed careful monitoring, the creation
and coordination of coalitions, and some small degree of
fate in securing passage. Throughout, the author executed
the developed strategy to assess needs and developments.
Accordingly, during hearings, committee action and movement
on the floors of the chaml^ers, he was able to effectively
exercise power to support' the b.rll's passage.
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The convergence of carefully managed forces
identified and assessed through empirically tested analysis,
resulted in the passage of the bill, and the construction
of the school.
The entire process, from conception to implementation,
represents a proven model by which legislative action can
be initiated, conducted and brought to a desired resolution
by parties seeking legislative relief.
X
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW
Introduction
In May of 1970, the dUthcr was elected to and assumed
the duties and responsibilities of superintendent of
schools of the Erving School Union with its office located
in Nev; Salem, Massachusetts. The Supervisory School Union
in Massachusetts is a legally formulated method of organizing
school districts under ilassachusetts General Law, Chapter
71, Section 61. The supervisory union is not a political
entity but is formed for the primary purpose of allowing
school districts which are, individually, too small to hire
and maintain their own superintendent to join together to
hire a superintendent to collectively administer the school
districts within the union.
Each town within the supervisory union has its own
autonomous school committee which is responsible for
establishing policy for the school district and operating
the school district under Massachusetts General Laws . Under
law, once a year the school committees comprising a
supervisory union school committee join together i.or the
purpose of approving the school superintendent's salary and
fi>:ing the budget for the operation of the superintendent's
office. Otherwise, each school committee individually has
its own budget approved at each individual town meeting.
1
2The Erving School Union is a kindergarten through
sixth grade school district comprised of five tcrvns;
Erving (poDulation 1,300), Leverett (population 1,000),
New Salem (population 450)
,
Shutesbury (population 500)
and Wendell (population 450)
.
These towns are located in
north central Massaonusetts
, north of Amherst and east of
the Connecticut River.
The students in the union community attend two
different regional high school districts for their junior
and senior high school education. The students from
Leverett and Shutesbury attend the Amherst-Pe.lham Regional
School District junior and senior high schools located in
the Town of Amherst. The students from Erving, Nev; Salem,
and Wendell attend grades seven through twelve in the Mahar
Regional School District located in the Town of Orange.
Unlike the superintendency union, the regional school
district in Massachusetts is a legally empowered autonom.ous
district operated for the purpose of running a single
school district with a single school committee encompassing
two or more towns
.
Upon enterina as superintendent of the school district
and with the input of the staff, school committee,
professional consultants and community, a review of the
educational programs, personnel, physical plants, grov/th
patterns of the community, etc. v/as undertaken. Certain
3conclusions were drawn, recommendations were presented and
an educational plan was given to each school committee as
it related to its particular town and school district.
Although specific situations differed from community
to community, it was possible to make some generalizations
such as: lack of educational programs (i.e. kindergarten,
physical education, special ecucation) : hot lunch programs
were available in three towns, and age and number of
buildings servicing a limited population (i.e. nine
buildings, some as old as 200 years spread throughout the
towns serving a school population of 550 students) : lack of
ancillary facilities such as cafeterias, gyms, auditoriums,
library facilities and inadequate playground space.
The trend in population figures according to school
records was increasing in most communities (e.g. Shutesbury
increased from 35 students in 1965 tc 63 students in 1970) .
As a result, those facilities which were available,
regardless of their age and size, were insufficient to
handle the school population attending them.
As a result of these reports, decisions were made by
various communities to implement plans to revise, develop,
upgrade, update or replace educational programs, personnel
and facilities throughout the school union.
The study describes and analyzes the way in which two
of the five coirjnunities. New Salem and Wendell, approached,
developed and implemented their plans specifically to meet
the school building needs.
4
Statement of Problem
One of the most extensive and significant programs in
any community, regardless of size, is the building of an
educational facility. The smaller the community, the more
costly it becomes on a per capita basis.
Methods must be sought therefore to allow smaller
coiTununities the right to provide equal education
opportunities for their children, including educational
facilities comparable with larger comiaunities
.
Various levels and branches of our government have been
slow to respond to the educational needs of smaller rural
communities, particularly in the area of school buildings.
In my opinion, failure results less from deliberate refusal
or inattention to the needs of sm.aller communities, than
from the fact that laws and regulations in the last 20 years
have been developed around the ’’bigger is better concept.
One may add to this the obvious lack of political im.pact
inherent in being a rural community of under 500 residents
in a densely settled industrial state.
However, the importance of quality education to all
citizens within our society makes it imperative that our
governmental institutions be flexible enough to adapt their
objectives, priorities and practices to meet and assum.e new
5approaches to problem solving. The manner in which this
need is met, creative solutions developed, explored,
rejected and/or implemented is the focus of this analysis.
This study will consider how two small rural towns,
New Salem and Wendell, identified the problem, created
potential solutions, explored the means of utilization and
implementation of the legislative process, and responded to
the needs of its citizenry by achieving a positive solution
to the school building needs within each community.
Significance of the Study
The study may be significant in two ways: first, it
demonstrates that development and passage of proper
legislation can be used as a legitimate device for problem
solving; and second, it may provide a greater understanding
to the reader rhat all elected and/or appointed bodies
(i.e. school committees, town maeting, state legislature.
Board of Education) should all be considered as legislative
bodies and are subject to similar traits in the conduct of
their business as described in various studies.
Methodology
The two major goals of this study are;
1. to report a sequence of events leading to the
successfiil passage of legislation enabling two
coiTimunities to jointly finance, build and
6operate an elementary school and;
2. to review and analyze these events as they
related one to the other and as they affected
the behavior of the people involved.
As a useful frame of reference in the attempt to
achieve the two stated goals some aspects of an exploratory
field study technique were utilized. In this instance,
however, the intimate involvement on the part of the author
in the daily decision making created a subjective
interpretation of the data. Therefore, as part of the
methodology, observations of university professors
intimately involved with the events were sought throughout
the process.
This provided an ongoing, realistic appraisal of the
author's interpretation and analysis of the data. In
addition verification of the actuality of the events and
their proper sequence was able to be maintained throughout
the process.
Aspects of the exploratory field study method were
employed in order to analyze the process of creating and
passing legislation necessary to bring about the desired
change in the school facility problem. Kerlinger (1964)
stated that there were three purposes of exploratory field
studies; to discover significant variables in the field
situation, to discover relations among variables, and to
7lay a groundwork for later, more systematic and rigorous
tv^.stJng of hypotheses (p. 388).
xhe exploratory field study has been recognized for
its potential capability of identifying variables and
relationship.^ which might not be discovered by deductive
hypothetical research design (Katz, 1953). The methods
inductive approach does not posit testable propositions but
depends upon a study's findings to generate a posterior
hypotheses for future research. Using field theory,
coupled with a general systems approach to political decision
making, a framework to view the data w’as developed.
Field theory refers to "method of analyzing causal
relations and of building scientific constructs" (Lewin,
1951, p. 45) . It supposes that every event or change
rosul ts from the dynajnic interaction of persons or groups or
their environments; i.e. all events and processes which have
direct effects upon the person^ or groups' behavior (Deutsch,
1968) , A combination, and interaction of forces upon a
psychological "field" underlies this behavior. Forces are
determined to be directional (driving or restraining)
,
varying in strength and tendency toward change.
The status quo is maintained by equalizing the number
and strength of driving and restraining forces. Change is
.accomplished by (1) adding a driving force, (2) changing a
restraining force to a driving force, (3) eliminating one
8or more of the restraining forces, or (4) adding to or
subtracting from the strength to a driving or restrainina
force. Understanding change requires the change agent to
not only have knowledge of the particular characteristics
of the person (s) and/or group (s) involved in a change
process, but a knowledge of the immediate situation in which
the event takes place (Deutsch, 1968). A basic assumption
of field theory is that any event is a component of a
system of events and that the components of that event are
decided by its relation to the system.
As the superintendent of schools responsible for the
day to day operation of the Erving School Union during this
time, inducing the school systems of New Salem and Wendell,
the author was in a unique position to participate in the
total event to develop strategiefi and make recommendations
based upon his perceptions and observations of the situation
as it developed and progressed. It also gave him the chance
to test perceptions and concepts cigainst reality and to
continue, adapt, or drop strategies as the process evolved.
This singular opportunity allows him to be the primary
source for this study. In recapping the events, he has, in
addition to his own recollections, drawn upon notes, minutes
of meetings, tapes of public hearings and presentations,
letters, and other correspondence.
9Limitations of Study
By virtue of the author's position in the school union
at the tim.e of the project, certain issues may be subject
to subjectivity and bias. In addition, interpretation of
events, answers and outcomes of meetings may not be
completely clear due to the involvement of the author
bearing the "action" of the event thereby precluding
compilation of completely accurate notes.
The study, furthermore, focuses on the positive
outcomes of each issue and the overall success of the
project. In each instance items which were negative cr did
not work were summarily rejected as the project m.oved along.
Background of the Project
The towns of New Salem and Wendell (total population
900) , located in north central Massachusetts, are rural
communities growing in population as a result of outward
migration from the towns of Amherst, Orange and Athol.
There are no industries in either town and people commute
to Airdierst to the University of Massachusetts or colleges
there cr to the towns of Orange and Athol to work in the
factories and offices. A few others travel as far as
Greenfield or Worcester for their employment
.
The population of the towns includes a number of older,
retired people v;ho are living on relatively fixed incomes,
are also a number of operational communes and their
10
number is increasing in the communities adding to the
population diversification. A large percentage of people
living in the community have lived there all their lives and
are second, third, and fourth generation residents.
Approximately 80% of the land in New Salem is owned by
the Metropolitan District Commission, an agency of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This land encompasses the
Quabbin Reservoir and its watershed. The metropolitan area
of Boston derives a substantial amount of its water from
the reservoir. The Metropolitan District Commission, a
state legislative authority, is responsible for administering
the reservoir operation. Approximately 50% of the Town of
Wendell is owned by another state agency, the Department of
Natural Resources. Their holdings are state forests and
parklands
.
These factors create problems with the tax structure
of the communities since the state tax payments are either
fixed by law or are undervalued in relationship to what they
would be if privately ov/ned. This situation results in the
availability of fewer tax dollars to operate these towns
than others of comparable size which do not have the
Commonwealth involved in such extensive landholdings.
New Salem and VJendell belong to a five town
Superintendency School Union. The superintendency union in
Massachusetts has been a legal method whereby, over the
years.
11
towns unable to realistically support their own
superintendent of schools, either programmatically or
fiscally have joined together to hire a superintendent
under Massachusetts General Laws. The students from Erving,
New Salem and Wendell attend grades 7 through 12 in the
Mahar Regional District located in the Town of Orange. The
Mahar Regional School District includes the towns of Orange
and Petersham in addition to those previously mentioned.
The towns of Leverett and Shutesbury send their students to
grade 7 through 12 in the Amherst-Pelham Regional High
School District. In addition to Leverett and Shutesbury,
The towns of Amherst and Pelham are in that school district.
As the decade of the 1970 's began a critical need for
additional school facilities existed in the towns of Nev/
Salem and Wendell. At the time in New Salem, there were 92
children being serviced in grades kindergarten through six.
These students were located in five different buildings in
three different communities. In Wendell 46 students were
located in a two room schoolhouse, age approximate 200 years,
in the center of town. The combined elementary school
population of the two towns had increased since 1965 from
88 to 130 students. In addition, educational programs such
as kindergarten, physical education, speech thereapy
,
instrumental music, etc. were added causing increased
pressure on limited or non-existent space. The Town of
12
VJendell, using New Salem's cafeteria kitchen as a central
kitchen, had begun operation of a satellite cafeteria
program utilizing one of the classrooms in which to servo
and eat the food.
During the author's tenure as superintendent of schools
for the union (and thus New Salem and Wendell) it became
apparent that renovated or new space for classrooms and
ancillary programs would be required to absorb population
growth and the new or expanded progreiras implemented.
Toward this end, various plans for solving the space
problem were brainstormed, tested, and for the various
reasons set forth herein found unworkable.
Initial Attempts at Solving the Problem
These attempts to resolve the situation V7ere
:
1. An investigation by a duly appointed Building
Facilities Study Committee in the Town of New
Salem to consider the renovation and/or
expansion of existing buildings in the Town
of New Salem. These buildings were part of
the New Salem Academy which was, until 1968, a
functioning vocational academic high school.
Thei presence of these buildings in the
communities, in spite of their ownership by a
privately owned corporation, New Salem Academy
Trustees, stimulated some people to think that
I
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they could be renovated and leased by the
community
.
Investigation into this alternative by the then
Building Facilities Study Committee resulted in
rejection of this idea. The reason v;as the
great expense and the fact that the town would not
own the property. In addition, the Massachusetts
Department of Education would not assume any costs
of the renovation because it was private property.
2. The same Building Facilities Study Committee
investigated building a new facility within the
Town of New Salem. It would be for use by New
Salem residents and possibly by the Wendell School
Committee which might tuition its students into
the school. These tuition costs would aid in
defraying expenses, allowing a reduction in the
cost of constructing and operating the facility.
This proposal was presented to the Town of New
Salem at a town meeting. Primarily, due to the
cost of the building, $500,000, and lack of
adequate plans to involve the Town of V7endell to
help defray the cost, the proposal was defeated
106 to 30. (This plan was presented to the town
in Noverober, 1971.)
The overw’helming defeat of this plan, and the
14
reaction from the people in the Town of Wendell
.
to it, made it apparent that neither town could
afford to build and maintain, individually, an
appropriate school facility. Efforts, therefore,
to educate the townspeople to the need for a new
school, to be jointly supported by both towns,
were undertaken.
In this regard, the school committees were
providing leadership based on the recommendations
made by the superintendent of schools.
3. An approach was made to the electric utility
company serving the area, (its largest single
taxpayer)
,
to ascertain their interest in forming
a subsidiary company, or the use of some other
method, to construct a building for two
communities. The building would in turn be leased
back, at cost, to the communities. This approach
was attempted because it v/as thought that the
utilities company would be able to build less
expensively, avoiding the complex municipal
bidding laws. Further, their purchasing power is
far greater. The utilities company also had the
necessary engineering staff and ether expertise
available to develop plans of this type. And,
since there was a great deal of heightened interest
15
in the problem of the utilities company at that
time, it would be a good public relations gesture
for the company.
As a practical financial matter, the reduced cost
of the building and the status of the communities
in leasing the facility (becoming eligible for
reimbursement of the cost of the lease as an
operational cost - approximately 60% from the
State Department of Education) meant that the
utilities company would also save on its total tax
bill as a result.
This approach would enable the utilities company
to lower their taxes, gain good public relations
and at the same time solve the educational housing
problems of the two communities. The idea was
presented to the utilities company. They expressed
a keen interest in the idea. Lawyers from their
staff researched the issue. They found however,
that they could not legally undertake the project.
This was a result of the Securities Exchange
Commission’s ruling limiting public utilities'
companies involvement in public programs of this
nature,
4. Since the Metropolitan District Commission and
Department of Natural Resources were such large
16
holders of property in the two towns, an approach
was made to their commissioners to determine
whether their agencies could or would construct a
school building for the two towns. It was not
without precedent that we suggested that they
build and operate a community-used building. In
the eastern part of Massachusetts particularly,
these agencies have constructed buildings such as
ice skating rinks and museums for public use.
These buildings are then governed by a Board of
Directors and an Executive Agent. It was thought
that the school committees of the two communities
could, therefore, substitute as the Board of
Directors or be appointed as the Board of Directors
by the agency and that the Executive Agent would be
the superintendent of schools of Union 28.
Meetings were held with officials of these agencies
(including their commissioners) . This approach,
though considered unique and creative, was,
however, unenthusiastically greeted at the state
level. There were, nonetheless, subsequent
attempts made to secure land from these agencies
as a school site in the event that approval in
some fashion was arrived at by the towns in the
This idea was thoroughly pursued, but nofuture
.
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agreement could be reached on the site and
negotiations later were concluded.
5. An attempt was made to form a consortium of local
businessmen to underwrite the cost of building
the education facility then leasing the building
back to the two towns for the school committees to
operate. This again would allow the towns to be
reimbursed by the state as an operational cost.
It would also allow the towns to develop their own
specifications regarding the type of building, size
of classrooms, and other types of rooms in the
building. Only the requirements of the Department
of Public Safety would need to be met for a
building of this type (and not the Board of
Education's corresponding educational requirements).
However, a sufficient number of local businesses
could not be brought together to form this
corporation and the idea v^as abandoned.
6. Three attempts at regionalizing various types of
school districts were made during this tim>e, also
without any success. The three regionalization
plans w'ould have enabled the tw’o towns to jointly
finance and operate a school under existing state
law's as long as that school was being utilised by
students from New Salem and V^endell.
18
These efforts gained State Department of Education's
support and approval. At the time the Department
was trying to develop a kindergarten to grade 12
regional school district in the area.
Attempts at regionalization however, failed. They
included;
1. a complete kindergarten to grade 12
regionalization within the Mahar Regional
District (which is currently a grade 7
through 12 regional school district
serving the towns of Orange, Petersham,
Erving, Wendell, and Nev; Salem) . This
kindergarten to 12 regionalization proposal
was rejected by the towns of Erving, Orange,
and Petersham.
2. A K-6 regional school district encompassing
Erving, New Salem and Wendell was rejected
by the Town of Erving. However, New Salem
and Wendell were not to enthusiastic about
this approach anyway as it would have
entailed a one man one vote system of
representation and would deprive them of
equal representation on the resultant
school committee.
19
3. An attempt to have the two towns form their
own region was rejected by the State
Department of Education, as the district
would have been too small to justify its
existence
.
All of the above attempts left the towns without any
apparent legal method to jointly finance, build, own, and
operate an elementary school. And, the towns were each
financially unable, as the original vote in New Salem
proved, to build a facility and support it.
In addition, it appeared that there v?ould be no
regionalization among the various school districts for a
number of years, if ever at all.
As a point of reference, it should be noted that there
is a considerable amount of resistance to the regionalization
of smaller school districts within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts by the smaller communities. This is reflected
in the legislature's reluctance to pass lav/s miandating
total regionalization. The Massachusetts Department of
Education and the Massachusetts Advisory Council on
Education (now no longer in existence) had been studying
this problem for years. They were concerned with the
developm.ent of alternative models to regionalization of
school districts which would enable towns to join together
to share facilities, personnel, and educational programs.
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It was their contention that regionalization would increase
the overall efficiency of the educational programs and
reduce costs to the taxpayers.
The unsuccessful attempts to solve this problem left
only one apparent alternative. Among other thoughts which
had initially been considered was the development, passage,
and implementation of legislation which v;ould enable the two
towns to jointly capitalize and operate a new school
building. This plan was to be utilized only as a final
measure (if at all)
,
because it was felt that the legislative
process would be too time consuming and overwhelming to
successfully implement. Since all other available plans had
been tried and failed, and the need still existed, it
appeared that this method would have to be tried.
Basic Approach to Resolution of the Problem
Once the decision had been made to utilize the
legislative process to resolve the problem, it became
necessary to develop a strategy to gain passage of the
required bill.
During previous attempts to solve the problem a number
of constituents and constituencies had been identified, as
had the questions and concerns of individuals or groups
about the overall project. The careful categorization of
the constituencies and the questions permitted an approacn
to be developed as follows:
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identify the constituencies;
itemize the questions and concerns each
constituency put forth;
3. develop assumptions based on the questions and
concerns of each particular constituency;
4. develop strategies related to each assumption
pertinent to a particular constituency,-
5. implement the strategies with the various
constituencies as necessary,-
6. evaluate the effect of the various strategies on
the constituency;
7. modify or change the strategies,-
8. achieve success.
Summary
As a result of the increased elementary school
population and increased educational programm.ing
,
the towns
of New Salem and Wendell (total population 900) located in
north central Massachusetts needed a new elementary school
facility at the beginning of the 1970 's.
Various attempts were made by the communities to
resolve the issue locally. When these attempts failed, it
was decided to seek a solution via the legislative process.
To do this, and effectively monitor the process,
aspects of an exploratory field study were employed. This
exploratory field study was adapted to include assumptions
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rather than hypotheses because of the importance of
receiving immediate feedback on the outcome of these
assumptions
.
Once a decision was made to use the legislative
process to achieve a solution, and a strategy was developed
in which constituencies and their questions were identified,
the assumptions were made. Further strategies were then
developed to implement these assumptions v;ith the involved
constituencies
.
At this point the political process was underway.
CHAPTER II
POLITICAL SYSTEM AJ^ALYSIS
Introduction
Legal reform, whether effected by legislative or
judicial action, encompasses a panoply of philosophical,
political and economic issues. Resultant policy develops
out of a process of the interaction of many individuals and
groups in circumstances both inside and outside the
legislative chamber or the courtroom.
Easton (1965) developed a system approach for
analyzing such a political system and its decision making
processes (Figure 1). Through it, society is viewed as an
"all embracing suprasystem" consisting of a network of social
systems and sub-systems which constantly interact and
overlap. TAl systems are affected by the environment in
which they exist. These environments place stress upon the
systems and test their ability to respond.
In Easton's view, the political system is different
from all others. It is viev/ed as the only system possessing
the "unique behavior related to authoritative allocations
of values (p. 127)". The political system converts inputs
of dem.ands and support into outputs "meeting the demands of
at least some of the members, . . .retaining the support of
most" but accepted, at least temporarily, as legitimate
and binding on all. The environment of the political system
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f:nvironment :nvironment
Figuro 1 Easton '
s
Simplified Model of a Politico] S vs tern
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is understood as composed of several other systems,
ecological systems, as well as internal component systems.
This environment creates certain demand inputs on the
political system as well as support inputs for various
aspects of the system. The decisions and actions (outputs)
of the system are therefore seen as derived from the
conversion of these demands into action based upon the
needs of the system for support in the reduction of stress.
In addition to inputs from the environment, Easton conceives
and identifies certain conditions within the political
system v/hich place stress upon it and therefore general
decisions or actions. These internal stresses are termed
"with inputs". Outputs of the system, in the forra of
decisions and actions, effectively become new inputs into
the system. They provide feedback to the system as they are
exchanged into the environment.
The Voters Speak
In November 1971, the voters at a town meeting in New
Salem by a count of 106 to 30 defeated a $500,000 proposal
for a new elementary school to be underwritten by the
taxpayers of New Salem.
An analysis of tiiat vote indicated that the
constituencies voting to reject the proposal were comprised
of the elderly, unmarried people, and couples
without
children. And, in light of their interests, the
analysis
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that at that point th© political system met their
demands
.
It became evident that the opinions of leaders in each
of those constituencies would need to be converted if a
successful conclusion to the project was to be achieved.
The Role of Special Interests
Key (1964) appropriately summarized the focus of
special interest groups by stating, "where power rests,
there influence will be brought to bear (p. 138)". The
terms "pressure groups", "lobbys" and "special interest
groups" are defined as any organized effort to influence
governmental decision making (Blaisdell, 1957; Key, 1964;
Truman, 1964) . The activity of such groups is generally
analyzed in the context of their involvements with the
legislative branch of government, or the office of the
executive (mayor, governor, or president) . Governmental
agencies, however, as a repository of power also often
become the foci of lobbying efforts. In generating,
implementing and monitoring regulations and complementing
laws, these agencies of government wield m.uch power in our
society, and naturally attempts to influence this occur,
Jacob and Vines (1965) maintain that the rise in
special interests on the American political scene was born
out of increased heterogeneity of the society. Key (1964)
argued the same point;
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interest groups have existed since the foundina
of the republic, yet the great proliferation
of organized groups came in the twentieth
century
. . . from changes in the social
order
. , , chief among these changes were
the diversities introduced by specialization
in the production and distribution of goals
and services ... (the) multiplication of
specialized segments of society (p. 128)."
The role of the special interest group in the
legislative process has been interpreted as central to the
full representation, of the needs and interests, of a
disparate citizenry before government (Blaisdell, 1957;
Key, 1964; Truman, 1964). Latham (1952) claimed, in fact,
that the legislative process merely represents a formalized
attempt by government to manage competing interests and
demands for shares in the limited resources of the society.
Key (1964) stated that "every proposed law represents the
effort of one group to do something to another (p. 129)".
Further, the legislative process also protects against
one group "controlling" the resources of society. Lav; is
the result of compromises and coalitions among competing
interests. The legislature referees the groups* struggles,
ratifies the victories of the successful coalitions and
records the terms of the surrender, compromises, and
conquests in the form of statutes. The legislative vote on
any issue thus tends to represent the exercise of political
strength (mirroring the balance of power among the contending
groups at the moment of the vote) . What m.ay be called public
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is actually the cquilibriuin reacherd in tha group
struggle at any given moment. It represents a balance
Wxhich contending factions constantly strive to weight in
their favor (Latham, 1952, p. 290).
The Forces At Play
The effectiveness of the lobbying effort is
contingent upon a mosaic of forces. They extend from the
unique characteristics of the pressure group itself, to
the social environment in v;hich the group must act.
Truman (1964) analyzes several forces which he holds
to be critical to any group's effectiveness: overlapping
membership, cohesion, access, and rules of the game.
Truman's conception of the influence of "overlapping
memi^erships" on the effectiveness of special interest
groups within the governmental process derives from the
observation that "no single group affiliation accounts for
all the attitudes or interests of any individual . . .
(p. 500)". As Truman views this, the range and diversity o
these affiliations lend strength to t:ie special interest
groups through the consolidation cf a broad base of support
But multiple memberships also pose a threat to the
solidarity of the greup. They force it to accomodate the
conflicting loyalties of any significant segment of the
group, an accomodotion that may resu.’.t ir a.lteiing the
original ci.ain" of the group (p. 508; . Truman viev/s this
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as a significant internal check upon the activities of any
interest group.
The skillful balancing of competing demands generated
in the group by overlapping memberships may increase the
perceived strength of the group. It then appears to
represent a broad base of interest. This analysis
indicates that there are therefore two critical factors
determining a particular group's level of cohesion, the
"character of the overlapping attachments of its members
at a particular point in time, and the skills of the
leadership (p. 210)".
Acquisition of Acces
s
The degree of access an interest group has to the
legislative or the decision making body, at any particular
moment is also the result of a number of factors;
"The peculiarities of formal governmental
structure and of the political party as a
legislative instrument, such informal
influences as the knowledge-supplying
functions of the group and the character
of the legislators group affiliations, the
formal and informval structure of the
legislative body, and the influence of
the standardized expectations of the
conuTiUiii ty concerning the behavior of
a legislative.
The most important implication of this
multiple factor conception of the dynamics
of access is that the legislative is not
just a sounding board or passive registering
device for the demands of organized political
interest groups. The legislature as a part
of the institution of goverjiment embodies.
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albeit incompletely, the expectations,
understandings, and values prevailing in
the society concerning how the government
should operate." (Truman, 1964, p. 350).
Truman (1964) defines the "rules of the game" as those
widely held interests and expectations of society in how
government behaves. This represents a process unorganized
but so deeply rooted in society that, if abused or
unfulfilled, organized intervention results. Accordingly,
the "rules of the geime" are those "majority interests"
(p» 512) which generally overlap behavior in all society's
institutions, "including political" (p. 513)
.
Effectiveness v/ith Legislators
Wahlke, Eulau, Buchanan and Ferguson (1962)
,
in their
study of state legislatures and legislators identified
"pressure group role" as being one of a dozen roles which a
legislator is pressed to consider in the decision making
process. The pressure group's effectiveness was described by
responding legislators as contingent upon a host of factors:
Groups' Representational Claim: size, geographical
distribution, potential electoral influence, importance,
prestige, public favor.
Groups' Functional Utility: entertainment, personal
help and favors to legislators, lobbyists' skill, tact,
character, experiences, activity, money.
^
Groups' Extra Legislative Political Activity or_Powe^^
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particular legislators friendly to, identified with
group; general "organization", "activity", not
otherv/ise specified; publicity, opinion-influencing
activities; activity in districts: caunpaign activity,
letter writing campaign. (pp. 334-335).
Legislators compared a variety of groups (labor,
business, professional, religious, agricultural, etc.)
utilizing the legislative process (Wahlke, et al, 1962).
A representative sampling of answers shows 44% of the
responding legislators viewing the source of a professional
groups* power to lie in its "representational claim";
i.e., size, geographical distribution, potential electoral
influence, importance, prestige and public favor. By
contrast business groups were viewed by legislators as less
representationally powerful (19%) but more influential via
"lobbying activity"; i.e., entertainment, personal help and
favors to legislators, etc. The influence of professional
groups v;as seen by only 7% of the responding legislators
to be founded in their lobbying. But important to the
ability of both business and professional groups to
influence legislators was thei.r "extra legislative
political activity or power" . Forty-one percent of the
legislators responding to the Walke, et al (1962)
study agreed, the source of a professional group’s
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power is secured by a legislator's identification with the
group, its organization, its publicity, opinion influencing
activities, activity in the districts, campaigning and
letter writing campaigns. Thirty percent of responding
legislators concurred that these were factors determining
the degree of influence business groups had in the
legislative process.
Influences Applied
Lobbying techniques have also been analyzed in terms
of their effectiveness in influencing the lawmaking
process. Jewell and Patterson (1973) combine the results
of studies by Milbrath (1963) and Zeigler and Baer (1969)
wherein professional lobbyists rated the efficacy of a
variety of lobbying techniques. Pressure group
representatives for four states and Washington, D, C, rated
direct communication (e.g., personal presentation of
viev/points, presentation of research results, and testimony
at hearings) as the most effective mode of securing
influence with lawmakers. Intermediary communication (e.g.
letter writing campaigns, contact by constituents, the
publicizing of voting records) and methods entailing open
channels of communication (e.g. entertaining legislators,
giving parties, campaign contributions) were rated less
effective (Jewell and Patterson, 1973, p, 343)\. In summary
of their findings, Jewell and Patterson (1973) stated,
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It is fair to say that lobbying in American legislative
systems is not very effective in the sense of conventional
popular conceptions of the shrewdness and manip\ilative
ability of lobbyists. Lobbying activity is, in the main,
directed at legislators who sympathize with the policy
position of the group or groups involved.
, . .Much lobbying
involves the reinforcement and activation of sympathetic
legislators, rather than the conversion of legislators from
one policy position to another (p. 350)".
Education in the Legislative Process
Education, as a special interest, maintains a unique
position in the body politic in that, "in contrast to almost
all other areas in public policy, there is no anti-school
lobby (Masters, Salisbury and Elliot, 1964, p. 4)".
Opposition to increases in governmental spending, beliefs
that other governmental operations hold greater priority , or
convictions that education is first and foremost a state or
local responsibility are generally presented by lawmakers
as the types of positions viewed as antagonistic to
education.
There is a paucity of case studies or analyses of
legislative decision making influencing education, "despite
the obviously increasing role of government in education
(Masters, ct al, 1964, p. 4)". The few conduqted focus
almost exclusively on the issue of state financial aid
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1970), Bailey, Frost, Marsh and Wood (1962) provided
comparative case study analyses of the development and
enactment: of state aid reform measures in several
northeastern states. Masters, Salisbury and Elliot (1964)
concentrated on the determination of power influences in
educational decision making in three mid-western states:
Illinois, Michigan, and Missouri. Both studies pointed to
the importance of educator's participation in coalition
building and the presentation of a united front to attain a
successful role as participants in policy making.
Competition for influential positions before legislators
was described as counterproductive and, as Masters, et al,
(1964) pointed out in their Michigan study, the lack of
broadbased support and unity among educational groups
forecasts devastating results. The result is that
politicians, including the governor and key legislators,
possess more power over educational matters than do
educators
.
Strategies Defined
Bailey, et al (1S62) demonstrated that a state's
particular political make-up and history determine to an
e 3^tent not often recognized, the strategies and tactics
used by educators to influence the development of laws
affecting their positions and their school districts,
Almond (1956) labled this concept as "political
culture’.
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Utilizing the Masters, et al (1964) and Bailey, et
al (1962) case studies and Usdans
’ (1963) later work in New
» Isnnocone (1967) developed a typology of educational
political activity within the states. The typology
identified four patterns: "locally-wide disparate”,
"state-wide monolithic", "state-wide fragmented", and
"state-wide syndyco". lannocone (1967) held that the ability
of educational lobbying to influence legislation stood in
proportion to the particular pattern evident within a state.
One of the most interesting case studies of legislative
reform in education was conducted not at the state level but
at the national level in the United States Congress.
Meranto (1967) studied the political dynamics surrounding
the enactment of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. This legislation marked the beginning of highly funded
direct categorical federal support for education at the
elementary and secondary school levels. Using a systems
approach, Meranto documented the external demands and
circumstances (input), the internal pressures, and the
decision (output) involved in this historic enactm.enr. He
constructed a simplified input-output "model of legislative
change" (p. 11) for analyzing those environmental and
legislative changes which allowed the reform program to
succeed in 1965 (where it had failed four years before.)
Meranto (1967) concluded that no group, lobbying
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technique, or event had controlling influence on the 1965
legislation. Rather he held that "the long awaited
proponent 'victory must be viewed in the context of several
inextricably interrelated factors . .
. (p. 131." Among
these factors were: the Democratic victory in 1965;
President Johnson’s re-election; passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964; the administrations' work with key interest
groups; the timeliness of the bill; and the appointment of
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell as Chairman of the House
Education Labor Committee.
Predicated upon the foregoing, analysis plans to
influence legislative bodies can be developed. If a body
of people conduct deliberations on an issue and resolve that
issue through the assent of a democratic majority, then that
body may be presumed to be .legislative in nature.
Those legislative bodies so identified may then be
subject to the influences, lobbying tactics and techniques
utilized to influence legislators to adopt a particular
perspective on an issue.
Theory Applied
In this instance the author identified various
legislative bodies at the local and state level which couIg
possible be influenced. These legislative bodies were:
1, the elected school committees of each community;
2. the appointed sciioo.l building facilities co.pjr..ittee
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of each coirjnuni ty ;
3. the town meeting in eacn coinir.unity
;
4. the appointed State Board of Education;
5. the elected state legislature;
6. the elected governor.
Ihe assumption that these foregoing bodies would act
as legislative bodies, subject to certain identifiable
influences, enabled the parties involved to develop
strategies which could concentrate directly on particular
issues to sell a program.
Through the documentation of the efforts of the
parties involved, insight was gained into how a strategy
might be developed to effectively navigate the legislative
(political) process (both local and state) to pass a law
allowing the towns cf New Salem and VJendell to jointly
finance, build and operate, in an equal collaborative
program, an elementary school facility.
The environment, driving and restraining forces,
demands support, political systems, as v;ell as decisions
and cictions surrounding efforts to provide additional
faciJ.ities v;ere investigated, observed, and analyzed. This
became necessary to provide an understanding of the complex
political system and legislative process in which statutory
reform occurs.
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Questions and Analysis
As an adapted exploratory study, no hypotheses were
tested. The following questions, however, guided the
direction of the process and enabled the author to derive
certain assumptions upon which strategies could be based:
1. Would individual and group forces shape an
environment in which change could take place?
2. What were the political, philosophicval and
economic issues involved and how could they be
resolved in the process?
3. What forces, persons or groups supported/opposed
the building and/or legislative effort?
4. What tactics, strategy and resources could be
utilized to advance or hinder the legislative
movements ?
5. What role would state agencies or their
representatives play in the development and
enactment of the legislation?
6. What role would the state legislature play, who
would be key supporters or opponents of the
legislation and what tactics and strategies might
be employed to advance or hinder the passage cf
the legislation?
The data gathered as a result of this process wos
analyzed using coding and categorizing procedures according
to a methodology suggested by Glaser and Strauss (196/):
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The Constant Comparative Method of Qualitative Analysis.
The method is designed to generate categories, properties
and propositions based upon collected data. The constant
comparative method can be most simply understood by
presenting the various stages of its application. Each of
these stages occur simultaneously throughout the course of
the research;
1. comparing and coding data for the determination
of categories;
2. integrating categories and their priorities;
3. delimiting categories and the emerging theory;
4. writing the theory (in this case, developing the
assumptions)
.
During the initial stage, the researcher gathers and
compares data, coding information and events into categories.
As more data are analyzed, either nev; categories emerge or
the data are added to already determined categories. The
comparative process permits the discernment of abstract
properties of categories.
In the present study, twenty categories of inforraation
were identified and employed to separate and code the data.
These catergories were; town meetings, building study
committees, public hearings. Commissioner of Education; local
school committees. Superintendent of Schools, communication
to communities, individual reactions, emotional feelings.
House Bill #2167, Senate Bill #897, law, house action, senate
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action, executive action, media support, endorsements,
funding, miscellaneous publicity and information.
Once identified by this method, categories and their
properties are then integrated during a second stage. Each
nev7 incident is compared with the developing properties of
the categories. As a result of constant comparisons, data
relevant to single properties are integrated. Various
properties themselves then begin to integrate, and the
relationships among the categories become evident. These
emerging relationships provide the groundwork for a
theoretical framework.
Stage three finds categories and the evolving theory
becoming delimited by virtue of the continuous comparison of
categories and properties. Categories will soon become
saturated, and certain new data will offer nothing to the
further understanding of the category. "Underlying
uniformities” force a delimiting of the categories (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967, p, 67) and focus centers on the
developing theory. "The universe of data that the constant
comparative method uses is based upon the reduction of the
theory and the delimitation and saturation of the categories
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p, 112)". Armed with the
resultant voluine of coded data and deliniited categories , the
researcher entered stage four, the writing of the theory (in
this case a development of the assumptions)
,
As the analysis is further detailed it should be
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understood that the author of this dissertation was
intimately involved in the process, and is also the primary
source of information for this document. Accordingly, the
issue of subjectivity plays heavily in the analysis of the
process and its final outcome.
Summary
Legal reform usually encompasses myriad philosophical,
political and economic issues. Easton (1965) developed a
system approach for analyzing a political system and its
decision making processes.
In Easton’s viev;, "the political system is different
from, all others in that it is the only system possessing the
unique behavior related to authoritative allocations of
values (1965, p. 127)".
In Novem±)e.r 1971, the voters at the town meeting in
Nev7 Salem rejected the construction of an educational
facility by a vote of 106 to 30. An analysis of that vote
indicated that the constituencies so voting were comprised
of the elderly, unmarried people, and couples without
chi.ldren.
Key (1964) appropriately summarized the focus of
special interest groups by stating, "where power rests,
there influences will be brough to bear (p. 138)", The
term "pressure groups", "lobbies" and "special interest
groups" are defined as any organized effort to influence
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governmental decision making (Blaisdell, 1967: Key, 1964:
Truman, 1964:). Further, the role of the special interest
group in the legislative process has been described as
essential to the full representation of the needs and
interests of a disparate citizenry.
The effectiveness of lobbying effort is contingent
upon a mosaic of forces extending from the unique
characteristics of the pressure group itself, to the social
environment witliin which that group must act.
Recognizing that throughout the process different
types of legislative bodies (such as, school committees,
town meetings, and the state legislature) would have to be
influenced to achieve a successful outcome, people involved
in the program developed strategies to deal with each
legislative body.
CHAPTER III
ASSUMPTIONS AND STRATEGIES
Th0 Forina.'bion of Stratsciic Assumptions
Throughout the attempt to resolve the schoo] housing
problem (in those manners described in Chapter 1)
,
considerable information was gained on the issues, concerns,
liabilities and assets involved in securing a new building.
Utilization of experiences gained through meetings locally
and with state agencies enabled the author to identify
major agencies, constituencies and individuals whose needs
and interests in the overall project would require analysis
and response.
Preliminary Assessments
At the local level in committee meetings, in talks
with individuals, at open hearings and town meetings,
concerns and objections from both positive and negative
perspectives were raised. These issues surfaced and
represented a cross section of both communities. As a
result of compiling and categorizing these issues, it
became evident that there were a number of major concerns
on peoples' minds. These major concerns appeared to be:
1. financial - can we afford it?
2. a need ~ does a need really exist?
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3. trust - can we trust working with the other town?
4. representation - will we gain equal representation
in the governance of the school?
5. location — will the building be located in our
town?
6. credibility - is v/hat the school department
telling us the truth and if so, how do we knov; it?
Throughout the initial efforts to obtain a solution to
the housing problem, a considerable number of meetings were
held with officials of the State Department of Education.
At various times, the legislative solution was presented as
an alternative, but no conclusion on support for this
approach was forthcoming. Concerns of the Department of
Edxication, however, were raised throughout this process and
the major concerns appeared to be;
1. alternatives - have all other solutions been
tried and found wanting?
2. Kindergarten-grade 12 reorganization - will the
solution create a legal barrier to a comprehensive
K-12 regional organization of the Mahar school
district?
3. financial — will the solution be cost effective?
4. bonding - will the method used be able to be
bonded legally?
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5. local acceptance - do the towns want this raethod
as a solution?
6. .regional building plan - will the building,
itself, (grade level served and location) make
sense in an overall regional building plan?
7. state department control - will the State
Department of Education maintain its historical
input into the district operation?
As v/ith other major constituencies, local legislators
had been involved at various times in the initial stages of
solving the problem. Under their auspices, it was easier
to establish meetings with various state agencies, gain
access to certain research and information, and develop an
education on the legislative process. From the first
briefing of the local legislators, it was clear that, as
individuals, they supported the need for a school facility
and were willing to support a solution which would involve
legislation- From the components of this solution, however,
they determined the major questions that would be raised by
their colleagues in the legislature. They would be:
1. finance - is it financially cost effective?
2. local support ~ do the tov/ns support this as a
solution?
3. Department of Education support - does the State
Department of Education endorse the solution.’
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4, bonding - will the solution meet legal bonding
requirements?
5. 'state control - will the state be able to
maintain its historical control over education
within the district?
Assumptions Regarding Behavior
In proposing and developing any legislative solution
and a strategy to implement that solution, the author had
to focus on the major concerns of the involved constituencies.
Having discerned and delineated the most important concerns,
and established the legislative potential for a solution,
the next logical step was to set forth assumptions. If
accurate, and if subsequent proper strategies were planned
and implemented, these assum.ptions would permit passage of
the legislation and therein achieve a solution to the
problem. These assumptions v/ere made regarding the
potential behavior of the three major groups involved (the
tv;o tov;ns, the State Department of Education, and the state
legislature)
.
Assumptions invol ving New Salem and VJendell. People will
be more apt to vote for the proposal if they are convinced
that
:
1. a need exists;
2. the plan is financially attractive;
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3. the plan is educationally sound;
4. the plan guarantees equal representation by each
-town in the governance of the school's operation;
5. the building will be located in an area along
the two town border
;
6 c. they have been able to overcome the emotional
and traditional issues of having their own
autonomous control.
Assumptions affecting the State Depar
t
of Educat ion.
The State Department of Education is more likely to support
the program if:
1. it presents no legal barrier to an ultimate K-12
regional district within the Mahar Regicnaj.
School district;
2. it is convinced that there is an educational
need;
3. all other solutions have been tried and failed;
4. the building fits into an ultimate, overall
regional building plan;
5. the capital and operational costs v;ill be
lowered through a joint effort;
6. the legislation presents no legal barrier to
bonding by the towns;
7. the tovms indicate they approve of this method
of solving the problem;
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8. there is a method to assure that the State
Department of Education maintains its input and
control in the district's operation.
Assumption s regarding the state legislature. The state
legislature will be more likely to enact the legislation
if:
1. the State Department of Education supports it;
2. the two communities vote to submit and support
the specific legislation;
3. the plan is cost effective;
4. it meets legal bonding requirements;
5. the legislature maintains its historical control
over the school district.
Development of Strategies
Moving from the assumptions to the development of
strategy, one must take into consideration that there were
a number of special interest groups representing various
constituencies such as parents, taxpayers, senior citizens,
people without children, lifelong and newer residents of
the community, bureaucrats, people in favor of and opposed
to regionalization and politicians.
Also, in assessing the scheme of this process, in
effect, there were three legislative bodies (the state
legislature and the town meetings of New Salem and Wendell)
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and one state agency (the Department of Education) to be
involved (an oversight at this point was the involvement
of the Governor’s office in the legislative process). An
understanding, therefore, of the functioning of legislative
bodies and hov; they interrelate with special interest
groups appeared to be in order prior to establishing
strategies
.
The l^nov/ledge gained through previous attempts to
construct a new school, various readings and research and
the lessons learned in successful passage of new school
bonding issues in two other towns in the Erving School
Union (the Towns of Erving and Shutesbury)
,
permitted a
strategy to evolve. Its objective would be to communicate
V7ith and educate the various constituencies involved in the
process. The strategy was divided into two main sections:
1, general strategies which would tend to affect
more than just one constituency, vis a vis
maintaining communication and establishing
program education; and
2. specific strategies aimed directly at the local
towns, the State Department of Education, or the
legislature
.
The assumptions set forth for each major constituency would
be integrated into the specific strategies.
Formulation of basics
.
Four major tasks were identified for
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performance to gain passage of the legislation. They were:
1) . draft the bill;
2) /gain approval in both the New Salem and Wendell
Town Meetings for appointment of a joint building
facility committee;
3) gain town meeting approval to submit the bill to
the legislature for action;
4) gain legislative passage of bill into law.
To this point, the two local school committees had
voted individually to proceed along the legislative process
to resolve the issue. The two school committees were
meeting together with the author to lay the groundwork for
what was hoped would be a successful venture. At these
meetings, people who had served on various committees to
seek a solution to the school housing problem were invited
and asked for their thoughts regarding the benefits and
liabilities which the towns would encounter in attempting
a solution. Also, members of the school committees and
school building coirimirtees from the Towns of Erving and
Shutesbury were asked for input as a model of effective
conimunication with their communities during their successful
school bonding issues. All aspects of the community
education and communication campaign were explored by the
New Salem and Wendell School Committees. They sought to
identify potential pitfalls, areas of support and other
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positive and negative factors which might be involved in
an undertaking such as this one.
From these meetings emerged a number of general and
specific strategies for working, in a successful,
cooperative manner, with both towns to resolve the school
housing problem.
General strategies. General strategies which either
affected committees' actions or more than one major
constituency were developed and set forth as follows:
1. The Committee had to gain a description and a
knowledge of the legislative process.
2. Periodic mailings must be maintained so that all
involved would be appraised of the progress of
the legislation and project.
3. Information sharing should, as much as possible,
progress from the educational issues to the
financial issues throughout the campaign.
4. The issues, as much as possible, should be kept
in front of the public through newspaper articles,
periodic public hearings and other media outlets.
5. Personal meetings at all levels should be held
periodically v;ith key people opposed to the
legislation and key people in favor Oa. the
legislation.
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All constitusnciss shoulo bG ciwarG of the previous
attempts to solve the problem.
7. Obtain a legal opinion that the draft legislation
is sound on all points and will be able when
implemented to resolve the problem.
Specific strategies for gaining approval of local communities.
In order to demonstrate that a need existed for new school
housing space, it would be necessary to develop sets of
figures on population trends in the two towns, anticipated
new housing starts, and pre-school census figures. In
addition, a paper would be prepared comparing educational
programs found in the towns five years ago to current
educational programs and anticipated programs. Accompanying
this would be a rationale for the addition of the new
programs, legislation mandating new programs and regulations
which have been promulgated affecting educational
progranuTiing
.
The financial picture of a new school jointly
maintained and operated by the two towns would be developed
utilizing a budgetary comparison between the Town of
Shutesbury and the Towns of New Salem and Wendell.
The
number of students projected in the Shutesbury School was
the same as the numbers in New Salem and
Wendell. The
Shutesbury budget therefore, would be similar
and could be
used as a valid comparison to the program.
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Since the new school at Shutesbury was just being
completed/ costs for that school would be approximately the
same as the New Salem-Wendell School. The building budget
could be accurately pictured by adjusting for an increased
cost of living factor. Projected bonding costs, interest
gained on reinvesting bonds and the state's share of the
payment were shown to be comparable to the actual costs of
the Shutesbury School Building.
To further allay concerns of the people in New Salem
and Wendell, efforts were made at public meetings, in the
periodic mailings and through other forms of communication
to fully explain those sections of the proposed legislation
dealing specifically with the composition of the joint
school committee. This guarantees the two towns equal
representation regardless of the number of people living
in either town.
To develop the support of key people, including those
currently in favor of the project and those opposed, the
Committee would identify other people in favor of the
project who could participate in an educational process to
disseminate information on the progress of the project (on
an ongoing basis) . This strategy would also be used to
compile questions, comments and criticisms to be addressed
during the course of the project.
Since the location of the school had been a
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significant issue in the minds of a number of people, land,
suitable for a school building site and located along the
border of the two towns would be identified. Committee
members and/or other community people would seek out the
owners of the properties. The owners of these properties
would then receive a presentation on the problems and the
concept involved in solving the problem. It was anticipated
that through this method a desirable site could be purchased
at a reasonable cost.
Emotional and traditional issues, (i.e. the tv;o towns
vzorking together smoothly and each town relinquishing its
autonomy and its ov/n school) required a strategy more
difficult to develop. It was hoped that the fact that the
two school conmiittees had been working together and were in
favor of this concept, would substantially influence people
to overcome this issue. Further, by going before the two
town meetings and hav’ing an official New Salem-Wendell joint
building and school district committee the process would be
open to some people with objections. The Joint Facilities
Committee was to be composed of the two school conunittees
and three additional members fiom each comm.unity.
With some modifications (to be explained in the
narrative part of this dissertation) the basic strategies
set at the local community level were maintained throughout
the time of the project.
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Specific strategies for cainino the approval of the
Department of Education. Based upon observation and work
experience in the State Department of Education it was
apparent that in the legislative process if the Department
of f''^^oation opposed an education brll affectincf one or two
communities, inevitably, it did not get through the
legislative process successfully. The primary strategy,
therefore, with the Department of Education, was to attempt
to gain their approval and support. The fallback position
in this regard was to at least attempt to neutralize the
Department of Education. This proceeded from an understanding
that if the Department Education did not oppose it and the
tv/o town meetings were in favor of the legislation, that the
legislature would, (as had been traditional) respect the
wishes for hone rule and pass the legislation. To assure
the State Department cf Education that the legislation would
present no legal barrier to the ultimate implementation of a
K~12 regional school district in the area and that the
legislation would present no legal barrier to bonding, the
decision was made to have the legislation drafted by a law
firm in Boston considered one of the tv/o best bonding
counsels in the country.
From the point of view of cost effectiveness {for a
school district this size) , the financial plan, including
the state's involvement both from a capital point of view
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and an oparational point of view, would b© drawn up and
presented to the Department of Education. The new school
in the Town of Shutesbury would again be used as the major
point of comparison. The savings at the local level would
be pointed out, and as a result of savings forecast, the
state reimbursement would be lowered also and would result
in a savings at the state level. This point would be
emphasized.
The educational need for additional space and updated
facilities was acknowledged by the State Department of
Education. However, their continued concern was whether a
building would fit into the overall regional building plan.
This perspective emphasized the geographical location of
the building, transportation routes to the building and the
use of the building either as a K-4 facility or a K-6
facility in the master plan.
All necessary documentation, such as notes of town
meetings and minutes of building facilities committee
meetings, would be compiled and shown to the Department of
Education to demonstrate the efforts which had been
undertaken to resolve the problem through other means such
as regionalization, building renovation and a town building
on its own. A major responsibility of working with the
Department of Education throughout this process was given
to the author.
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Specific strategies for gaining approval of the state
. In working with the legislature in this
process and establishing a specific strategy for this aspect
of the process, advice given by the two senators and one
representative serving the district was invaluable.
Ihe major thrust would be to utilize the financial
plan to point out the cost effectiveness of the program.
Major emphasis would be placed on contacting members of the
House and Senate Education Committee and any personal contacts
that anyone in the towns supporting the concept had with any
state legislators.
Not only was a successful vote to submit the bill to
the legislature for action deemed important, but also
attendance at the public hearing by as many representatives
of the towns and the towns' boards as possible was sought.
A letter from the Department of Education supporting
the legislation was also sought as a prime method of
influencing positive action from the House and Senate
Education Committee.
The fact that the legislation would be written by the
legal firm. Palmer and Dodge, was also deemed to be important
in assuring the legislators that the bill would be legally
sound and answer such problems as bonding, representation and
governance
.
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Summary
Though not all of the strategies worked as planned
and some became more important than initially viewed, the
fact that the time was taken to think about the people
involved and the need to communicate effectively (on a
two-way basis)
,
was in the long run responsible for the
overall success of the program.
CHAPTER IV
NARRATIVE
/
Introduction
In November of 1971 the townspeople of New Salem at a
town meeting voted to turn down a request by the New Salem
School Committee for a new elementary grade level school by
a vote of 106 to 30. This school was to have been
financially supported entirely by New Salem although the
possibility existed that tuition students from Wendell
might help defray the building costs.
An analysis of the events leading up to the vote
indicated that a number of issues were raised which
contributed to the defeat of the project. These issues
have been discussed in previous chapters but the most
prominent were:
1. The incomplete financial picture presented to the
townspeople prior to and at the meeting
.
2. The lack of information available regarding the
utilization of the existing buildings within the
Town of New Salem and other aspects of the
project.
3. The lack of support by the State Department of
Education, particularly financial support, for
the project.
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4. The "take it or leave it" attitude presented by
the architectural firm hired to do an analysis
(of the existing facilities versus the need for
building a new facility)
.
5. A negative public attitude regarding the inclusion
as tuition students, of the children from Wendell.
In previous years, students from Wendell had
attended the local high school, called "New Salem
Academy," as well as the local seventh and eighth
grades (on a tuition basis) and certain
competitive feelings with a historical basis had
developed and had not been forgotten.
Six people in the crowd created the driving forces that
evening to assure the defeat of the new school. Questions
were raised regarding the cost of renovating existing
buildings versus new construction. Statements were made
that a new building could be built for less than half of
what the architect was quoting for per square foot costs.
Long standing feuds between people in the tv/o towns were
publicly aired, and open feelings of distrust were expressed.
?jiswers to questions were publicly ridiculed and
scrutinized for their credibility, establishing an overall
climate unsupportive of the building project. When the vote
was finally taken there was no question as to its outcome.
At this meeting key individuals opposed to the
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building were identified and their concerns were noted and
filec, to be utilized as the project moved forward. As
discouraging as the results were at this point in time,
information had been gathered to enable those still
interested in pursuing the project to establish alternative
methods for resolution of the housing problem. Awareness
of those concerns was crucial as they would have to be
overcome if success was to be achieved.
The author, in his role as Union Superintendent, was
pursuing the development of new building projects in the
Towns of Shutesbury and Erving. The concerns, initially,
of the townspeople in those two towns mirrored those of the
people of New Salem. The needs in those communities for new
educational facilities were also acute. Pressing forward in
Erving and Shutesbury with the building projects, the author
gained experience in dealing with the various issues
presented by the townspeople which would ultimately be brought
to bear on the New Salem-Wendell situation.
Public relations programs were developed for each
community which stressed the need for the schools.
Townspeople were kept abreast of developments and ultimately
both towns voted (in Shutesbury 's case a unanimous vote with
over 200 people at the town meeting and in the case of
Erving, three were opposed with over 200 at the meeting) to
erect their own individual school building facilities.
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The lessons gained in the successful passage of those
projects, coupled with the identification of the key people
and the key issues in New Salem, created a foundation for
the successful conclusion of the project in New Salem and
VJendell also.
Following tne November 1971 vote, a slow down in
pursuit of the Nev/ Salem project occurred while the author
was engaged in the development and implementation of the
major projects underway in Shutesbury and Erving. Town
meeting action occurred in those communities in the late
spring of 1972 to proceed with those projects. The ultimate
vote to bond the projects and build the schools took place
in the latter part of 1972.
During this period of time, and into 1972, the New
Salem and Wendell School CorruTiittees met periodically, on an
informal basis, to explore a joint approach to the school
housing project so they might resolve it. In addition, the
author initiated a series of meetings within the community
seeking out those individuals who were opposed to the
project. These meetings were held in groups with as many
as 15 people in attendance, as well as on a one-to one
basis.
The objectives of these meetings were to develop
credibility with those people who v/ere opposed to the
project, establish their reasons for opposition and aLtempt
to enlist their support if, in fact, their reasons for
objecting could be overcome.
As a result of the informal meetings between the New
Salem and Wendell School Committees and the author's
meetings with groups and individuals from the towns, both
school committees petitioned their town meetings for a joint
housing study committee, to be made up of all school
committee members and three other members to be appointed
from each town. This committee was formed in the fall of
1972. One of the primary reasons for its formation was to
show the townspeople that in fact the two towns could work
together. In addition to the school committee members, the
appointments to this committee included people in the towns
who were opposed to the project. This was done to assure
the townspeople that both sides of the issue would be
investigated and ultimately presented.
State Department of Education Involvement
At intervals from November 1971, the author had been
meeting with officials within the State Department of
Education, particularly those in the School Building
Assistance Bureau and Bureau of School District
Reorganization and Collaboration. These meetings were in a
constant effort to convince the State Department of Education
of the need to undertake this planned construction and to
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point out the attempts being made to meet the need.
The State Department of Education had previously
established guidelines for the local school districts to
follow prior to considering any legislative solution. The
Department, at that point in history, was involved in a
concerted effort to organize the smaller communities in
Massachusetts into kindergarten to grade 12 regional
districts. The Towns of New Salem and Wendell were no
exception to the design of their philosophy at that point
in time. The Department was anxious, therefore, to see
every effort to regionalize being made at the local level.
In order to do this the Towns of New Salem and V»endell
appointed regional study committees and secured the approval
of the town meetings in the other communities making up the
Mahar Regional School District (Erving, Orange, and
Petersham) to appoint regional study committees and
investigate regionalization.
In spite of these various efforts to bring about
regionalization by one organization or another, solution of
the problem by the regionalization route was exhausted by
the spring of 1973. (See Appendix A)
By this time, however, a considerable percentage of
the people from New Salem and VJendell had been included on
one committee or another to study the housing issue and to
attempt to resolve it. It was then (spring 1973) generally
agreed that a school housing need existed and that some
solution must be presented.
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The legislative solution, which had been previously
suggested, was more thoroughly investigated by the Joint
Facilities Study Committee. In meetings held with the
local legislators (Senators John Olver and Frederick
Schlosstein and Representative Thomas Simons) the problem
was set forth along with the solutions that had been
attempted to that point. The legislative solution, as an
alternative, v;as presented to the local legislators and was
viewed favorably by them from the very start. The questions
raised and guidance given by the legislators at this
preliminary meeting v\7as invaluable. It made the ultimate
legislative process easier to negotiate than if the Committee
had waited to develop and submit the legislation prior to
contacting the senators and the representative.
The State Department of Education, however, was not
in favor of a legislative solution in the spring of 1973.
It was felt by the state officials that the attempts to
resolve the issue had been only cursory and did not
constitute a bona fide attempt to achieve resolution.
At a meeting held on May 25, 1973 between State
Department of Education officials and the local regional
planning board members , the State Department refused to
authorize the formation of a New Salem-VJendell K-6 regional
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district. The two major arguments against formation were:
1. The district population was too small.
2. The formation of this district would impede
progress toward a K-‘12 district.
Their contention was that in order to form a K-6 district a
bond issue in the name of that regional district would have
to be taken out and until this was paid off (presumably 20
years) the regional district would be unable to join another
district. This would, they argued, impede progress toward
an overall K-12 Mahar Regional School District.
The department's suggestions for solution of the
problem at that time were:
1. To go back and attempt, again, to form a K-12
district with the other Mahar regional towns, even
though this had been attempted prior to the
meetings (and the Regional Study Committee had
letters from the Towns of Orange, Petersham and
Erving stating that they were not interested at
this time in joining a K-12 region) . The
Department of Education felt that these letters
did not constitute sufficient evidence to show
that these particular towns had adequately
studied the problem.
2. For either New Salem or VJendell to build the
school and for the other town to tuition in
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. Although the towns had obviously
already attempted this, the department felt
. another attempt should be made.
The members of the Regional Study Committee and the
author left this meeting with the department with a great
sense of frustration. The feeling prevailed that the two
towns were being told that they must upgrade their
educational program and facilities, but that any realistic
solution (to the towns) was precluded by the philosophy,
rules, and reimbursement protocol of the Department of
Education itself.
It is the author's opinion that as a direct result of
this meeting, coupled with the very successful meeting held
with the state legislators from the district on June 11,
1973, the author was officially directed to investigate, in
as an expeditious manner as possible, a legislative solution
to the project.
The author, arm.ed with a comprehensive knowledge of
the situation as a whole (such as the thirty votes in
favor of a new school in November 1971 and the fact that
there was no money appropriated to move the project forward),
set forth in an aggressive and highly positive manner to
develop a plan of attack to achieve a successful conclusion
to the building issue.
From the information obtained at the various meetings,
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questions posed and answered, analyses made, six major
strategic components were identified. In the opinion (and
later, by
. the decision) of the author these components had
to be worked through and implemented in order to respond to
the criticisms of the various constituent groups. In so
doing, the author felt he could "turn the situation around"
so that all of the constituencies would vote to support a
new building facility.
These six components were;
1. a positive public relations program;
2. an educational need program;
3. site selection and purchase program;
4. architect selection and school plant design
program;
5. reasonable financial plan program;
6. development and passage of legislation-
program.
In the following paragraphs a brief overview will be
given for each one of these six major areas. Included will
be the major issues, the plan of attack, and a description
of the ultimate implementation.
Public Relations Program
Experience with the first vote in New Salem, and the
subsequent successful events in Shutesbury and Erving school
districts pointed out the importance of maintaining open and
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frequent communications with the various constituencies.
This allows concepts to be put forth, questions developed
and answered and people to feel a part of the total process.
Because the towns were small in population, the
major forms of communication on an ongoing basis were direct
mail and personal contact. In addition, the local newspapers
of Amherst, Greenfield, and Orange were to be kept informed
and abreast of the happenings so that the issue v;ould be kept
in front of the public. As it turned out the only newspaper
v/nich sent a representative to the various meetings W 3 s the
Recorder. Obviously
,
due to the size of the tcwns
and reader interest, it v;as very difficult to manage to
secure on a regular basis, space in print for a project of
this type.
At critical times throughout the process (such as,
tov7n meeting votes, public hearings, legislative action),
however, the newspapers carried accurate and positive
accounts of the ongoing action.
Othe.r methods devel.oped and implemented to open and
maintain the lines of communication were public hearings in
each community prior to any major event so that the
townspeople would have an open forum to discuss the issue.
These public hearings were scheduled at least twice,
and on different nights in each town prior to each major
event so that as many people as possible would be able to
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attend. Town meetings, legislative hearings, site selection
issues, and architect selection were considered major events.
As it turned out 16 public hearings were held, all of
them attended in each community by at least 40 people.
These public hearings were a great source of information on
the concerns of people and kept the Committee's finger on
the pulse of the towns.
The Conunittee also felt that a good public relations
program should at its inception identify all of the
advocates for the project and involve them in some way.
These advocates, after being identified, helped the Conunittee
immensely in developing written statements, by contacting
opponents whom they knew personally to convince them of the
need (while at the same time finding out their real concerns)
and in presentations to small groups around the community.
These advocates or others, in a major portion of the
public relations program, were assigned to maintain an
ongoing dialogue with the miost outspoken opponents of the
project throughout the process. This allowed the achievement
of constant feedback and monitoring of the opponents
concerns. This strategy was most successful. Of the 11
major identified opponents, seven did not show up at the
final vote for passage of the bond issue to build the nev/
facility. The other four spoke out in favor of the program.
To borrow an old expression, the proof of the pudding
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IS in the eating, and it appears that since the project was
successful that the program for public relations had a
significant impact on the outcome.
Educational Program Plan
At the outset the premise was that those people who
understood the educational need would be in favor of the
program. These people could be counted on to support the
proposition at all stages of development, and in fact were
among the majority of the 30 votes originally cast for the
project in November of 1971. It was determined, further,
that a like number of people in the community of Wendell
would have the same perception of the need from an
educational point of view.
It was important, therefore, to reaffirm the
educational need for the project at the outset so that this
basis of support would be maintained cind an attempt could
be made to gain new converts sensitive to educational needs.
The other premise was that as the vote became imminent the
majority of the people would be more concerned with the
financial considerations surrounding the endeavor.
At no time during the course of the process, however,
did the Committee want to lose the support for the educational
aspect and therefore enlisted key educational people in the
towns as well as the professional staff of the elementary
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schools for their input and salesmanship.
Proceeding with the strategy (going from the
educational need to the financial need)
,
the first portion
of the plan to be developed was the educational need
assessment. It included population expansion, program
development and the state of the current physical plant.
In support of the education program plan the
following benefits of the merger and development of a new
physical plant were set forth;
1. A new elementary school would mean all educational
programs would be under one roof. The kindergarten
children would be in the same building with
children from their own town. (Heretofore the
kindergarten children from both New Salem and
Wendell v/ere bussed out of town to a third town,
Shutesbury or Erving, which provided this program
on a tuition basis.) This would allow them to
develop friendships with children that live nearby
and give them their initial school experience in
the environment in which they would continue
throughout their elementary grade experience.
2. The trend in education was then and is now towards
individualization. There can be more individual
attention with one teacher to a grade than with
one teacher to three grades (as was the case
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in both New Salem and Wendell at the time of this
It is very difficult for cne teacher
to handle all the programs that had been developed
(to meet individual needs) while having three
grades in one classroom. The school systems had
been fortunate in being able to afford and obtain
capable teaching aides and student teachers.
Without them, handling all of the programs would
become increasingly difficult.
3. The educational system was forced to send children
with special needs to other towns for their
programs. The new elementary school would enable
the towns to provide those necessary services for
children with special needs within their own
community
.
4. Physical education, music, art, library,
instrumental mvisic and health programs would all
be held in one building. There would be a
properly equipped gymnasium, library and health
room. Specialized teachers would then be able to
expand and improve their programs because they
would be spending longer periods of time within
one school, rather than travelling among and
between schools. Xu addition, they w’ould have
the proper facilities with which to work.
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5, Lunches would be prepared and served in one
building, eliminating the need to transport them.
!rhere would be no eating in the classrooms so
academic lessons would not be interrupted in order
to prepare for lunch.
6, Overcrowding was probably the biggest problem.. It
created a safety and health hazard. Children were
forced to leave the building for physical education,
library and instrumental music. In the case of
instrumental music it was necessary for the children
to travel back and forth unaccompanied by an adult
due to the irregularity of the schedule. This was
a particular hazard in bad weather because children
were difficult to see on the road. Further, much
time was lost, especially in bad weather, in the
putting on and removing of outer clothing to go to
the gymnasium, library and other outside facilities.
7, A new and larger school would provide more storage
areas, both in the classroom and in the school
itself. This xvould allow better storage of art
projects, audio visual supplies, learning programs
and instructional supplies, thereby leaving more
work area in each classroom. There would also be
sinks in each classroom which allow for teacher
supervision while washing for lunch as well as for
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general clean-up after special projects, such as
science and social studies.
8. Having one teacher per grade v/ould eliminate the
need of a child having to remain with one teacher
for three years. This, per se
,
is not necessarily
bad for a child, however, a larger staff at each-
level will provide for feedback on the child's
individual abilities. In addition, a larger
staff would be able to share new ideas for their
own personal and professional growth and
development.
Following the delineation of these ideas, the staff
and members of the Committee developed presentations for the
local constituency, the Department of Education and the state
legislators. After the initial presentation, some aspects
of the educational need were presented in each newsletter,
public meeting or correspondence with each constituent
group.
This strategy, as planned and implemented, kept the
educational program need out in the public eye. Throughout
the entire process, it brought the idea home that this was
in fact an educational problem.
In addition to the above, population projections were
developed indicating a 10 year growth pattern in each town
v/ith a determination of what the impact on the elementary
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school population would be as a result. Further, a
description of all the available facilities, including
their age> square footage, use within the program, location,
was developed and set forth for the information of the
listening constituencies.
These statistics were made available and were
integrated into presentations made as a part of the public
relations program plan.
Generally, it was the perception of the Committee and
the author that the educational need was spelled out quite
well. While it did not arouse as much of an interest and
conversation factor among the people as the other aspects of
the plan, particularly the financial aspect, it was very
necessary to attract and retain those people who are
favorably inclined toward the educational process. The fact
that this issue was presented at the very beginning, and
maintained a high profile throughout the entire process,
enabled the Committee to concentrate more time on those
items deemed more critical as the pending votes grew closer.
Site Selection and Purchase Plan
An issue creating considerable anxiety amongst the
townspeople was the location of the school. Due to the
geographic character of the general area, the fact that the
state, through the Metropolitan District Commission and
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Deparhinent of Natural Resources, owned a considerable amount
of land within the two tov/ns, and the fact that there wore
very few large, accessible areas with proper drainage for a
school site, the choices of property narrowed significantly.
There was also considerable concern, on the part of the
Committee, that those sites which might have been suitable
would not be made available for sale because of owner
preference. The issue of eminent domain was discussed and
discarded. The reason for this can be traced to the small
populations, the interwoven family ties of the people and
the independence granted people in that area to make their
own choices as to what and how their land should be used.
Based on the input gained over the lifetime of this
project, criteria were established for the site as follows:
1. It must be on or near the border of the two towns.
2. It should be at least 15 acres to satisfy the needs
of the School Building Assistance Bureau
guidelines
.
3. It should have proper drainage to assure an
adequate septic system meeting all the State
Department of Public Health regulations.
4. It should be sufficiently level and open enough so
that site development costs could be kept to a
minimum.
.5. The owner must be willing to sell.
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6. The cost of the property should not exceed
$ 20 , 000 .
The
-Coininittee appointed a sub—committee
,
comprised of
members from both towns, to explore those properties which
met the above stated criteria. In addition, the author
managed to secure the services of a local architect who
volunteered to reviev; the various sites selected to determine
whether they V70uld qualify as adequate building sites for a
nev; school.
The sub-committee working with the architect narrowed
the sites to six and proceeded to evalute them against the
criteria developed locally and those criteria set forth by
the School Building Assistance Bureau for determination of
the site's adequacy for a new school. One of the sites
considered was a piece of property, which, through
negotiations with the Metropolitan District Commission
would have been given to the two tov/ns at no cost. This
site was close to the border of the two towns, however
large areas of ledge ran throughout the property making it
unacceptable for use.
Ultimately the Committee narrowed the choice to two
sites. Both of these sites extended into the two towns,
were level and appeared to have the proper drainage. There
was, initially, one perceived drawback to each site. On
one cite high tension lines went through one side of the
site ^nd the othGjr sit© tti© Cormnitt©© b©li©v©d the own©r
would not s©ll.
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Upon -investigation of th© sit© with th© power lines
it was found that th© registered owner had died and the site
was tied up in an estate issue.
On the other site the author approached the owner at
his place of employment and inquired about the possibility
of being able to acquire it or some portion of the land for
use as a school site. The owners, Harold and Edith Overing
of New Salem, were very cooperative and were willing to
discuss the issue, including the educational and development
plans. Mr. Overing had himself served on both the New Salem
School Committee and the Mahar Regional Committee and was
and still is a friend and supporter of the educational
process in the community.
The author made a complete and up to date presentation
including the need, projected plans, how it would fit overall
into any regional plan that may be developed and the benefits
that would accrue to both New Salem and VIendell. Following
that presentation and a period for consideration, the
Overings agreed to discuss the sale of their property to
the tv;o towns for an educational project. At this point the
sub-committee approached the Overings to negotiate for the
parcel of property necessary and the cost factor.
Keeping in mind that at this point no money had been
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made available for this, and with the need to know v/here the
property lines were, a surveyor had to be engaged. A legal
description had to be obtained to present to the town meeting.
Gordon E. Ainsworth Associates, Land Surveyors, who had been
involved with the Shutesbury and Erving projects prior to
this, agreed to, subject to future appropriations by town
meeting, survey the property and present a legal description
for the ultimate presentation to the town meeting. Again,
the author utilized prior experience, credibility and good
working relations with vendors to obtain a costly service on
speculation that the project v/ould succeed. (See Appendix C)
Prior to the purchase of the property
,
however
,
approval of a school site had to be obtained from the School
Building Assistance Bureau. The School Building Assistance
Bureau, however, was not yet in favor of supporting the
legislation submitted by New Salem and Wendell to effectuate
this project. This did not influence their decision though,
and they approved the site as a legitimate school building
site pending approval by the Department of Public Health as
to drainage for a septic system.
The Department of Public Health posed a totally
different issue however. The author had prior experience in
the building of the Shutesbury and Erving Elementary Schools
and had overseen the same type of tests for approval to
install a septic system on those sites. From that experience
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he had established positive relations with the Department
of Public Health at the University of Massachusetts in
Amlierst. .On this particular site, though, the architect/
consultant had some misgivings regarding certain areas of
the proposed property and the drainage quality.
When the Department of Public Health came to New Salem
to run a percolation test on the property, student engineers
did the first test. A true crisis developed. The original
engineering report stated that the property drainage was
very poor and therefore could not be recommended as a
school site. (See Appendix C) Generally, an engineering
report of this nature would close the project down. Without
another acceptable site meeting the criteria, and readily
available for purchase, it would be very difficult to get
the school off the ground in a reasonable period of time,
if at all.
The author again intervened and discussed the matter
with the officials at the State Department of Public Health
located at the University of Massachusetts. Various options
on the property were explored. The Department of Public
Health gave considerable help and effort in determining
where, on the property, there was a location which would
be acceptable, even minimally, for the installation of a
septic system.
This second effort, not usually taken, by the
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Department of Public Health paid dividends for the Towns of
New Salem and Wendell and a second letter from the
Department of Public Health approved the property for
installation of a septic system and thereby kept the
project alive.
The sub-committee continued its meetings with the
Overings and the purchase price, $19,200, was agreed upon.
All of this was accomplished prior to the passage of t.he
legislation. Therefore, all agreements were prepared in
the language consistent with the proposed statute ready for
the passage of the legislation and town meeting approval.
The other issue facing the purchase of the property
was financing the purchase. To this point no money had been
either appropriated or expended to move the project along.
Good will and good faith (developed as a result of other
projects involving various vendors and the school departments)
had enabled the project to come this far without any funding.
One aspect of the financial plan was to avoid
requiring the towns to "upfront" money which would be
charged against the tax rate.
Fortunately for the project. Federal Revenue Sharing
money was available at this point and an investigation of
the use of federal funds indicated that the communities
could use the Federal Revenue Sharing monies to purchase
property. (See Appendix C)
.
The proposal to purchase the property , pending
i
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passage of the legislation and town meeting approval to use
Federal Revenue Sharing monies, v/as presented to the
townspeople for their approval and was passed with the
necessary provisos. Thus, another concern was addressed and
overcome
.
Architect Selection and Facility Design
Following the vote by the two towns to submit the
legislation formally to the state legislature, the first
real major decision facing the joint New Salem-Wendell
Facilities Planning Committee was the selection of an
architect. (Keep in mind at this point that the Committee
was not financed nor did it have any authority to enter into
any type of contract for any reason whatsoever.)
Since the comparisons being made regarding the size
and the cost of the school were made with the Shutesbury
Elementary School, it seemed logical to approach John
Chornyak, the architect of the Shutesbury Elementary School.
In line with this the Committee made arrangements to visit
the nearly complete Shutesbury Elementary School and to talk
^i'th the architect. The author had already discussed the
matter with the architect and had explained that, at that
pointy there was no money available nor v;as it possible to
enter into a legal contract. Mr. Chornyak did not express
concern and felt that the project would ultimately be
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realized based upon his appraisal of and familiarity with
the situation to this point.
The Committee, upon viewing the Shutesbury Elementary
School, was impressed with the cost effectiveness ($11.50
per square foot) of the building, the usage of the space
and the materials. They were also impressed with the
overall competence of the architect. Two concerns, however,
were expressed by the Committee in the selection of an
architect. These were the ability to be flexible in
dealing with the Committee and superintendent of schools,
and the ability to design a school appropriate to the
natural setting available on the Overing site.
The Committee did not feel comfortable selecting an
architect based on the review of only one school and
discussion v»ith only one architect. Therefore, steps were
taken to advertise for an architect and to visit additional
school buildings.
In addition, the Committee, with the aid of the author,
developed criteria for the selection of an architect.
These criteria included, but were not limited to:
1. the ability to complete a project within the time
frame scheduled;
2. the ability to project realistic cost estimates
and meet them through the bidding process;
3. having had prior experience with school buildings.
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particularly smaller school buildings;
4. developing projects with an eye towards the
natural environment in which the project would be
placed;
5. if possible, be a local (Franklin County or
western Massachusetts) architect.
Throughout the month of February and March, while a
screening process of architects was being conducted,
members of the Committee visited more than 15 different
elementary schools. The list of architects scheduled for
interview was narrowed to nine, and the interviev/s were
conducted in the latter part of March and the beginning
of April of 1974.
At the time of the invitation to the interview, the
author discussed the criteria and the financial situation
with the principal of each architectural firm. Subsequent
to this conversation, all architects indicated their
interest in being interviewed.
Following the first round of interviews, the Committee
discussed the merits of the firms and narrowed the list to
three: John Chornyak of Greenfield, Bednarski-Stein
Associates, Incorporated of Greenfield, and Childs, Burtman
Tseckares Associates, Incorporated of Boston, Massachusetts
Further investigation of these firms was conducted,
conversations were held by various committee members with
previous clients, and the architectural firms themselves
were contacted for further information.
06
On the evening of April 9, 1974, the Committee
unanimously elected to present a proposal to Bednarski,
Stein Architects, Inc. of Greenfield to undertake the
project. Bednarski-Stein accepted for a fixed fee of
$50,000 to cover all architectural/engineering services for
the new school. This was with the complete understanding
that no payment for any services rendered in connection with
the project could be made until money would be appropriated
by both town meetings. They further understood that they
would be assisting the Committee in the presentation of the
proposed school to both town m.eetings through schematic
architectural drawings. (See Appendix C)
.
The Committee, acting jointly and unanimously, had
made its first major decision in harmony and with a realistic
approach to what would lie ahead of them.
Bednarski-Stein immediate]-/ developed preliminary
plans and drawings fcr the Committee’s reviev; based on the
Overing site. These plans and specifications were used at
town meetings held in Wendell on May 11 and l^ew Salem on
May 15, 1974, to advance the project.
At those meetings the tovmspeople in both towns voted
to meet the cost of architectural and engineering services
(for preliminary plans and specifications for the
proposed
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joint new elementary schools). This money, however, was
not to be spent until the proposed legislation for the
joint school was enacted. Since legislation was not
passed and signed into law by the Governor until the end of
June 1974, the contract was not signed until July of 1974,
payments were then forthcoming.
As it turned out, the selection of the architectural
firm of Bednarski-Stein to do the job was a very important
decision for the Committee to make. The architectural
firm did an excellent job of integrating the school to the
site. They displayed a very perceptive understanding of
the wishes of the towns and made outstanding presentations
at public meetings. Their cost estimates were realistic,
their time fraraes were on target, and they made a good
impression overall on the townspeop]e.
Financial Plan Development
In the author's opinion, the most critical aspect of
convincing the local legislative constituency (the Town
Meetings of New Salem and Wendell) that the plan would
work was the financial consideration involved. If a
realistic and credible financial picture was shown to the
townspeople demonstrating that a building could be built
and operated in an economically efficient manner, then the
project would ultimately succeed.
ii
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In November 1971, when the initial presentation was
made to the townspeople of New Salem, there was no
legitimate comparison available to building, educational
operation or projected costs. Since November 1971, however,
the bordering Town of Shutesbury, which was also in the
superintendency union, had voted to construct a school of
similar size and proportions to the one necessary for New
Salem and Wendell.
Thus, by the summer of 1973, the Shutesbury School
project had advanced far enough to be used as a valid
comparison both educationally and financially. VJith the
school systems similar in number of students and the
building needs approximately the same, the cost of the
Shutesbury School and the operation budget were utilized as
a comparison to the townspeople of New Salem and Wendell.
The geographical closeness enabled the townspeople to visit
the Shutesbury School facility and to talk to the residents
of Shutesbury, some of whom were relatives of people in New
Salem and Wendell. (See Appendix B)
A financial comparison made in this manner would be
used to convince the town meetings, the State Department of
Education, and the state legislature that not only was this
a sound educational undertaking, but also a rewarding one
from the point of view of the finances. The financial
picture of . the project was developed as follows:
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1. The Shutesbury School operating budget for the
period July 1, 1974, through June 30, 1975, v/as
projected to be $146,516. That budget included
vthe cost of operating the elementary school for a
total year. It also included vocational tuition
and transportation. Approximately the same nuniber
of students would be attending the Shutesbury
Elem.entary School as would be attending the New
Salem-Wendell facility.
2. The proposed operating budget for New Salem,
operating as its sole entity for the same period
as Shutesbury (July 1, 1974 through June 30, 1975)
was $146,613. For VJendell it was projected to be
$79,106.
3. Added together, this meant that annually Nev/ Salem
and Wendell operating separately would spend
$225,719 on elementary school costs. This figure
was approximately $80,000 more than Shutesbury 's
operating costs for the same period.
4. The projected costs for the two towns of New Salem
and Wendell to operate together from July 1, 1974
through June 30, 1975, would be $165,927. The
combined costs: $165,927 compared with $225,719
for separate operations, would result in a potentia
savinas to the two tov/ns of $59, /J2.
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5. The new school in Shutesbury cost the town
$504,500. This amount covered the total cost of
the school, land, building, architect fees,
furnishings, equipment, etc. The school has a
capacity of 200 children and can be expanded to
300. The state is paying 65% of the cost of the
building.
6. New school estimates, similar in size, design
and materials to the Shutesbury School would cost
$600,000. Bonding this for 10 years at the
prevailing interest rate of 4.7% would amount to
$155,100 in interest for a combined projected
cost of $755,100. The state would pay 65% of that
amount or $490,820. The state would pay this in
equal installments of $49,082 a year for 10 years.
This would leave 35% or $264,280 for the two towns
to pay. The first year total payment for the
communities would be $39,118. The amount would
drop each year until the 10th and final year, when
it would be $13,738.
7. Thus, taking the annual savings ($59,792) of the
combined operation and comparing the first year
combined bond payment ($39,118), the conclusion
is that a new school could be built and operated
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and save the towns approximately $20,794 in the
first year. It would be possible, therefore, to
build and operate a new school jointly without
increasing taxes.
8. The state also stood to benefit financially from
this combination. Under the then current
reimbursement formula, the two towns are entitled
to receive approximately 70% of the operating
budget back from the state. A savings of $60,000
at the local level would mean that the state would
save approximately $42,000 in refunds to the
community. This amount would alsso cover the state's
share of a $600,000 building. Through the first
10 years of the joint operation $1,000,000 (at 1974
dollar value) in local and state savings could
potentially be realized.
Accompanying budget charts and bending plans
graphically show the comparisons and costs. (See Appendix B)
Armed with the above outlined financial benefits, the
Committee prepared statements, held public hearings, and
mailed the information to all of the constituencies involved.
These figures were modified throughout the life of the
project as the cost estimates increased, or as tlie bonding
interest increased.
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One additional factor was brought out during the life
of the project prior to voting at the town meetings in the
fall of 1974 for the ultimate construction. Detractors to
the project cited the increase in interest rates prevailing
at that particular point in the economy. Bonding rates
went as high as 7% and could conceivably have gone higher
during that point in time.
Concerned about that issue the author investigated
other methods of funding. In 1972 the Congress passed a
Rural Development Act. It was administered by the Farmers'
Heme Administration of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
and provided guaranteed loans at 5% interest rate to rural
communities participating in capital projects.
The author, upon investigation, found that even though
it was not specifically stated in the Act, rural communities
may use these loans and the guaranteed interest rates for
the purpose of building schools. Application was made for
a grant under this statute, and the towns were given
almost 100% assurance that they would be eligible and would
receive a guaranteed rate of 5% and a loan for the building
project following approval of the project by the town
meetings. (See Appendix B)
Financial plan conclusion. Throughout the public meetings,
many questions were asked regarding the financial aspects
of the project. Specific questions were raised relating to
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particular line items within the various budgets. The
answers to these questions were given forthrightly and
directly by the Committee and the author. People within
the audience at the various public meetings, who prior to
these meetings had been opposed to and/or had questions
regarding the financial issues, stated publicly that their
questions had been answered to their satisfaction and they
saw no reason why the project shouldn't be allowed to
continue. In the author's opinion, the single strongest
aspect of selling the program at the local level was the
credibility established as a result of the comparison
betv.’een the real Shutesbury School project and the proposed
project faced by the two towns.
Development and Passage of Enabling Legislation
The development and passage of the enabling legislation
can be divided into three components. The initial draft of
the legislation and the reaction of various constituencies
to it; the submission of the legislation to the town
meetings, State Department of Education and the state
legislature; and the development of the agreement between the
towns and the Department of Education.
This was another venture that the author entered
without funding. Accordingly, it was impossible to hire an
attorney or some other qualified person to write the proposed
legislation.
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To develop the legislation, therefore, the author
contacted a number of people in the Department of Education
and the legislature to explore the concepts that a bill of
this type requires.
Palm.er and Dodge, a world renowned bonding counsel
legal firm, had worked with the towns of Shutesbury and
Ervivig in the bonding for their new elem.entary schools.
Euring the course of the meetings leading to the bending, I
had the opportunity to discuss the matter with Eric Verrill,
an attorney for Palmer and Dodge. He told me to get back to
him, that it seemed like an interesting problem, and if he
could help, he would. Upon further contact at a later date,
Mr. Verrill agreed, as a community service, to help in the
writing of the proposed legislation.
Armed with the concerns of the various constituencies
(such as equal representation on the school comimittee by
both towns, the satisfaction of legal bonding regulations,
jnaintaining the State Department of Education historical
control of the local educational agency, that it would not
be a difficult process for the communities to amend the
a.egislation if that became necessary) the author worked with
Mr. Verrill to develop the legislation.
The basic premise of the legislation was to give the
two towns’ school committees the right to act together
for
the construction, maintenance and operation of the
school
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facility. It was Mr. Verrill's suggestion, and one which
ultimately made the difference in funding and bonding
arrangements, to allow the two towns to act as tenants in
conmion. This is the same principle that allows a husband
and wife to jointly own property. In the author's opinion,
this was a sheer stroke of genius.
The other section of the proposed legislation which
would ultimately enable its passage was that the school
committees of the two towns would initially enter an
agreement and thereafter amend the contract on behalf of and
between the two towns. This agreement betv;een the two towns
would have to be approved by town meetings, the Commissioner
of Education and the Emergency Finance Board.
Another aspect of the bill was that the two school
coiimuttees and cheir successors would constitute a single
school committee, having all of the powers and duties that a
town school committee would have under Massachusetts General
Lav7S. In addition, reimbursement from the state for
transportation, construction, grants and educational purposes
would be as though the two towns were members of a regional
school district. This aspect of the legislation would
increase the reimbursement awards by the stare to the towns.
With the draft legislation produced by an attorney from
one of the outstanding bond counsels in the v/orld, the
autnor
met with the legal staff at the State Department of
Education
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the state legislators representing the district (who in turn
sought an opinion from legal counsel in the state
legislature) and the local town counsels for their input
the legislation. (See Appendix A)
The imprimatur of Palmer and Dodge, in the opinion of
the author, v/as highly significant. In the final analysis,
it was probably the major factor in assuring the approval of
the State Department of Education and the state legislature.
Following the assessments from the various
constituencies regarding the legality of the proposed
legislation, machinery v/as put into operation to submit the
bill to the legislature for hearing and approval. The
author took some liberties with this process by delivering
the draft of the bill to State Representative Simons and
State Senator Olver for submission under the December 1,
1973 deadline, though he had been assured that it could be
filed late under the Home Rule Legislation. In the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Home Rule Legislation is a
concept whereby a local community seeking specific
legislation for its own purpose may, through the City
Council or the Town Meeting, request that enabling
legislation be filed (at anytime during the legislative
session).
.
In this particular case however, Mr. Verrill had some
questions as to the applicability of the Home Rule
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Principle, since home rule generally applies to only one
community, and in this case two communities were asking for
the legislation to be approved. In order to avoid the
specter of any question arising on this issue, the author
took it upon himself to have the bill submitted prior to the
normal December 1st deadline. This step was explained in
detail at the public hearings and in the literature mailed
out to the local townspeople so that there would be little
or no misunderstanding, and the feeling would not develop
that the legislation was being "jammed down peoples' throats".
Approval of legislation by local town meetings. In keeping
with the original plan, and to assure local support, the
first step of the legislative process was to gain approval
by the local town meetings for the submission of the
legislation to the state legislature for its action. Even
though the bill was developed and ready by the middle of
November, 1973, it v/as felt that due to the holiday season,
it would be better to hold the town meetings after the first
of the year in 19”/ 4. This would enable the Committee to
have time to inform the public of its intended action, and
at the same time get the vote established and the bill
submitted to the legislature prior to the normal date for
the legislative committees' hearings. The public hearings
on bills in the Massachusetts Legislature usually begin
half way through the month of February.
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Mailings and public hearings were undertaken by the
Committee throughout the month of December and into January.
The subject of these mailings and public hearings was the
educational and financial benefits of joint participation in
a school venture.
The emphasis, however, was on the submission of the
legislation and the fact that the project would go no
further unless there was legislative approval. In addition,
submitting the legislation did not commit either community
to engaging in a project until such time as an agreement
was reached following the passage of legislation and the
subsequent action of the town meetings upon this agreement.
Also, there would still have to be a vote by town meeting to
encumber any funds for the planning or building of any school
facility
.
One thing further that the Committee decided to do at
this point was to schedule the Special Town Meeting in the
Town of Wendell prior to the New Salem Town Meeting. It was
felt that the citizens in the Town of Wendell were more
favorable to the proposal, and a positive vote in the Town
of Wendell could help influence a positive New Salem vote.
At the Wendell Town Meeting on Tuesday, January 29,
1974, the citizens of the Town of Wendell voted 50 to 11
to
submit the legislation. On the following evening at the
New Salem Town Hall, the voters of New Salem, by a
vote of
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112 to 30
,
did likewise. (See Appendix E)
State Department of Education approval. Throughout the
process, contacts had been maintained with the Department of
Education through its School Building Assistance Bureau and
the Bureau of School District Collaboration and
Reorganization. There had been little cause to suspect that
the Department of Education would approve the legislation
wholeheartedly. It had not been encouraging, and had, in
fact, sent the Committee back to attempt another round of
regionalization meetings. Historically, in Massachusetts,
if a single community submits an educational bill, and the
Department of Education opposes it, defeat in the state
legislature follows.
The strategy with the Department of Education,
therefore, was to attempt to neutralize their approach to the
bill and have the department take a hands-off attitude.
Attempts to gain approval at the department, however, were
still continued. During this period of time the
Massachusetts Advisory Council on Education (MACE) , which
was a legally constituted research arm of the Departm.ent of
Education, had been doing considerable work in the area of
school district reorganization. Dr. Ronald Fitzgerald,
former superintendent of the AirJierst-Pelham Regional
School
its director at the time of the submission
of
District, was
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this legislation. Dr. Fitzgerald knew well the various
aspects of regionalization and the attitudes of the people
in western Massachusetts regarding regionalization. MACE's
opinions and research suggested attempts at alternative forms
and incentives to enable smaller communities to work together
to provide for the educational process. Through MACE, the
Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents and the
Massachusetts Association of School Committees and the
author's own personal contacts, the Commissioner of
Education was presented with the positive aspects both
educationally and financially of this joint union. In
addition, he was presented with the votes of the other
communities in the area regarding their negative appraisal
of regionalization efforts.
On March 6, 1974, the morning of the hearing of the
legislation by the Joint Committee on Education, the
Commissioner of Education presented the author a copy of a
letter addressed to the Joint Committee supporting the
legislation. In personal conversations with the
Commissioner regarding his support of the legislation, he
pointed cut to the author that the proposed legislation
"touched all the bases and dealt with a realistic solution
in a very pragmatic manner."
Having the Department of Education approval at this
and one which
point in the process was a decided advantage,
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the author felt would increase, by a large measure, the
potential for a positive outcome in the state legislature.
The Committee looked forward optimistically to guiding tlie
bill through the state legislature.
State legislative approval. Once a bill is filed with the
state legislature, the general procedure for passage is as
follows
:
1. printing of the bill and assignment to a committee;
2. public hearing on the proposed legislation by the
committee;
3. vote by the committee to recommend or not
recommend to the House and Senate;
4. if a money bill, following a vote by the committee,
it is then assigned to the Ways and Means
Committee
;
5. Ways and Means Committee then makes a
recommendation to the House and Senate
;
6. bill proceeds to the House of Representatives
where it is read three times for passage and
engrossed. It is then forwarded to the Senate;
7. The bill is then read three times and engrossed
and returned to the House of Representatives for
passage;
following passage in the House, .it is returned v..o8.
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the Senate for passage;
9. finally, it is sent to the Governor's office for
the Governor's signature.
That procedure is followed if there are no changes to
the legislation and/or discussions. In this particular case,
it v;as hoped that speedy passage could be obtained and that
the concept of home rule would prevail to assure the speedy
route through the legislature.
In keeping with the strategy of the Committee,
communications were developed for the information of local
legislators and the Joint Committee on Education. In
addition to the local legislators (Senator Olver and
Schlosstein, and Representative Simons)
,
the author also
contacted Representative James Collins from Amherst who was
a member of the Committee on Education. A presentation of
the problem and the potential solution was made to
Representative Collins in the fall of 1973. Subsequently,
the local legislators received the Committee's communications
as did Representative Collins.
Brochures were prepared for the Joint Committee on
Education and mailed to them prior to the public hearing date
for the legislation, March 6, 1974.
In order to show concern for the issue and a united
front, the Committee m.embers, along with the Boards oj.
Selectmen of the two towns, attended the public hearing
in
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Boston. Testimony, including the positive statement and
support of the Department of Education, was given to the
Joint Committee on Education by the respective Town Fathers
and Committee members. In the overall analysis of the
process, however, it is clear that a critical determinant
was that our local legislators and Representative Collins on
the Joint Committee on Education were influential v/ith their
colleagues in gaining a recommendation vote from the Joint
Committee on Education.
The emphasis made to the legislature was the financial
savings, not only at the local level, but at the state level.
This was a result of reduced spending under Chapter 70, the
state education reimbursement formula, back to the two towns.
Whether this approach had any bearing on the outcome of the
legislation is pure speculation; however, following the
favorable report by the Joint Committee on Education, the
bill (because it was a money bill) was assigned to the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of Representatives.
When a bill in the legislature is assigned to the Ways
and Means Committee, it can be very difficult to get the
report out since the Ways and Means Conunittee deals, in large
measure, with the state budget and other financial issues.
A num.ber of these financial issues are interrelated, and
those relationships must be reconciled prior to bills being
reported out of the committee. In addition, because of
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financial implications, a number of bills can be held
hostage for need of votes by certain legislators. In the
case of this particular legislation, however, the response
was fortunate. It v/as reported out of the House Ways and
Means Committee fairly quickly, read three times, engrossed
in the House of Representatives and forwarded to the Senate
for approval.
Once in the Senate, with two senators shepherding the
bill, the Committee and the author felt that the process
should be fairly routine. This did not turn out to be the
case. Circumstances arose and the bill was raised to a
public debate. Its smooth process was slowed by Senator
Mary Fonseca's concern about the total state approach to
regionalization and the Racial Balance Bill, which at the
time was being publicly debated in the Senate.
In the Massachusetts Senate, probably miore than any
other body in the country, courtesy amongst the senators
prevails. One senator may hold up a piece of legislation
for an indeterminant period of time or may even sidetrack
it so that it will not come up for debate. Generally, in
other legislative bodies, it takes a committee to affect
this same type of outcome.
Senator Fonseca was one of the prime movers in the
state legislature for the enactment of regional school
legis]auion. A strong supporter of regionalization, she
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was concerned that the bill contained wording which would
enable New Salem and Wendell to jointly operate a school
district acting as a regional district, receiving state
reimbursement as a regional district but without the
responsibilities and/or the size of a regional district.
She, thereupon, sent the bili. back to the State Department
of Education's legal office for rewriting. If the bill was
rew’ritten, there could be some danger that the new version
would not meet the approval of the townspeople in New Salem
and Wendell.
B’ortunately
,
through a set of unusual circumstances,
the fact that the bill had been sent back to the State
Department of Education for review and rewriting was brought
to the attention of the author. Ward Hunting, Chairman of
the New Salem School Committee, was in the State Department
of Education's legal office on a routine matter when an
attorney for the State Department of Education exclaimed,
"You come from New Salem. What do you know about this
piece of legislation that I have on my desk to review for
Senator Fonseca?" Mr. Hunting called the author, who in
turn contacted Senators Olver and Schlosstein, to find out
what they knew about the situation. Upon investigation,
the senators realized what was happening and established a
meeting with Senator Fonseca, themselves and the author to
discuss the merits of the legislation.
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^ s©riGs of inGetings with SGnator Fonseca gave her iviore
insight into the problem and the potential solution, but did
not seem to assure her complete support on the matter. The
Senate President, Kevin Harrington, in the meantime was on a
three-week vacation, and Senator Fonseca was acting as the
President of the Senate. During this period of time, she did
not allow the bill to come up before the Senate for a third
reading and engrossment.
The author had, meanwhile, been serving on a task force
with Senator Harrington's key legislative aide regarding
special education legislation. Chapter 766, and he explained
the situation to the legislative aide. In the meantime,
Senators Olver and Schlosstein had assured the author that
as soon as the Senate President returned, they would see to
it that the bill was placed on the agenda and acted upon
immediately in its original form. Upon the return of the
Senate President, this, in fact, did happen. The bill v;as
read for the third time, engrossed and returned to the House
of Representatives for passage in its original form.
On June 24th, Governor Francis Sargent signed the bill
into law as Chapter 385 of the Acts of 1974. Successful
passage of the legislation at the state legislative level
had been achieved, and now it was up to the two towns to
move
ahead with the building of the facility.
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Development of the two-town agreeroent. Section 2 of the
celled for an agreement between the two towns to
enable them to maintain and operate the union school jointly.
This section was incorporated into the legislation in order
that the two towns, subject to the approval of the
Commissioner of Education and the Emergency Finance Board,
could make changes in the way they operate without returning
to the state legislature tc amend the law. (See Appendix A)
This portion of the legislation was in large m.easure
responsible for the Department of Education's support since
they were able to monitor qui te closely the activities of
the two towns in providing for the education of their
students
.
Simultaneously with submission of the legislation,
the State Department of Education and the author met to
develop a draft agreement. That agreement v>70uld subsequently
be voted on by the two town meetings and approved by the
Conmiissioner of Education and the Emergency Finance Board.
The approach in developing an agreement was to conduct
a series of meetings between the Bureau of School District.
Collaboration and Reorganization and the author. A number
of issues were discussed including the name of the
organization, the governance, the financial support and
obligations, employm.ent of teachers, and extension of tenu...e
for those teachers currently working in the towns
and the
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apportionment of original project costs. It was deemed
best to take an existing regional school district contract,
reviev; the wording of that type of contract and ascertain
how it related to this new type of school district.
This approach helped save considerable time and effort
on the part of the State Departirient of Education and the
author in establishing a joint contract. Again, the advice
and counsel of Palmer and Dodge was sought in this critical
issue since bond payment schedules and approaches would be
an important component. Their subsequent approval of the
contract between the two towns enabled the final document
to receive the approval of the Board of Education attorneys.
Emergency Finance Board attorneys and the local town counsel
in a short period of time.
By the time the legislation was signed by the Governor,
the contract to implement the legislation had been developed
and was ready for the major parties to approve and sign.
Legislative conclusion
.
The development and the passage of
the legislation, along with the development of the agreement,
was a key issue affecting all of the constituencies and one
which was propelled forward because of the initial
involvement of Palmer and Dodge, their subsequent development
and approval of the proposed legislation and their
participation in the development of the two-town agreement.
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The legislation addressed and answered key questions which,
had they not been considered, might have led to its defeat.
Narrative Conclusion
The major issues that had to be faced in a project of
the type presented in this and the previous chapters had to
occur in a fairly simultaneous pattern. Each issue was
interrelated to some degree v/ith the other issues. The
constituencies overlapped, and on more than one occasion
created problems at the same time. The collaboration,
communication and cooperation among and between the various
committee members and the author developed a sense of
credibility, particularly with the local townspeople, and
indicated that the plan was feasible, workable and an
extremely practical solution to their children's educational
needs
.
During the month of October, 1974, therefore, the two
towns of New Salem and Wendell at tov/n meetings held in the
same week, voted to bond a sufficient amount to pay for the
construction of a new school built on the town line to
serve their elementary grade children. Further, it was
somewhat of an irony that in the Tovm of New Salem the vote
was almost identically the reverse of the November, 1971
vote (106 opposed - 30 in favor). The October, 1974 vote
by the New Salem townspeople was 103 in favor of
a new
school facility and 30 opposed. (See Appendix E)
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
In navigating the legislative process, certain
philosophical, political and economical issues must be
considered and resolved as events unfold. A recent work by
Redmond (1973) recalls Woodrow Wilson's observation: "Once
th© dance of legislation, and you must struggle through
its mazes as best you can to the breathless end— if any end
there be."
The story of the New Salem-Wendell Joint Facilities
Committee, its development and legislative efforts,
underscores the poignancy of Wilson's remark. The amount of
time, energy and resources expended by those involved in
securing the passage of the bill resulted in a genuine
contribution to the body of Massachusetts legislation and
the education of the children in the towns of New Salem and
Wendell. The "community involvement", the process by which
the legislative proposal became law, brought policy makers
and the public to a higher level of sensitivity to the
educational needs of these students and their communities.
This has been demonstrated since the passage of the
legislation by the resurgence of the grassroots political/
legislative activity and the consequent action of the town
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meetings in appropriating sufficient funding to construct
and operate the new school building.
To state that the New Salem-Wendell Joint Facilities
Committee was a major force behind the passage of the
legislation may be true, but it rem.ains entirely too
simplistic. Legal reform, as any innovation, involves the
convergence and dynamic interaction of an array of
individuals, groups, and circumstances around an issue or
issues. A major conclusion of this study supports the
finding of Meranto (1967) in his study of the Federal
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 that the
passage of such bills cannot be explained by stressing one
force to the exclusion of others. These myriad forces,
varying in influence, may help or hinder the reform method.
Accordingly, analysis indicates that in the legislative
effort, the power of the New Salem Joint Facilities Committee
to affect statutory change can only be fully understood when
its relation to other forces is delineated.
Analysis
Force-field theory was employed as the primary means
of analyzing the findings. Easton's (1965) systems model
for analysis of a political system, although originally
planned for more extensive utilization was found less useful
than had been hoped.
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Five categories of forces were suggested by the data:
environmental, human, topical, procedural and tactical-
strategic. Key areas and elements within these categories
will be identified and discussed briefly.
Environmental forces. This category is viewed as a
composite force, past and present, of events surrounding the
development of the Nev/ Salem-Wendell Facilities Study
Committee and the activities related to the passage of the
legislation. Several areas were identified as particularly
important in accomplishing the formation of the New Salem-
Wendell Facilities Study Committee and the bill's passage:
1. the traditional support of good education in both
towns
;
2. the tradition of "Home Rule" as it relates to
passage of legislation in Massachusetts;
3. the expansion of the educational programs offered
in the communities;
4 . the increase in the student population and pre-
school population within the towns;
5. the state's increased financial effort in building
new schools during that period of history,
6. the Town of Shutesbury's experience in building
its new school;
7. the size of the two towns.
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In this project advancement, from the conceptualization
of the legislation to its drafting and passage, a number of
legislative bodies had to be convinced of the project's
worth. The legislative involvement, therefore, at both the
local and state levels by the various committee members,
advocates and professionals accounts for a particularly
decisive category. Following the defeat and the subsequent
rejuvenation of the project, comments throughout the towns,
at the State Department and the legislature were that the
two towns were strongly in favor of resolving the housing
situation. And, although at the outset people were
unwilling to commit resources to physical plant development
they were ultimately and by increments convinced of the need
for the program and joined in support. These people
engaged the support of other people until it actually seemed
that all members of the towns were in favor.
Other forces mentioned above either assisted in
laying the groundwork, supporting and/or providing impetus
to the legislative movement. Consistent with force field
theory, three major environmental forces were determined to
be of importance in maintaining the status quo during the
initial stages thus limiting the success of the committees
at the early stages of the movement. These were:
Massachusetts political and geographical
characteristics
;
1 .
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thG ststG^s dGmonstjTGtGd philosophies! posture
toward the regionalization of education in rural
areas; and
3. the towns fiscal status.
Massachusetts politics, though quite flamboyant in
nature and pervasive in scope, generally require that local
problems find a local solution. In addition, the vast
majority of Massachusetts legislators come from within
thirty miles of Boston and are not conversant with the
problems of rural western Massachusetts. Therefore a
panoply of other issues affecting this greater percentage
of the population generally diminished attention and
increased the plight of 900 people in rural Massachusetts.
Education in Massachusetts as in many other states,
remains largely a local matter. While complying with state
regulations and standards, Massachusetts towns and cities
remain rather autonomous in decisions of educational policy,
priorities and progrcims. The state therefore has been
extreimely reluctant to mandate regionalization because of
"local autonomy". But in spite of this historical background
the Board of Education has maintained that regionalization
is in the best interest of the educational process in
Massachusetts and State Department employees are constantly
encouraging and using other forms of subtle force to create
K-12 regionals. The attempt of the New Salem-Wendell
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Facilities Committee to resolve their physical plant
problem bearded this established operating mode, and further
delay for the project was the outcome.
Additionally, the towns' financial status in the early
197C's was not sound. The Town of New Salem in November of
1971 was asked to commit itself to building a school which
would have cost more than $1,000 per capita without hope of
receiving state aid. By comparison this would be like
seeking a +$15,000,000 school in a town of 15,000 population
without any hope of reimbursement. Without industry or
other types of real estate ventures to strengthen the local
economy the cost and the risk was too high. The same
financial situation existed in the Town of Wendell. Thus
the project delay increased pending a resolution of the
financial issues involved.
Human forces
.
No other category of forces tells so much
about how bills, such as this one, become law and how a
group such as the New Salem—Wendell Facilities Study Committee
appears and influences policy as that dealing with human
influence. The dynamics of interaction among and between
legislators and their constituents make the story of this,
or any other bill, a human relations study.
Locally. There was no groundswell or dissatisfaction
with appropriation levels, the rate of growth of the
educational programs or the physical facilities which
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triggered the events recounted. Rather it was begun when
certain people, among them the New Salem School Committee
and the author, recognized the implications of the
original educational study and created the initial impetus.
Through each attempt at the resolution of the problem the
grassroots constituency appeared and was mobilized. Such a
phenomenon might well epitomize what Truman (1964) discussed
in his "rules of the game."
Credibility and personal persuasion developed by the
various members of the Committee (including the author) were
very potent forces in the final determination of the
legislation. Each member of the Facilities Committee had
his own sphere of influence which often overlapped with that
of the author. The author, moreover, had ready access to
decision makers on a daily basis, was well known personally
at the State Department of Education, and took the time to
become equally well known in the state legislature. The New
Salem.-V7endell Facilities Study Committee provided the
"people strength" and the visibility to deploy any influence
necessary to convert the local voters to favor the project.
Throughout the process the Committee established an identity
as caring, uncompromised and "uncompromisable" advocates
for the project and generated enough grassroots concern and
interest to sustain the effort through to its fruition.
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State legislature. The concern of the state
^^9^S-^stors representing the area, and Representative
Collins from Amlierst on the Education Committee was of
paramount importance in gaining state legislative approval.
Through a fortunate division of the senatorial districts
along the New Salem-Wendell border, the two small towns
were able to muster two senators out of 40 to do battle
for them in Boston.
This positive aspect of the project, however, v;ould
be helpful only in proportion to the senators' understanding
of its components and objectives. Their concern for the
students in the two towns led to their heightened awareness
and then to the exercise of their influence and position to
override objections and gain approval in the state senate.
When 40 senators represent 5,000,000 population throughout
the Commonwealth the fact that two of these senators put
so much time and energy into a bill affecting 900 people
created tremendous momentum for the passage of the bill.
The Department of Education. The Commissioner of
Education's approval, and support of the project was a
significant factor in its accomplishment. The Commissioner,
though recognizing the practicality of this solution, (both
educationally and financially) took a considerable risk in
its endorsement. It was directly contrary to the philosophy
and policy of the Board of Education to regionalize to
the
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greatest extent possible.
Other participants. Other groups with some influence,
which participated in and lent their support to this
project were: The Massachusetts Advisory Council on
Education, the Massachusetts Association of School
Superintendents and the Massachusetts Association of School
Committees. Their help in explaining the legislative
process, and then escorting the author and members of the
various committees through that maze permitted the
establishment of meaningful contacts at the state level
which might otherwise have been unavailable.
The project may never have been realized without the
work done on the part of a number of professionals,
attorneys, architects, surveyors and engineers who offered
their assistance as a community service or in anticipation
of the success of the project. For whatever reason they
gave to participate, they all were interested in the towns'
educational needs and the project. Their findings and
counsel were important at critical stages.
Topical forces. As proposed, the New Salem-Wendell
Facilities Bi3.1 presented several major issues to the
various legislative bodies for their consideration and
resolution. They were:
the concept of tvio communities acting as joint1 ,
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tenants in the building, maintainance and
operation of the facility;
2. equal representation on the joint school coiriinittee
to govern the district;
3. provision for an agreement between the towns to
be amended and approved by town meeting;
4. receipt of reimbursement and other advantages
accruing as if the two towns were a regional
school district.
Of these, the matter of reimbursement and the other
advantages accruing to the two towns as if they were a
regional school district created the most negative
reactions and then notably only with one legislator. That
perspective reflected the state's policy of regionalization
at all costs as precedent to any other resolution of the
project. However, since regionalization had not been
mandated, and because home rule legislation is such an
important concept within the Massachusetts legislature,
this particular negative reaction was overridden. In fact,
at passage the legislation was not even amended.
Certain other topical areas v/ithin the legislation
helped to maintain the concept of local autonomy for school
districts at the town level, while giving the State
Department of Education certain controls (without need to
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return to the state legislature to amend the legislation)
.
This particular part of the legislation was instrumental in
gaining support at each level. The local state legislators
certainly felt that this district should not have to go
back to the state legislature for amendment as issues are
raised, as this could be a frustrating and time consuming
process. The local town meetings, in their own right, also
expressed a positive reaction to the fact that any changes
would be predicated upon their approval.
Procedural forces. The legislative process is but one of
the points in the "checks and balances" system of resource
allocation by government. The concept is that proposals
which do wind successfully through the legal-political maze
represent a policy area which justly requires attention
(never purely the case, but the intention or concept
nevertheless) . It is by their very nature that most
legislative bodies, their committee, and, sometimes their
sub"committee systems, the authorization-appropriation
processes, and, even public hearings have become
institutionalized to order the number and flow of legislative
proposals. Having considerable impact on its functioning
and outputs are the political systems in the other branches
of government, in this case particularly the executive
branch
.
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To that extent, passage of any legislation depends
upon the type of bill and the parliamentary rules of the
particular forum, be it a town meeting or state legislature.
Generally, if fewer resources are required, if the proposed
change from the status quo is minor and if fewer people are
affected, legislative process allows for a more expeditious
determination on the bill. With few exceptions, legislative
proposals involving finances and/or reform because of their
potential fiscal, systemic and/or human impact, are slowest
to be acted upon and are most likely to demand amendment
and compromise. Here interestingly, amendment and compromise
were not really involved, even though suggestions for
amendment were made at different times.
It has not been my intention to present in these
paragraphs a compendium of ideas which experience and
textbooks offer more meaningfully and comprehensively. It
is hoped however that the New Salem~Wendell Facilities Bill
experience, as presented, reveals the nature of the process
and some of its unique qualities and will be cf use for
others in practical application.
Tactical-strategical forces. With the environment, actors,
issues, and process so identified, our last category
describes those communication and persuasion techniques
employed by the Mew Salem-Wendell Facilities Committee
in
their successful attempt to win the passage of the bill.
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The use of these devices not only demonstrated to local
town meeting members and state legislators that the New
Salem-Wendell Facilities Committee and its mission held
considerable support, but it served to sustain the
intensity of the issues and assure its resolution.
Biklen (1974) suggested that key to the success of
any advocacy effort is knowing one's self and the values
upon which any action is initiated. Upon attainment of
that knowledge the task becomes one of retaining constant
awareness of the issues involved and reinforcing oneself
in the supporting value base. A critical need is thereby
evidenced for advocacy groups as an internal communication
network which transmits the "party line" information and
support. The New Salem-Wendell Facilities Committee
utilized personal meetings, newsletters, public hearings,
telephone calls and fact sheets to fulfill this critical
communication need.
In addition, in any effort to attain statutory reform
a comprehensive external communication is obviously
required. In a rural area with a less thickly settled
population base, the absence of major external communication
systems makes the importance of the cultivation of such a
system even more acute. Media usage, letters to the editors,
radio "talk show" participation, mailings, newsletter
dissemination, and personal contacts with the opinion
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leaders complemented and strengthened the Committee's work.
Truman (1964) notion of "overlapping memberships", while
not specifically tested here, played a significant role in
maximizing external communication. An example of this was
the value derived by the author's professional and personal
interest in the legislation, and his professional membership
in the superintendency organizations and their support for
the bill.
The goal of all external communication is to create
support and additional avenues of influence, and lobbying
is that form of external communication targetted at
legislative policy makers. Examples of indirect lobbying
techniques employed by the New Salem-Wendell Facilities
Committee included newsletters, personal letters and
telephone calls. Attendance and offering testimony at
hearings, as well as personal contact with legislators are
examples of the direct lobbying efforts. Supporting these
activities with other forms of external communications, a
program of continuous monitoring of the bill through the
legislative process and of meetings with the representatives
of the Star.e Department of Education was effected.
Conclusion. All of the above categories and the elements
described affected the development of the New Salem-
Wendell Facilities Comjnittee and the outcome of its efforts.
A change in the direction or strength of any of these may
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have meant a modification in either the Committee’s impact
or the final version of the legislation.
These forces also encompass the environment, demands,
supports, and with "inputs" of Easton's (1965) simplified
model of a political system. The output of the system, the
law, has created its own feedback cycle in the form of new
supports and new demands upon the system. Future
strategies of the joint New Salem—Wendell School Committee
in its effort to guarantee proper educational services to
the children of New Salem and Wendell would be determined
by the way j.n which the system deals with these new
demands
.
Postulates for Future Action
The legal debate and the establishment of parameters
determining the rights of all children to an equal education
will continue for some time in Massachusetts and throughout
the rest of the country. Even though this debate currently
centers around the color of a person's skin or his last name,
the fact remains that equal educational opportunity rights
should also be available to anyone regardless of whether
they live in rural, surburban or urban areas. Throughout
the process of achieving the new school district for the
children in New Salem and Wendell, the single m.ost
prominent comi\ient was that the two towns are too small to
join together and should not be allowed to go it alone.
i
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There appeared to be a geographical "prejudice".
People in rural areas are being taxed at the state
and federal levels in proportion to their ability to pay in
similar amounts as their fellow urban and surburban
citizens. Large sums of money are being expended in urban
and surburban areas for, among other things, educational
programs (including physical plant development). However,
the proportion of return to rural areas is small indeed.
To deprive an entire population of the use of those
funds because their residences do not conform to pre-
ordained state mandates and/or regulations creates a de
facto "second class citizenship" in the rural area. One
method by which that attitude can be combatted is the
creation of legislative reform measures which specifically
address the issues, such as the New Salem-Wendell Facilities
Bill.
If we croceed from that premise, then the introduction
and passage of additional and more comprehensive statutory
reform measures benefitting peox-^ls living in rural areas
appears assured in future years. These legislative actions
may be further complemented, and if not passed, followed by
judicial proceedings.
Accordingly, the study of a legislative reform
movement provides valuable insight into the foundation of a
social phenomenon and into the way in which reform itself
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is achieved. While the methodology and research setting
Oj. this study places some limitations on the generalization
of its findings, five major postulates for future
investigations are suggested.
First, the financial, human, and systemic impact of
a legislative reform proposal determines: 1) the speed
with which the legal/political system will deal with it;
and 2) its own vulnerability to amendment and/or defeat.
More generally, this proposition suggests that the
complexity of a reform proposal dictates the complexity
of the processing dealing v/ith it. Planned change of any
kind requires appreciation not only of process, but impact.
Legislative change generally affects how materials and/or
human resources interact with societal functions. The
legislative process, as has been stated elsewhere, was
created to order how and at what speed these changes take
place.
A very deliberate process, proposals requiring
substantial shifts in how things operate receive greatest
attention. Time and attention provide opportunity for the
influence of other philosophical, political, and
representational interests to be brought upon the issue.
Compromises ensue, and the original bill often takes on new
form, making it, in some ways, legislatively palatable
and passable.
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Second, the more strained the economy of an area, the
more difficult it is to achieve legislative reform in new
or expanding social program areas.
The supposition holds that the economic well-being of
a local or state government directly affects the probability
of achieving reform and implementation of social programs.
Most reform measures in these areas entail further
expenditure of revenues, and in times of fiscal stress tend
to be labeled a "spender". It promises to be politically
unwise even for the most ardent elected supporter of reform
to throw his support to them.
A third postulate suggested by this research appears
to be that two critical factors sustaining a grassroots
legislative reform effort are: 1) the ability of the
leadership to maintain a public image of "uncompromisability
"
and 2) an internal/external conjnunication system which
informs, enlists, and supports.
In a more general sense, it appears that leadership,
image, and communication, are key factors in sustaining a
legislative reform campaign. Apparently, leadership of most
legislative efforts is often vulnerable to the challenge
that the energies are motivated by the personal or
professional power that may derive from the passage of the
advocated legislation. Such a challenge has the potential
from the issues, producingof drawing attention away
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tiivisiv0n0ss within th© ranks of supporters and weakening
the momentum and impact of the grassroots effort. Thus,
assuming an uncompromising posture regarding the need for
a facility, and continuing to look for a solution that was
feasible and practical seemed an important strategy. In
addition, an internal communication system which keeps
supporters informed of changing events (from the
proponent's point of view), and reinforces both the
desired image of the leadership and the grassroots activity
appears to be the major "counter-device" to opposition
tactics. The issue of the attempt to rewrite the
legislation, the subsequent and internal response and
reaction through an immediate series of meetings, was
pivotal to the overall process.
Fourth, the power of a grassroots campaign to
influence legislative change then was viewed as directly
proportional to the degree that it represents the geographic,
demographic, political, and special interest divergency of
the political subdivision.
Again, a more general proposition would be that a
successful grassroots campaign is dependent upon broad
based representation. Enlisting the aid of these people
who had opposed at various junctures, converting them
and sending them out gained more advocates and expanded
the
-base of membership.
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Fifth, in a state where the citizenry expects and
intends political power to reside 'at the local level, the
state has 'little or no power to mandate effectively.
This is axiomatically related to the broader
suggestion that the locus of real political power extends
only to the limits the citizenry desires. Where local
government is perceived as more influential than state
government, as is the case in the operation of the local
school systems, little support is given at the state level
(the issue of mandating regional school districts) . This
may well be an indication that the real local expectations
(and desire) of the ability of the state to resolve many of
its ills are then limited.
The objective of including in the legislation an
agreement to operate the two town school district while
avoiding indignation on the part of the state, was
accomplished by virtue of recognition of the local control
of the educational process. In terms of implementation,
such analysis suggests that in a state where local control,
particularly of educational policy , is the accepted mode of
political behavior, the most meaningful focus must be local.
Recommendations
Tw’o future research efforts are suggested by the
study.
Utilizing conflict resolution theory as a framework,
a
similar legislative reform method as that studied
here might
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be analyzed as to how personal, rural and/or organizational
differences are resolved and what the impact of these
differences in their resolutions were on the total effort.
The legislative process itself is an institutionalized
conflict resolution process. Here limited material and
human resources are allocated to impact upon the unlimited
demands and need of a people. The raison d'etre of such
groups as the New Salem-Wendell Facilities Study Committee
is the desire to influence how these allocations are made.
In the area of providing education for children within a
community, this resource versus need conflict situation
becomes compounded by the emotions surrounding the issue
as well as the generally present role, organization and
personal conflicts of decision makers, pressure group
members and the general public.
This recommendation^ and that offered later, are
prompted by a review of the work of Deutsch (1973) v/here
the author dichotomizes conflict resolution approaches as
cooperative or competitive. The theorist delineates what
he terms ''crucicil detemiinants in conflict resolution
(p. 368)." These are: process, prior relationship, the
nature of the conflict (size, issue rigidity, centrality
of the issue), characteristics cf the parties in conflict,
estimations of success, and tnird parties.
Extracting one of these determinants, prior
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relationship, and applying it to the New Salem-VJendell study
demonstrates the potency of the theory in suggested research.
Deutsch maintains that "the stronger and more salient the
existing cooperative as compared with the competitive bonds
3.inking the conflicting parties, the more likely it is that
a conflict will be resolved cooperatively (p. 368)."
Central to the development of the New Salem-V7endell
Facilities Study Committee and its impact on the legislative
process was the relationship developed among and between
the Committee members. Following the November 1971 vote
and the subsequent formation of the New Salem-Wendell
Facilities Committee, a conscious decision was made to place
opposition members on the Committee. The people opposed
could have placed themselves in an adversary position,
maintained a "show me" attitude and proceeded in what
Deutsch would call a competitive process. The townspeople
may have then viewed the positive members of the committee
as being too m.uch in an advocate role and less the town
appointed representatives to objectively appraise the
situation. Such a view would lead to a competitve
relationship between the townspeople and the Committee. In
both instances the history of these relationships having
been cooperative and from all points of view, productive,
dictated the positive outcome of the project.
Fundamental to Deutsch 's theory is the assumption
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that cooperative conflict between parties will be less
destructive and costly to relationships and goals than
competitive conflict. Building upon productive versus
destructive potentials of the two approaches a second
research recommendation is posed. An important contribution
might be made by comparing judicial versus legislative
efforts in terms of final affect; i.e. educational services
to children. Are legal suits inherently competitive and
therefore less productive than reform via the legislative
process? And does this produce differences in terms of the
quality of programs provided?
Summary
Chapter 385 of the 1974 session of the Massachusetts
Legislature stands witness to the tenacity and perserverance
of tv;o small towns in their struggle to provide a solution
to the educational housing needs of their children.
Beginning in November 1971 with a resounding defeat
(106-30) of a new school facility in the Town of New Salem,
through various alternative efforts up to the legislative
approach, the communities never waivered in their desire to
achieve success.
The two towns voted to appoint a committe to jointly
study and pursue the project. Following rejection of the
various alternatives the Conanittee made the decision
to
proceed with a legislative solution toward this
end. The
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Conunittee and the author developed a strategy to persuade
the legislative bodies (local and state) to approve the
legislation. These six major areas were:
1. public relations program plan;
2. educational program plan;
3. site selection and purchase plan;
4. architect selection and facility design plan;
5. development and passage of enabling legislation;
6. financial program plan.
Concentrating on the six major issues the Committee
proceeded to hold public hearings, initiate mailings,
personal contacts, telephone calls, radio "talk shows",
press articles, and by other suitable means to inform and
keep the public informed of its progress.
The suggested legislation was approved initially at
each town meeting and sent to the state legislation for
approval. The State Senate and House of Representatives
passed the legislation and the Governor signed the bill
into law on June 24, 1974.
Subsequently, the two towns approved an agreement
and voted the funding for the new school facility to be
built.
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DEVELOPMENT AtJD PASSAGE OF ENABLING LEGISLATION DOCUMENT
PEB
i 1 IS
HOUSE r No. 2167
By Mr. Simons ot' .Montacuo. pctiiion cl’ 1 hoiius G. Simons that
the tovsns of New Salem and Wendell be nulliunzcd to construct,
maintain and operate a union seiiool. Education.
Co'mnonbjcnltf) of ^naseathustlti
In the Year One Tlwusand Nine Hundieil and Seventy-Four.
An Act Providing fop the construction, .maintenance and
OPFRATtON OF A UNION SCHOOL BY THE TOWS OF NEW SALEM
AND VF.NDELL.
Be it enacted by the l\-.nate and House of Repraentath'es in
Ceucfal Court assetnbied. and oy tl.e authority of the same, as
follows:
1 SECTION 1. The towns of New Salem and Wendell
2 (hereinafter in this act called “the two towns”) arc hereby
3 authorized to act together to acquire land in either town or in
4 both towns and to construct thereon and originally equip and
5 furnish an elementary school (hereinafter called the “union
6 school”). Such land and union school facilities shall be owned by
7 the two towns as tenants in common. After the effective date of
8 the contract described in the follow ing section, each of the two
9 towns may raise its share of the costs of sucli acquisition and
10 construction, or any subsequent capital expenditure with respect
1 1 . to the union school, by borrowing or otherwise, under any
12 applicable law as though such share were the cost of a project of
13 such town alone.
1 SECTION 2. The school committees of the two towns may
2 enter and thereafter amend a contract on behalf of and between
3 the two towns for the purposes of exercising the powers
4 conferred by section one of this act and for the purpose of
5 enabling the two towns to maintain and operate the union school
6 jointly. No contract, or amendment thereof, authorized by this
HOUSE - No. 2167 (Janunry
7
'Section shall take effect until it has been approved by the
8. conunissioncr of education and the emergency fmance board.
9 Upon the elYcclive date of such contract tlic members of the
10 school couimittces of tlie two towns, and their successors Iroin
H lime to time thereaftei. slrall constitute a suigle school
12 committee (hereinafter called the ‘hoint school cominiltee") for
13 the purposes of establishing and iuaiutaining and operating the
14 union school. The joint sctiool committee shall have all the
15 powers and duties with respect to the establishment.
16 niaintcmincc and operation of the union schoval witich the joint
17 scl'.ool committee would have if it were a town school contrmttee
18 and the union school were a town school under its control,
19 except that obiigafions incurred by the joint school committee
20 .shah be regarded as incurred on behalf of the two towns jointly.
21 V/ithout limiting liic generality of the foregoing, the joint school
22 cormniltee shail have power to sell or lease the union school to
23 any regional school district of wiiich both towns are members.
1 .SECTION 3. Tlic joint scb.uol committee may designate the
2 trcasunM of one of the two towns to act as treasurer of moneys
3 laised by the two towns, or received from other sources, with
4 respect to the union school. I’aymcnts of funds from the town
5 whose treasurer is not so desig’'.ated shall be made to the
treasurer who is so desi);natea, all in accordance with the
7 contract between the towns. To tne extent that grants.
8 reimbursements or other tunas from the commonwealth, or
9 other sources, arc paid to tiie designated treasurer for the
10 account of both towns, the designated It i-asurcr shall allocate and
11 ctedit S'ucli money to each of the two towaj in such manner as
12 may be appropriate.
1 SECTION 4. If, upon application of the joint school
2 committee, the construction of the union school, or any
3 sub.sc'.^ucnt enlargement ov remcd.dinv thereof, is an :i|>proved
4 school project under chapter six hundred forty-five of the act of
5 nineteeu hundred and torty-cigJti as amended, each town shall
6 be cruil’eu l» receive a scliooi coniliuciion grant under said
7 cliapler which he SK'.y-fivc per cent of such town’s s.hare of
8 Ihc liiinl approved com of such project. Tor the purpose of
9 s.:ctions six and six A of sa.d diapter si.v. hundred and forty-live
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10 the two towns sHd!! be eJoemed to be a rccioml school district.
11 and the joint school committee may apply for reimbursement
12 tiiidcr those sections, llte two towns shall be entitled to
13 reimbursement under section sir.tee p ^ •iu"riiT ^eveiitv-< <ne of
14 the Geneial Laws as thoiieh th.oy constituted a reyional school
15 district hav’.np an agreement ptovidinc for liic furnishin" of
16 transportation by such district. The tsso towns shall also be
17 entitled to receive state aid for educational purposes under
18 section sixteen D of s'id chanter seventy-one as tliough they
19 were members of a rcgaonal school district and the uiiion schc d
2.0 vvere a school operated by such regionai school district.
1 SECTION 5. Tliis act shall take effect upon its passage.
AN ACT PROVIDING FCR THE CONSTRUCTION. IvlAINTENANCE AND OPERA-
TICN OF A UNION SCHOOL BY THE TOWNS OF NEV/ SALEM AND WENDELL.
Be iticnacted, etc,, as follow s
:
Section 1. The towns of New Salenn and V/endell (hereinafter in this act called
"the two towns") are hereby authorised to act tofjether to acquire land in cither
town or in both towns and to constrxict theref)n and ori;;inally ecuip and furnish an
elementary school (hereinafter called the "union school"). Such land and union
school faeiJitiao shall be owned by the tv/o towns as tenants in common. After
th* effective date of the contract described in trie followinp, section, each of the
two towns may raise its share of the costs of such accuijitior. and construction,
or any subsepuent capital expenditure witli respect to the union school, by borrow-
ing or otherwise, under any applicable law as though such share were the cost of
a project of such town alone.
Section 2. The school committees of the two tov/ns may enter and thereafter amend
a contract on behalf of and betv/een the two towns for the purposes of exercising
the pov/ers conferred by section one of this act and for the purpose of enabling the
tVi'O towns to maintain and operate the union school jointly. No contract, or
amendment thereof, authorized by this section shall take effect until it has been
approved by the comniissioncr of education and the emcrt'cncy finance board.
Upon the effective data of such contract the n'embers of the school committees of
the two towns, and their successors from ti:nc to tinie thereafter, shall
constitute a siiiple school committee (hereinafter called the "joint school
committee") lor the purposes of establishing and maintaining and operating the
union school. The joint school committee shall have all the powers and duties
v/lth rcopect to the establishment, maintenance and operation of the union school
which the joint school committee would have if it were a town school committee
avid the union school were a town school under its "ontrol, except that obligations
incurred by the joint school committee shall be regarded as incurred on behalf of
the tv/o tov/ns jomtiy. V/ithout limiting the generality of the foregoing, the joint
ecliocl cojru.iittp.c sliall have nower to sell or lease the union school to any
regional school district of which both towns are members.
Section 3. The joint school committee may designate the treasurer of one of
tliu two towns to act as treasurer cf moneys raised by the two towns, or
received from other sources, with respect to the union school. Payments of
fends from the town whose trea sx;re r is not so designated shall tc made to tne
trcacuter v/l.o is so designated, all in accordance with the contract bet-wcen the
tcwnc. To the extent ;nat eiar.ir, reimbursements ot other funds from the
ccmnionwer 1th, o: other sources are paid to the deaigur.lcd treasurer for the
account of both towns, the dcsi(.n.ated treasurer shall allocate and credit such
money to eaci: of the Iwo towns in such manner as may be appropriate.
Section 4. If, upon aprlication of the joint school committee, the construction
efthe vrxio.n fclioo!. ar any subscouenl enlargement or rcnrodeling thereof,
is an
r.rP*'Ovcd school project under chapter six hundred forty-five of the xcti of
nineteen hux.drcd and forty-eight as amended, each town shall be entitled to
receive a school construction ^rant under said chapter which shall be sixty-five
per cent cC such town's share of the final approved cost of such project. For
the purpose of sections six and six A of said chapter six hundred and forty -five
the tv.’o towr.s shall be deemed to be a regional school district, and the joint
school comr.iittce may apply for rriimburaeinent under those sections. The two
towns shall bn entitled to reimbursement under section sixteen C of chapter
• eventy-onc of the .general laws as thourh they constituted a regional school
district having an agreement providing for the furnishing of transpoi tation by
evch distiict. The two towns shall also be entitled to receive state aid for
educational purposes under section sixteen D of said chapter seventy-one at
though they werf. mombero of a regional school district and tire union school were
& school operated by such regional school district.
Section D. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
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NEYr' SAI^M/V/LNDEM, JOINT FACIUTIZS PLANNING COMMITTEE
J» ContvacL -- This contract by tho New Salem and Wendell School Commltteee.
referred to hereinafter as member committees, is made pursuant with authority’
contained in Chapter 385 of the Acts of 1974.
*
"^he name of this organization formed by this agreement will be theNew Salem/ Vvondell School Committee, hereinafter called the Union School
CoiTunitiec.
HI. .^ffe_ct;vc DatCc -- This contract will become effective when adopted by a
vote of the twi.i participating towns and when approved by the Commissioner of
Education and tho Emergency Finance Board in accordance with Chapter 335 of
the Acts of 1974.
Governance is vested in the Union School Committee composed
of the members of the school committees of each member district. A majority
of the Committee shall constitute a quorum. The members of the school
cemmittees ol the two tovms shall constitute a single school comrr.ittee for the
pui'poses of establishing, maintaining and operating the union school. Each town
sliall have equal representation on tlie Union School Committee. Any vacancy on
the Union School Committee shall be filied in accordance with Chapter 41,
Ser.ticia II of the General I.aws. The Union School Committee shall have all the
powers and duties pursuant to Chapter 385 of the Acts of 1974.
V# Fi nancial Suppo rt 'ind Oblig-tion s. -- Subsequent to the time when this contract
become? effective, each of the two towns may raise its share of the costs of such
acquisiticn and construction, or any subsequent capital expenditure with respect
to the union school, by borrowing or otherwise, under any applicable law as though
t/such share were tho cost of a project of such town alone. These costs shall be
dfc.^lgnatcd capital costs and shall include the costs of (1) acquiring land and
constructing, reconstructing, adding to, and equipping the union school building,
(?,) remodeling and making extraordinary repairs to the union school building,
(3) the construction of sewerage systems and treatment and disposal
facilities, the p.‘urchace or use of such sev/erage systems with municipalities,
(5) leasing, with lui option to purchase, of eruipmeiit for educational purposes and
debt service on bonds or notes issued to finance capital costs. Each town's
share of such capital c.o^.ta shall he determined on an annual basis by computing
to the ne.nren* one liui'.dr edth of one percent the ratio which that town's pupil
enrollment in the union senool on October 1 of the fiscal year next preceding the
fiscal year for which the share ia determined bca.r3 to the total pupil enrollment
In the union schoed on the same date. In the event that enrollment in the union
school has not been accomplished by Getober 1 of any year, each town's share
of capital costa shall be deierrninod on the basis of the enrollment of the
prt.vioua Octobe*:' 1 ol pupils in all ncfiool grade levels up through and including
grade six as shall be determined by the Union School Committee.
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^crating costs shall consist of all costs other than canital costs. Each town'sohare of onf raMng costs shall be deternruned for each fiscal year on the samebasis as capx' al costs.
ObHgations inevrred by the Union School Committee shall be regarded as incurredla bchaH of the two tov/nr. jointly. In this regard, a majority of the Union School
T^embers shall sign all warrants relative to tne union school district.
^Wthout .imi-fc'.ng tne generality of the foregoing, the Union School Committee
cnall have the power to seii or lease the union school ic any regional school
district of which both towns are memViers.
VI, of Payment, -- The Union School Committee at its annual
organizational meeting shall designate the treasurer of one of the two towns ofNew Salem and Wendell to act as treasurer of funds raised by the two towns, or
received from other sources, with respect to the union school. Payments of
funds from the tov/n whose treasurer is not so designated shall be made to the
treasu’' .r who is so designated the following schedule;
July 15 25%
October 1 507o
January 1 75%
April 1 100%
To the extent that grants, reimbursements or other funds from the Common-
tvealth, or other sources, are paid to the designated treasurer for the account of
both towns, the designated treasurer shall allocate and credit such money to
each of the two towns in such manner as may be appropriate.
Vn, Amendmen t of Contract. -- This contract may be amended from time to
iime in accordance with Section 2 of Chapter 385 of the Acts of 1974.
VJII, Type ef Uni on School Di strict
.
-- The union school district shall include
ftll school grade levels up tbrougli and including grade six. The Union School
Ccr/i.mittee shall have the right to continue all programs currently operated by
the local school committees including the right to establish adult education
courses. Notv/'ttisf anding the above, each individual town school connmittee will
retain rcr.pon: ibllity for the payment of tuition costs relative to special education
programs and vocational, education programs outside the individual school
districts ae well as all transportation costs.
JX. Emnloym ? r.t of Teachers and Extensi on of Tenure. -- All pereono in
positions to be superseded by th.e establishment of the union school district
shall be given preferred consideration for similar position.? in the union school
Jo the extent that such positions exist therein. Any teacher who on the date of
employment by the Utiion School Committee, was on tenure in cither town, shall
co-utifijo to serve on a tenure basis with the union school district.
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X* APJ»ortioriir.ent of Ori'^ina! Proicct Costs . -- The ratio for catablishinr each
of thft two towns original share o£ the project costs to be raised by borrowing or
ctherv/isc shall be deterrmned on the basis of enrollment in all school grade
levels up through and including grade six as of June 1, lOT-t in each town as
those individual enrollment figures relate to the total enrollment oi both towns in
thoaa grade levels as of that date. The ratio shall be computed to the nearest
one hundredth of one percent and be determined by the Union. School Committee.
Approved By;
New Salem School Committee Commissioner of Education
Ward M. P.unting, Cliairman Gregory R, Anrig
Eiiaergency Finance Board
Chester Cramer, Secretary
1'3Ictv.o King, Third Member
Vend cll School Corr^mittee
Lois Johnson, Chairperson
Ch^irc Stev.art, Secretary
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New Salcm /Wcndell Facilities Planning Committee
(members who are not membei-g oi cither School Committee)
Kerman Hanson
Robert Duley
PatO. V/ilbu}.-
Michael Idoii;.':
Gary Thayer
Page 4
Albcrt'Diermnd
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Orange Puduc flcmentary Schools
ta KAxr majh STBter
OMMot, KAjttCHussrra
WAUrXK •/. ritLOt, >v»<atNT««Durr
TSULBHOMt (tIO ^4-ew
M«rch 23, 1973
New Salera Regional Planning Coinmiccee
Vcndcll Regional Planning Coruaiccce
Box /17
Wendell, MA 01379
ATTENTION: Mr. KobarC. E. E-iley, Cholman
Kr* SCeven 0. Morgan, Chainran
Coatlemen:
1 have been asked by tho Orange School Coiscitcee, mceclng on March 22
,
1973
,
to <juoCc Che foliov’ing frou che ninuCes o£ l.Ca meeting on March 1
,
1973 :
"A ooClon vaa made and paaaed ChsC Che Orange School Cotaaiccee go on
record aa noc approving rcgionalir,.aciou K-6 or lC-12 ac this time."
•Yours trul'^^
Valter J. Fields, Superincendenc
Orange Elemencary Schools
WJFsncb
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Petersham School Depc
P0t«rsham, Matsachusotit 01366
JOirMP. 3LEPOER, Princi?*! XEIOvUT V, COOX, Superint«Bcl«nt
T«l«p^on« 724'>}361
Karoh 28, 1975
Kr. Robert E. Euley, Chairman
New Salem Regional Planning Coiaittee
Kr. Steven D. Morgan, Chairran
Vendell Regional Planning Cocalttea
Contlexeni
Your letter of I'!arrh 14 requesting conaideration
of an Elemcuitary School Region for the three towns vac
received by the Committee on March 27, 1975*
After careful consideration, it was the decision
of the Connittee to consider no move toward ragionali-
taticn at this time.' It expressed aatiafacticn in the
Co-terainus plan now in effect with the Fiahar Regional
School Eiatrict.
Xt is the hope of the Petersham Comnitteo that
you can find a sclutlon to your housing probleaa at
&n early dato.
Sincerely yours.
Konsit V. Cook, Superintendent
Peterehsa School department
CO* Eolight Kainea, Chairman
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Ervlng Roglonal riejinlng Cocal\,);«a
Erring • Ilacsaohusotto 013^4
31 Kerch 1973
Eohort: £• Ihiloy, Qicdrann
Kow Stdoa /icglonol ilenning Cotultteo
Cwovon Df l^crgarx# Cneir:2i->n
Uoncloll KogionrJ. Henning Coocilttoo
Eoar Sir;
Xu roply to your lottov roquoctlng to form on eloxontory region
Vith tho towns of Uondoll and No.? Salou* At our rocent costing It was
thix>ughly discussed und unnnimoucly voted not to roglonolir.o ot this
tiuo.
Byving Regional Honnlng Counlttoo
APPENDIX B
FINANCIAL PL/iN DOCUMENTS
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Ervlnp Rei^lonal Plcnjilng CocaJ.tteo
IJyvinG, Ilacsaohusotte 01344
3i Kerch 1973
Eohc'r'c E, Dula7» Cnolraen
VoM Soloia Bcslonal Planning Cocusltteo
Stoven Korgan# ChoiraGn
Wendell Regional Planning CozailfSoo
Ccar Sir;
In X’oply to yoTU* letter requectlng to foris on clonontary region
V’lth tho vownfl of Uendoll and New Salon, At oui' recent nootlng It wao
throv-ghlr dltrouKSod rxd imnnlnovisly voted not to roglonellso at this
tlno.
Ervlag Regional Planning CoK^lttoo
Ccwpwrtsonw rpwSln^d ^ronospj 8’ideet
,
Sew Salem L Uendel
1
Paiea 1
.. ....
Shutesbury
1074-1975
Lew Salem
l()74-n75
Wendell
1974-1075
IS 4 W ‘’rooosed
7/1/74-6/30/75iWo ADMINTSTr^SiTTOM
1100001,1 ’IC Chnlrn.sn '5 ..
llOOnoi.3
'1100005
'1100006.1
*1100006.3
1100006.5
'1100006.6
*1100006.0
1100006.10
'1100006.11
*1200001.1
*1200001.2
bccretarv — 65 —
sc Third .(ember
Suonlles
“ 75 —
—
— 10
M\SC — 2S''' 200 2 HO
Hues Tn6.rd.Ldr3hD. 66 A *1 51 >7
^ublloatlons 10 10 10 10
Conferences
.A) 75 300 500
SC O'jt-of-State
_
70 68 52 100
All lather K-xpensc 75 50 lOO lO'J
Lee.al Counsel ISO 150 — 1 —
Supt'-^. Salary 4.200 4, 82 iTTzo T 6. 100
A^ar. .Supt.
,
525 510 3'U i ^50
*1200002.1
*1200002.2
*1200002.3
Secr*;:tary's fal. 1 ,.(2 5 1 . 1 00 910 1 1.750
Broi'.k.cener 'a Sal. l.2d7 l.'SO 955
j
1. 38
Clerk's Salary 70S f,34 523 1 1. 05
1200004.
1
C-’usus 63 63 53 113
1200004.2 Work Permits 3 — 2
*1200004.3 '•Uich .^(alnt
. Coot
.
14 13 ~TS~< 19
*1200004.4 'Tac h.'enc.Cont. 263 255 195 375
. 1200004.4 To'.t» Reports — 400 — —
*1200005.1 Postace
L US w3 169
*1200005.2 Office Supplies (23 119 91 175
•*1200005.3 Printlne Expense
_ ..
33 63
*1200005.4 Classifieit Ads ’ 9 7 13
*1200006.11 Suot 's. In-Scate 015 306 234 450
*1200006.2 Suot 's.Cut-oC-Scate 140 I” 136 104 2d0
*1200006.3 Office Conf.Exp. 27 26 in .33
*1200006.4 Prof
. Library 62 60 46 83
• 1200006 ..7 Pc CPU it Inp 150 — —
.
1000 • «-ub-Total 0.696 10,165 7,499 13,945
2000 IM5T1 UCTTOi:
•2100116.1 In-Svc.Tne. 700 500 250 400
2100116.2 Prof. Lib. -Staff 100 40 30 50
2200111 Prlacipai's Sal. 14,502 1.630 1, '00 12,.00
.
220U112 Cl-erlc.-.l Salary' 440 448 448 448
2200115 Principal's .Supd. — 80 50 60
2200116 Professional Exp. 150 80 125 125
2200116.2 Typewriter Pental — 191 — —
2300111.1 Teachers' Salaries 4h,5i4 54,864 23,047 54.836
2300111 .2 Teacher Aides •, '10 6,930 5. 40 8,910
2300111.' Substitutes
—
440 550 220 660
2300115 Inst.Suppl les T,100 3.3f''0 2,375 3,100
2303116 Special Travel 50 50 — 1
2300121.2 Home Instruction — 100 250 1 250
2400115 Text.s 35 270 500 1 500
2500111 Librarian Salarv 1 ,"20 — — ”
2500115 Llhrarv Suoolies b50 r.50 250 400
2600115 Audio- 'Isu.al Supo. jzy- 530 55.* 500
*2800001 Psveh . Salaries 2,625 2.550 2,659 1 17750
*2800116 Psveh. Expense 342 332 34 2 483
2900114 Ld.TT' Fees ll'i 100 60 160
2000 Siih-'"otnl 84,141
—
73,145 38. -*96
1
1
87,137
15<1
tonp^rl.^nns Cfunblncd Tronosed Budt^ot, »ev 9a lc"i & Vendell ?*r« }
• •CCO'JTJT-
3000 OTMF.P. S^^'^>0L Si:"VICES
I
I
Shutesburv
I
1974-1975
3110113
*3200111.1
3200111.2
3200111.3
3200115
*3200116
3300004
*3370114
3370164
3372124
3372334
3379114
3400116
Attendance Salary
Nurse's fislary
doctor's Salary
Dental Hvjtleniat
Health Suoolles
Nurse Travel
Hnn-Clas3.Tr.irv3.
riem. Trans.
Hinder. Trans.
Sp.Cl.Trana.
Vocat.Trins.
Field Trios
Food Svc.Exr.
3000 Sub-Total
4000 6 ‘•lAINT.'F
4110113.1
4110113.2
4il0U5
4120115
4n0115,2
4130115.2
<*4130115.3
4210114
42201J4
4230114
10
» ,438
363
Hew Salem
10/4-1975
25
.25
75
363
Wendell
1974-1‘'75
25
<•92
Tf
*>S & W Pronnsed
J^5
ns 1
:i2
85
20 20
9_j657
3,J00
.It.
.00
400
,000
3 ,376
''ustodian, Cft,
Custodian,
Cuotodial St’pp.
Fuel.
Pover
Scli.Te lephone
Cent.Cf f .Tel.
Malnt.cf Grounds
t'.alnt.nf Bldr.
Nalnt.of Fnulc.
6.032
3 '30
10,000
7.500
400
13.412
b.OOO
3,
"
303
297
HO
65
• 20
13.303
:on
503 I 530
5.^00
34.71/
5.250
50
1 . 830
3 , 300
a.i’oo
:oo
19,362
2,650
150
330
1 .500
550
530
403
1^30
600
150
391
1,700
75
140
293
125
8 30
50
50
T7r2s
75
4VS
\J).\
'\2i~
2^500
~~
4
.
'30'
38,333
6,300
150
1 .10)
7 .00
1 .
• 30
300
575
1 , •<)0
600
100
4C00 Syb-''or.al 22,485 17,016 6,714 18,825
5000 FlXf'' O’APGFS
52C0116.1
5200116.2
5200116.
3
<5300113
5300118.1
5300113.2
Rldg. r Concents
Student Covera?e
Cen. liability
Cent. Of f. Kent
To’.m Hall Rent
Cli.ssr-on Rent
500
220 160 120
25
175 235
.-,00
5000 Sub-"of...l 395
•6000 CO! T"- SbRVICFS
6200114 ‘‘••intnin't Proeran
2,500
4,440
130
750
100
300
250
550
100
5000 Sub-”otal 100
7000
7390113
”
'F FIXED ASSETS
All ether Equl? 1 ,000
7000 Sub-~o f -1 1 ]
^0') rHOiiPAVT VTTH OTHFR nisfr,iCT.s~
5100129
9100129.1
9100219
9100229
; 100339
9100699
Sp.Cl. I'uvt ivn
Grade Project
Flen. Tuition
Kinder. Tultlo:v
Vocat. Tuition
Adulr Fdurallon
9000 Sub-Total
CSAvin) TOTAL
1,500
24.3
25
2^.00
50
6,423
U6,:.16
1,000
i.:oo 500
180
4
.
.OOi)
15.0
5,e3n
146,613
135
:.'D0
l_jj)00
50
6.585
79,106
100
500
340
6,000
200
7,04 0
165,977
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bUDCETS 19T4-1975
Town of New Salem
Budget 7/1/74-6/30/75
Town of V/endell
Budget 7/1/74-6/30/75
Total for Two Towns
•Operating Separately 1974- 197S
$146,613.00
79. 106.00
$225,’? 19. 00
Joint Budget if Two Towns Operated
Togetlrer in Same Building
7/1/74-6/30/75 $165,927.00
Total Operating Separately
•Total Operating Together
$225,719.00
165,927.00
$ 59,792.00
'Comparison Budget with Shutesbu ry
I » >
Budget for Shutesbury
1/1174-6130115 $146,516.00
SHulesbury is staffed, furnished,
equipped, etc, to service 140 children.
Estimated Building Cost, New Salem k Wendell $660,000.00
New Salem/Wendell combined share of 1st year Bond
payment on a 10 year bond at 5% interest (State pays
the other share) $ 44,302.50
Estimated Annual Savings
Operating Together $59,792.00
Estimated 1st Year Share of
Bond Payment 44, 302, 50
Estimated Net Combined
Savings to Towns .$15,489. 50
ip 10/7/74
NEV/
SALSM/V/ENDELL
JOINT
FACIJLITIES
PLANNDIG
COMIvUTTES
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S^t'e C£/3S
May 3, 1974
Eugene lhayer, Superintendent of Schools
Irylng School Union
I'own Kali
Kew Salem, Massachusetts C1355
Dear Mr. Thayer:
In response to your questioi! about the use of General Revenue
Sharing funds fer planning and designing a school building, the
answer is that It is a permissible expenditure provided it is so voted
at a town meeting.
The attached material offers support to this opinion.
Very truly yours.
* Seth A. Armen, Assistant Secretary
State Federal Grants Coordinator
Enclosure
SAA:Jc
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7!wrr
^
&mU<i« (]^rf/ip >^’//nuiii!^m/,'«n- atu/Z^t
^f^C6 SPlato ^/annitt^ an<i %A(ana^emei%i
//tanr^
XKi<U>«\tO.'.<K>MOO
S/\^^^o^li^s^// ^Sutu/uty, 909
iOO m/rt’ityA {!Sc^n 02202
Mr. GM'.e Thayer
School Union ?8
2’OWn^Hall
-.^rn ^OJLCT NOT iri CAY ION AND lU^VIU- SYSTEMNew oaleisi, MA 013qft;suLxS OF lU^VILV OY THE MASSACIFJSETTS STATE Cli-Ul INGIlUUSE
7 aT-»ofta
June 29, 1974
State C]cArins;Neuse Identifier: 74050362 Material Submitted and Date lUreivedi
Notice of Intent : 6/10/ /
4
Applicnol: Towns of New Salem and Wendell
Funding Agency: F.H.A./U.S.D, A.
Precrae Noise * Farmers Home Adminir tration
C«'tttlojf Kutibers n/a
Funding: $600,000 Total/$600,000 Loan
Frnject I'cBcript.lon:
Construction cf a combined elementary .school
Tbe State Clearir.gbouse notified the following agencies of the proposal:
The result of the review was:
^XX*~\N’o isaues or potential conflicts vere Cocracate are attached.
/.'r.-UL^ Lp / -t'i
Thomao O’Brien
CCi Franklin County Dept, of Planning
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.P.O-2/8/7Z
MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL
Filed e,\ch tine with:
• 5»V'^ ’li-'jl I'.d I ua»\v JjlihV
plons
^ilequcst for Project’‘rJumber.
certification
OUILOI'IG ASSISTA*:CE BUREAU
FroJe*ct number
TOV/n Shvitosbury
School SSutciibiirv 171 g rn f*T>t?i ry
•Oftte 1 / 31/73
JLill I C.0SX EST I MATE A:?f) PL A'i FOR FIHAHCII.Ti
ESTIMATE or PROJECT COST
llork In
Existinc Dulldlnn- New Construction
General contract (building) ? S 416. 000. on
ArcMtect's fees: 46, 900. 00‘
Equipment 22, 700. 00
Site development 14,000. 00
•Other cost.s (ITEMIZE) 4.9C0. CO
Total $.
..
_
: 5.. 504. 500. 00
Total Estimated Cost 5 504. 500. CO
METHOD OF FlfiA'^CiriG
Fr^n tciXitlcn, •• $ .9,500.00
Fron -s al e* of bonds or. notes 495,000. on
From building fund
From -stab! 11 2 at'!on fund
, .
From na’tcfi'fnc stablll zot’tnn fund - •
From reimbursement for planning costs ;
•From other sources (IVEfilZE)
Total from all sources $ 504, 500. 00_
c; /.ESTIMATE OF INTcAEST ON BO.JOf/ ANO NOTES .
f). TEj!^ of bonds or notes -0 years. OAT_E of
•Attach pages giving Submitted
S upnl ement a ry details
necessary to exolain
full 3* cost and method
of /Inancin^ project
' JLfturty Kener sorv Sionav Ure
Chair "-I JIviiiLHililvil-’iC-C c io
f
Position
413-253-7514
~tel cpnone
Shut'C a'bury, J/riesachueetts
Shulesbuiy Elementary School
OthoT Coats: $1,256. 00 Soil investigation,' boundary survey. of
school site, topographic survey
l,-250, CO -'Prirjting, legal fees, office e^rpenses, etc.
2,400.00 Contiiigency
‘Total • $4,900. 09
APPENDIX C
TE AND ARCHITECT SELECTION PLAN DOCUMENTS
Ii6r>
April n, 1974
Ro: PropoiccJ New SolemAVendell
Riomentoiy School
Mr. Eocene F. Th&yer
Supcilr.tenderii'’ of SchcoU
New Solem Tov/n H.all
New Solem, Mcivcchcsetts C1355
Dear Mr. Tfmyer:
We were pleased to receive your recent letter Indicating ttiat our firm has been jolecfcd
l<> dejiyn the proposed Elementary School. V/c too lock foiword to this commission and
trust we can accomplish all of the ambitious goals expressed by you and the Committee
to everyone's sotisfaction.
!n your lotler you requested that v/e submit a proposal for our fee and a schedule of fee
pa)'r>i£nts. The following is in answer to that request. Vi/e ur^dersfand that until monies
ore oppropriated by both town meetings no payment for any services rendered in connec-
tion with this proiect cen be mode. We further orderstond that we will be assisting the
Commltiee In their presentation of the proposed school to both town meetings by providing
scKcrncitic architectural drawings.
Becousc 'he program and budget ore known ond fixed we feel that we can predict the
ctegrcc or lime of our involvement and therefore have arrived ot o fixed sum adequote to
cover cur services. We propose, then, a sum of 550,000 to cover oil orchitectural/
englrecfirvg services as defined in the aitached A.l.A, Standard Form of Agreement
Document, B-141 . When monies ore oppropriated we would expect this contract to bo
executed.
A brecho’ev.n of this fee into the several cotagorles of orchitccturol involvement follows,
yjils some b'^cakdown rppeors in Article 6 of the attached coniroct. As only 80% of
these services wii! be done prio'’ to bonding the construction of the school, the fea
rcO'uest al the iiiitiol town meetings would be $40,000.
I
F ifSC. • AW. Imc! 4t Itotitt 2 • CrMfltlild. SU3L • S<n lU • OlXltB.P.Orf.APi!S*Cl • GTCJM .-incHtTfers
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April n, 1974
pogo 2
SCHEDULE OF PAYMENTS •
Duo upon Completion of Schematic Drowin^i -
15% of Total Fco
Duo upon Completion of the Prelimirtory Drowinys -
additional 20% to briny payments to cioto to
35% of Total Fee
Dite upon Comflctlon of Working Drawings artd
Spociticofions - additional 40% to bring
payinonts to date to 7o% of Total Fee
Duo upon Receipt of Bids - additional 5% to bring
poytucnts to dote to 80% of Total Fee
Due upon Complotion of Construction - additional
20% to bring payments to date to IC0% of Total Fco
Aichltecturul ond Structural Engineering
Services $ 39, 125
Mochonicol/tlectrical Engineering 10,875
Services
Sr5p;ooo
AMOUNT
S 7,500
10,000
20,000
2,500
10,000
i 50,000
5 50,000
* In cccDtdonce with provisions defined in Article 6 of the A«I.A. Controct.
167
April 11, 1974
jog« 3
Should you have any qu'^Jfions related to the obovc proposal, pleaie feel free to contact
either John or myself. If this meets witii your appioval, I would appreciate your tignirvj
one copy and returning it to this office to serve as a Letter of Agreement between us.
Sincerely yours,
Arthur L. Stein, Jr.
eps
enc.
Cirgene 1- . 1 buyer Date
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Land Survayon & Enginaart
Scuth Doerneld, Matt. 01373
413-665-2 161
La.'id Siiuafad in;* Vor.dell ««d New Salca, Kaon*
GrHarold 5 <. (a Edith Ic Overlap
Crantof: antaa:
Hctf Salc&t School Dlatrict
Data of Sur/ay:
Daad Ra(«rcncot:
1974
Data of Dotcription:
DarcripKon by:
S«pt.c^aaber 13
,
1974
Uook 907
,
Poge 55
Book 911
,
Page 2.72
Cordon Et, Alncvorth f» Aoaoclatca, Inc>
krgitttcrcd Liuxd Surveyore
paicsl of land partly in New Saleu, Hass*, and partJy In Wendell, Haoo«,
'Hc.otorly of Wendell Road, an 1840 County way and n.oro portlc-olarly bounded
And described as follows, viz: ’——beginning at a point, in Maw Solera in the
ventcrly oidelina of Wendell Rord, sn.5.6. point being S 3 **ll'-05 ‘' W a distor.ce or
Vi9 al<> feet from a bound on the westerly side of Wendell ^rad marking tbo
tO'<’n line bntveeu New Salem, Maas., nud Vendoll, Mosj.; thancu !. 4* 23 * 00" E a
dictenco of 542.84 feet to a point; thcnco S 21 *’38 ' 00" E a dietance of
329*77 feet to a point; thence S 32® 2S' 00" E a distance of 21.39 feet to a point,
Iho liiVt three courses being along the westerly sideline of Viendell Eoad; tticnca
£ 65 *57 ’ 00 '‘ W a distance of 828,49 feet to a point; thence K 4* 23 ’ 00" W n distance
of. 882 < 8 f< feat to a point; t!ict:ce N 85 *37 * 00" E a diotonca of 720.63 feet to tl:e
ycint of beginning end containing 15.000 acrec, the last threa courses being alop.g
other land of the grantor fieroiu.
7’rft 5'iiicol described above is a portion of lond described in Book 907 at
Pago 55 and in Book 911 at Page 272 , is conveyed subject to any other right of
the public in Wendell Road, lo intended to/\all that land of the grantor herein
Ivirkg between the parcel described above and Wendell <load, or.d is more completely
shown on a plan c»>titlod (Atty., please copy)—" to be recorded at this tine
And coaeidered. a part cf this Inatnanent." ’
APPENDIX D
PUBLIC RELATIONS PLAN DOCUMENTS
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170
Kfktcb f>, 1974
TO: Member* of the Senate and Houue Committee* on Education
Senate Ulll #897 and House Dill #2167 -- An Act providing for the
conotruction, maintenance and operation of a Union School by the Town*
of New Salem and Wendell
.
The Townc of New Salem a::d Wendell, located in North Central Massachusetta,
have a critical need for new school facilities. Currently in New Salem there
arc eighty-one children in grades K -6 and elementary special education
located in five different buildings in three different conimunitics. In addition,
they must
.30 to separate facilities for library rcaourccs, gym and cafeteria.
In Wendell, tViere are sLxty-thrce children in grades K -6 and elementary
Apecip] education located in three different buildings in three different
COmrnvjiitits. The kindergarten children from New Salem are transported to
Shuteabury (up to twenty miles distance) and the kindergarteners from Wendell
ftre bussed to Er-zing (up to sixteen miles distance).
In addition, educational programs such as kindergarten, programs for learning
disabled, speech therapy, physical education, iustruniental music, etc,, have
been added over the past few years causing increased pressure on the
limited, or non-existent, space.
Ths combined elementary school population of the two towns has increased
since 1965 from eighty-eigh: children to one hundred and thirty-eight. It is
antic IPS'ted that by 1930 the cor.ibine-i population could go over two hundred.
In order to provide much needed pliysicai facilities locally for the elementary
school children, various appi'oaches have been jn\ estigated, attempted and
failed. These included an attempt to have one community (New Salem) fund,
build, and operate its own school and iiave the children from Wendell attend
»D tuition students. This wa-^ turned down at a Town Meeting.
Three atten'ipts at regionalization to enaole the two towns to jointly finance
and operate a school within a region and under e::isting state laws were tried
t.nd also failed.
1. A comidetc K-12 regionalization, or a K-6 regional, within the Mahar
Regional district,which is currently a 7-12 grade regional district
serving the Towns of Orange. Petersham, Erving, Wendell and
New Salem, was rejected by Orange, Petersham and Erving as not
possible at this time.
2, A K-6 regional district encompassing Ewing, Wendell and New Salem
wan turned down by Erving,
171
P»ge I
Z, An attempt at a two town region between New Salem and Wendell waa
rejected by tl>c State Department of Kducation aince the district would
have been too small to justify its existence and because bundinc needs
would have interfered with the overall move toward n K-12 regional
district now, or at a later date.
This leaves tV.e towns, though willing to do so, without a legal method of being
able to jointly finance, build and operate an elementary school.
In order to facilitate a solution to this critical educational need both the Townn
of New Salem and Wendell voted jOfo in favor of petitioning the lcgir.].ature in
the lorm of Senate Bill #5197 and House Bill #2167 for the neceonary authority.
If pacsed, this legislation will enable the two towns to jointly solve a mutMal
problem.
X V’ould strongly' urge you to vote favorably cn this lerislaticn in that it not
only provides a more educationally sound and efficient program for the children,
but also produces financial savings for the hard-pressed loo.al and ctatc
taxpayer.
In support of the foregoing statement I would offer the following benefits of
this merger:
A. The educational rdvantapes cf a new school over the present situation arc
nc follows:
1. / new elementary school will mean all educational programs wdll be
vndcr one roof. The kindergarten children will be in the same build-
ing with children from Iheir own town. This will allow them to develop
friendships with children tnat live near them.
Z* The present trend in education ia towards individualization. Tliere can
be more individualization witn one teacher to a grade than with one
teacher to three graces. At present, otie teacher is unable to handic
all the programs we have developed to meet individual needs while
having three grades within one room. So far we have been lucky' in
getting capc.ble teaching aides and student teachers, but without them
It vould be impossible to handle all our programs.
3, Our situation now forces un to send children with special needs to
other towns lor the programs they need. A new elementary school
would enable us to provide services for children with special ncedc.
4, The physical education, music, art, libra*-y, instrumental music and
health urograms wiil all be held in one building. There will be a
properly couipped gymnasium, library' and health room. Special
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tft&chora will then be able to expand and improve their orograma
beraubc they will be apondln^ lont;cr periodo of time within one trhool.
and will have the propor facilitlca with which to work.
5. Lunchca will be able to be prepared and ar.rved in one huildlnf»,
tllmlnatinR the need to transport them. There will be no eatinff in
the claKsroom which will n'.can academic leaaona will tiot bo disrupted
In order to pet ready for lunch.
6. Overcrowding is probably our biggest problem. It creates a safe*
and health hazard. Children are forced to leave the building for
physical education, library and instrumental music. In the case of
Irkntrumental music it is necessary for the children to travel back and
fovtik unaccompanied by an adult clue to the Irregularity of the schedule.
This is a particular hazard in bad weather because the children are
difficult to see in the road. Much time is lost, especially in bad
weather, with the dressing and undressing.
7. A new and larger school will provide more storage areas, both in the
classroom and in t!tc school itself. This will allow better storage c(
art projects, audio-visual sunplics, learning programs and
instructional supplies leaving more work area in each classroom.
There will also be sinks in each class rocm which allow for teacher
auporviolon while washing for lunch as well as fer general clean-up
after special projects, ouch as science and social studies.
8. Havhtg one teacher per grade will eliminate the need of a child having
to vemr in with one teacher for three years, A larger staff at each
lev*'l will provide for feedback and new ideas for the growth and
dovrlopinent among the teachers.
D. The firarrial advantages of a jomblncd unit are as follows:
1. In order to make v.ilid financial comparisons, we arc going to use the
Tov/n of Shutesbury budget figures and the cost figures for tlkcir new
echoed, which is p.pproximatcly the same type end size school needed.
Tlke!«n ire .actual figures for building and opcr.ating the school for one
icfr,
2, The .‘Jhutenbury School Operating Budget for the period July 1974,
IhjO'igh June 30, 1975. will be $146, 516.00. This budget includes
all the costs of operating the. elementary school for a total year. It
also Includes voc.at.-JP.al tuition and transportation. (See accornpany-
Inj budget sheet Shutesbury column for treakdewr of figures.)
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5. The proposed operating budget for New Salem for the same period as
Shuteobury (July 1, 1974, through June 30, 1975) is $145,613.00. For
Wendell, it is $79. 106.00 (See New Salem and Wendell budget columns
on enclosed sheet. ).
**
4 . Added together this n.eans that annually New Salem and Wendell,
operating separately, will spend $?23,719. 00 on elementary sc'tiool
coats. This is approximately $80, 000. 00 more than Shutesbury's
operating cost for the same period.
5, The projected cost, if we v/eie to operate together from July 1, 1974,
through June 30, 1975, w'ould be $16o, 9^7.00 (See accompanying sheet
NS ft VV Proposed column.). THIS COMBINED COST ($165,927. 00)
COMPARED V’lTH $'‘25,719.00 FOR SEPARATE OPERATIONS WOULD
RESULT IN A SAVING TO THE T<flO TOVvNS OF $59,792. 00.
t. The new school in Shutesbury cost the Town $504,500.00. This
amount is the total cost of the school, land, building, architect fees,
furnlch.lngs
,
eruionicnt, etc. The school has a capacity of 200 children
end can be expanded to 300. It is located on West Pelham Road in
Shutesbury and is scheduled foi‘ occupancy this Spring. The State is
paying 65fa of the cost of the building,
7t Taking inflation into account we estimate that a new echool, similar
!n si?:ej design, and materials to Shutesbury' s, would cost $600,000.00.
Bonding this for tea years at 4, 7% ii;terest, would amount to
$155, 100. 00 in interest for a combined project cost of $755, 100.00.
The Stale will pay 657o of that amount or $490, 820,00. 3rhe State
will pay this in ecual installments of $49,082.00 a year for ten years.
This would leave 35%, or $264, 280.00, for the two Towns to pay.
The first year total payment for the commurdtiea would be $39. l-'.S.OO.
'fhie amount would drop each year until the tenth and final year, when
it would Vje $13,733.00. (See enclosed sheet New Salem and Wendcli
Bond Issue Combined -- 10 Years.)
f>. Thua, taking the annual savings ($59,792.00) of a combined operation
and comparing W'ith the Towns' first year conibincd Bond payment
([$39» 118.00), we conclude that wc would be able to build and operate
ft new school and save the Towns approximately $?,0, 794. 00 annually.
IT IS POSSIBLE, THrJREFOF.E, TO BUILD AND OPERATE A NEV/
SCHOOL JOINTLY V.TTIIOUT INCREASING TAXES.
The State also stands to benefit financially from this combination. Currently,
the t'vo towrs are entitled to receive approximately 70% of their operating
budgets back from the State u/.der various categoricr of aid (Chapter 70,
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Trftnspor tatlon. Vocational Fuitlon. etc.), A favlnj of $60,000.00 at the local
level would mean that the State woiilJ save approximately $*12,000.00 in
I'cfvutde to the community. Thlo amount would almost cover the State's
share of a $600,000.00 building tsce enclosed 10 Your Bond Issue sneet). Also,
over tlie next ten years, between the locnl and State savings at today's dollars,
one million dollars in savin.«& could be realized.
Since legislative approval is necessary as soon as possible, in order for us to
be able to have the building ready by September 1975, 1 strongly urge your
favorable support of this legislation. Thank you*
Sincerely,
Eugene F, Thayer
Superintendent of Schools
EFT/sp
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PROPOSED EtJDGETS
Town. o[ New Salem
Proposed Budget 7/1/74-6/30/75 $146,613.00
Town of V/ end ell
Proporeu Eud^et 7/1/74-6/30/75 79. 1 06.00
Total Proposed for Two Towno
Operatin'; Separately 1974-/5 $c25,719.00
Joint Budjet if Tv/o Towns Operated
Together in S.-me Building
7/1/74-6/30/75 $l66,9:i7.00
Total Cperr.ting Separately $225, 719. 00
Total Operating Together 165. 927. 00
^Estiinatcd Annual Savings
Operating Together $ 59,792.00
Cci-np arif.ot^ B ucl "et
Proposed Budget for Shutesbury
j/ 1/74-6/ 30/75 $146,516.00
(Shutesbury is staffed, furnished,
equipped, etc, to service 140 children)
Hew School in Shutesbury for land, building, architect
/ce«, furnishings, ccuipinent, etc. The school is
buili. for ?.00 children and cari be expanded to hold 300.
Total Cost $504, 500.00
Estimated Tvalding Cost, New Salem fc Wendell
Same* Type building as Shutesbury $600,000.00
Naw Salcm/W endell combined share of Ist year Bond
payment on a 10 year bond st 4.7% interest (State pays
the other share) $ 39, HB.OO
•>*Estimated Annual Savings
Operating Together $59,792.00
Etitimated .let Year Share of
Bond Payment 39, llg. 00
Ectirnated Net Combined
Savings to Towns $20,674.00
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Ccr>pnrlson< ComMnfet? »rot>09ed Budget, N?v Salen & Vctidfll fats 1
ACCOUN'i Shuteshury
1974-1075
t!ew Salcia
1974-1975
Wendell >
1074-1075
>S & M
1/1/74
Proposed
-6/30/75
TOOO ADMT\’I?T'‘.\TTO:!
1100001.1
1 100001.2
liOOOOl.3
1100005
1100006.1
*1100006.3
1100005.5
IIOOOOG.6
5C Chairman — '5 ~
SC Secretary — 65 —
SC Third Member — 75 —
Suroltea — — % 10
M'Se -- 28'^ 200 IPQ
Dner. Imn.’rd.Ldrshy. 66 51 n
^ubll cations 10 10 10 n
Conferences ^0 75 I'O
! 300
*1100006.9 SC Out-o r-State 70 68 s'ri' too
11C0006.10 AJ.l Other Expense /5 50 100
1100006.11 Lee.al CoimseL 150 150 — —
1200001.1 Supt ' 4. Salary 4,200 4, 82 b. •'30
*1200001.2 Asst.Supt. 525 510 O'’"! 750
*1200002.1 Secretary's Sal. i,:?3 910 1,750
1200002.7 Soo'.kceper ' s Sal. 1,207 1, ’.50 055 1, 3.3
*1200002.3 Clerk's Salary 70i 684 523 1. .05
1200004.1 Consca 61 63 53 U3
1200004.2 Werk Permits 3 — >.. 2
*1200004.3 ‘'c5 cli. Main t .Cent. 14 13 10 19
*1200004.4 Mac h.'e’.'.t.Cont. 263 255 195 375
12.00004.4 Town P.ept3rts — '.v)0 — —
*120000.5.1 Postage n
'
113 8Q 169
*12000.15.2 Office Supplies 123 ll? 01 175
*1200005.3 Println5» Expense 33 63
• 12-.I0005.4 Classified Ads ' ! 9 7 13
*1200006.11 Suet's. In-''t3te 315 306 234 450
*1200005.2 SuoC '9.0at-of-''tate 140 136 104 200
*1200006.3 Office Ccnf.Exo. 27 26 30 38
*1200006'. 4 '’rof
. Llbr.ii’y 52 60 46 38
1200006,7 Pecrultlnp I.SO — — "
ICOO "uJi-Total 9,696 10,165 7,499 13.945
2.000 1'4ST
MOOlU.I
p.CCTTON
In-Svc.Tnp. 700 500 250 400
2100116.? Prof.Mb.-St.sff 100 40 30 50
2200111 Principal's Sal. )4,j02 1.680 1. '00 12,.00
2200112 Clerical Sal.’.rv 448 u B 448 443
2200115 Principal's Sunp. — 80 50 60
2200116 Professional Exp. 150 flO 125 125
2200116.2 Typewriter Pental 1 191 — —
2300111.1 Teachers' Salaries 4'-' .514 54 ,S64 23,047 1 54,836
23001 u.: Teacher Aides 10 6.930 5, -40 8.910
23001?.’.''. Suhetitutes /. ' n 5.30 1 220 6b0
2300115 Inst. Supplies 3,100 3. 3-^0 2,375 3,100
2300116 St'fcial Tra/el l'\ 50 — —
2300121.2 HoriC In.s true cion — lOO 250 2 50
2400115 Texts '35 .2 70 500 5'jO.. , - .. —i*
2.500111 Librarian Salary 1 ,“20 ...
2500115 Library .Supplies p50 .850 250 400
2600115 Audlo-"l3unl S'jro. /•45 530 350 50)
*2600001 Psych, “"al aries 2,62 5 2.350 2.659 3.750
*2800110 Psveh . Expense 342 332 34 2 1 4 63
?90v)l\4 Ed. TV Fees no I'O 60 160
2000 Total 84,141 38,096 87.137
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Connarlnons Corublnej Prononed Ptidpet, ''ew Sale^ A '•'en<1cll
XCCUNT Shuteabury
1974-1975
law Salem
1974-1975
GVn-icll
1974-1975
NS 4 W Proposed
7/1/74--/30/75
3000 oinKf’. scTooL sr“'vTrr.!^
3110113
’*3200111.1
3200111.2
3200111.0
3200115
37.00116
330000c:
337on;
3370164
3377.124
.At tonda.nce Salary 25 25 50
lIuiGe'-, .Salary 1.436
, 1 ,425 092 2.125
octor'.s Salary 75 75 75
Dental Uvptenlst 363 1 353
1
297 495
Heilth Supolles 125 1 212 ! ao 10;)
llurse ' i Travel 38 85 <.5 125
b'on-Claas .Trans. 20 20 20 20
£lem. Trans. 13,412 13.300 22,330
Kinder. 'rans. »
. 200 3,000 — '
.
'OO
5p. Cl. Trans. 3.200 1
,
00 —
3372334 X’ocat.Tr.ms. 1
.
ion 1 ,900 ? " y'^ 2,500
2379114 Field Trirs ^00 500 5 30 500
_:^poiiG Food Svc.Exu. A,f)00 5
.
,0Q 500 4, 00
3000 Sub-Total 23.376 34,717 19,362 38,330
4000 0PE'’j\Tl'"''.' & VAlNT.Cr
4110113.1 Custodlnn, e^'. 6,032 .5.750 2,650 4
.
;00
4110113.7 Custodian, Sub, 300 50 150 150
4110115 Custodial Supp. 1 ,100 1 ,8U0 350 1.100
4120115 Fuel i 10,000 3,700 1 .500 7. .00
412011!, .2 Pover 2,500 2,200 550 1 ,:oo
4130115.7 Sch. Telephone 400 550 240 300
41.10}] 5,
3
Cent, 9ff .Tel. 403 3Ri 299 5/5
4210114 >^aint.of Grounds 1 ,000 1 ,'00 125 1 , GO
4220114 I’sint.of Bldy. 5.30 1,700 800 600
42 30 U-'i Maint.cf Foulp. '50 75 50 100
4000 Sub-'’otal 22,485 17,016 6.714 18,825
5000 F1XK'> CHARGES
5200110.1 L’lde. ' Contents 500
5700116,?. Student Covrrape 220 . 160 120 300
5700116.3 Cen. Liability — 25 — —
.5300118 Cent.Of f .Kent 175 255 130 250
5>00! }8.
1
Toc-'o Hall Pent — 1 1..‘00 — —
5300113.7 Class r-o'.n Pent — kKnlOo — —
5000 Sub- "ct al 395 4.440 750 550
COCO Co:'! iT^’j ccnvjrrs
1006200114 S'-.' ! PT. i n >1 I’rorra."! — — 100
60C0 Su!)- '.-'.al 100 100
VdOO"*' ACru' i ; ITIO'! ''>1' Kiy.F.H ASSETS
7390113 .‘•n ''r'.irr Equip. — 1,000 — —
7000 S>.>b- "or al 1,000 —
0000 T'ROr p^\yc iny!i O'prrf? rs
5009100529 Sp.
C
l.Tul tlon 1 1.500 1,500 500
5100125.1 Grade Proloc.r. 243 1.80 135 340
9100219 rien. Tuition — — ^'.nO —
9100239 Kinder. Tuition 2. 25 — HI-
2100339 Vocaf .Tuition .> , >00 4 ,?nr) 2, '00 6.000
9100695 7du)t Education 50 150 50 200
9000 Sub- '•'otol 6.423 5.830 6.385 7.040
C9AW) TOTAL 146,516 14^613 79,106 165^77
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January 11, 1974
Dear New Salem and Wendell Citizens:
In our last letter to you we explained the backpround and educational reasoning
for our need to investigate, hv legal means, building and operating of a single
elementary school serving both Tov/no
Vfc vyould like to make the financial aspects cJ a combined unit clear prior to the
Public Hearings and Town Meetin'^s, v h.lch are scheduled as follows;
Public Hearings
Wendell Town Hall
New Salem Tevn Hall
V,' end ell Town Hall
New Salem Town Hall
Town Mectin-s
Tuesday, January 15, 1974, 8:00 p.rn,
V/ednesday, January 16, 1974, 3:00 p,m.
Monday, January 21, 1974, S COp.m,
Tuesday, January 2?., 1974, 3:00 p.m.
Wendell Town Hall Tuesday, January 29# 1974, 7:30 p.m.
New Salem Town Hall Wednesday, January 3'J, 1974, 3:00 p.m.
In order to make valid comparisons, wo arc "^oir-g tc use tlie Tov/n cf Shutesbury
budget figures and the cost figures for their new school, which is approximately
the same tyT^e and size school v/e woviid need. These are actxial figures for build-
ing and operating the school for one year.
The Shutesbury School Operating Bvdvet for the period July 1, 1974, through
June 50, 1975, will be $146,516. 00. fhis budget includes ail the costs of operat-
ing the elementary school for a *otil year. It also includes vocational tuition a.nd
tranppoitatior., (See accompanying budget sheet Shutesbury coliimn for breakdowri
of figi’res, )
I'he nev/ school in Shutesbury cost the Towm $504, 500.00. This amount is the
tot^l cost of ihc school, land, bu’ici.yg, architect fees, furnishings, equipment,
etc. The achool has a capacity of. 7.00 children and can be expanded to 500. It is
located on West Pelham Road ir. Chute _.b.iry and is scheduled for occupancy this
Spring. The St.rte it pa-^ing 65T: of the cost of the building.
The proposed onnrating budget tor Niw Salem for the same period as Shutesbury
{ July I, 1074, through June 30, 1975) is i.l46, 613. 00. ForV/endell, it is
$?9, 106.00 (See New Salem a:id V. enuell budget columns on enclosed sheet./.
Added together this '.Ticans that annually Nev/ Sa’cm and W'cndell, operating
eeparatciy, will spend $2?.:., 719. 0' c > clcrrentary school costs. This is approxi
m&tely $30, DO 00 rre-y Irvar Shuteeburys operating cost for the came period.
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V.'HHAVE, IHERITFORE, DEVELOPED A BUDGET WHICH SHOV S THE Ot’ERAT-
ING COS fo rCR THE TWO TCWNi HOUSED IN A SINGLE BUILDING REFLECriNCA TOl/vL SAVIinCS of APPROXINLATELY $60,000.00. The projected co«t, if we
were to opeiAift together from July 1, 1974, through June 30, 1975, v/ould he
$165,927.00 (See acco.npanyin^ sheet NS «t W Proposed column.). This combined
test (165, 92/. 00) compared with $225,719. 00 for separate operations would result
iii *. saving to the tv/o Towns of $39, /92. 00, New Salem w’o<iJd save approximately
two-t\ijrds and Wendeil, one-third of this am.ount. In round figurec this would mean
fcpproy.imatnly a $40,000.00 saving for New Salem and a $-'0,000. 00 saving for
\7 end ell.
Taking inflation into account we estimate that a rew school, similar in sire,
design, and materials to Shutesbury' s, would cost ioCO.QOO. 00. Bonding this for
let! years at 4.7% inte.-est, would amount to $155, 100.00 in interest for a
combined protect cost of 5753, 100. 00. The State will pay 65% of that amount or
$490,820.00. The State will pay this in equal installments of $49,002.00 a year
for ten years. rnis would leavo 35%, or $264,230. 00, for the two Towns to pr.y.
The firf t year loiii payment for the communities would be $39, 1 13.00 (New
Salem, $23,470. CO and V/endell, $15,647.20). This amount would crop each
year until the tenth and final year, when it \'-ould be $13,733. 00. (See enclosed
frhfcut New Se.Iem and V/endoil Bond Issue Coir.bined -- 10 Years.)
Thus, taking the annual savings ($59, "'92. 00) of a combined opicration and compar-
ing v/ii.h the To/’.ns' i'lrrc yea: c omlir. ?d Bond payrvient ($39,118.00), we conclude
fii.al w? would he :.blc to build and operate a new school and save the Towns
apprexirnatciy $2v;,794.00 annually. IT IS POSSIBLE, THEREFCRE, TC E UILD
AND OPErlATE A NEW SCHOOL JOINTLY "V/miOUT INCREASING TAXES.
Since. lngiKlali'’e apa/oval is necessary before v/e can proceed furt.her with this
investigation wo urge your support of » request for favorable .action by the legisla-
ture at the respective 7,'cv.t. Meeting:*. The vote ot Town Meeting will not
3'jciartee pass.ipe of the bill nor will it commit you to voting for a new school,
Kov/ever, we nc-od -your vote to move the project forward.
A.ny eti-cstions le-garding tfds lnfcr.T.na ii'-.n will be .mswored at the Public Hearings.
If you have ruest .or..? and are uf.ablc to attend these Hearings please feel free to
call any of the members listed belo’v.
Sincerely,
New ,St'.?ein ft V/endcll School Committees
k Regional Planning Corrunittees
Thomas C.arcy
544.2064
Albert Dicrnand
54 4 - .3 106
Robert Dv.;cy
54 -1-2 .">5 5
Herman ILiOfon
$14-3392
Charier Kcffrr.an
544-2640
Ward Hunting
544-3363
IvOis Johnson
544-3J6V
Kcr.a King
544-3453
Claire Stewart
544-6055
.Tane Stone
544-3811
Paul V/ilbur
544-6433
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PROPOSED BUDGETS
Tovm of New Salt.n
Proposed Budget 7/ l/74-d/30/75 $146,613.00
Town of Wendell
Proposed Budget 7/1/74-6/30/75 79, 10b. QQ
Total Proposed for Tv.-o Towns
Oper2tin7, Scpaira tcly 1974-75 $225,719.00
iToinl Dv;d 2et \i Two Towns Operated
Together in Sarr'e Building
V/1/74-&/30/75 $165,927.00
Total Operating Separately $225,719.00
Total Cpcrating Together 165. 927. 00
**E£>timaterl Annual Savings
Operating Together $ 59,792.00
Cernp ar i s on Budget- ' ‘
Proposed Budget for Shutesbur/
7/5/74-6/30/75 $146,516.00
(Shuiesbury is staffed, furnished,
equipped, etc. to service 540 children)
New School in Sh'-ds rbo.ry for land, building, architect
feet, -fuini ’hings , acuipment, etc. The school is
built lor ?00 chil'.i/en and can be expanded to hold 300.
Total Cost $504, 500.00
EjtiTTiated Building Cost, NVw Saleir- it Wendell
Same I'ypc Building as .'ihutesbury $600,000.00'
Ke-tV Salei'n/Vi’endell combined share of Ist year Bond
payment on a 10 year bond r.t 4. 7% interest (State pays
the other rha7'e) $ 59,118.00
^'Estimated Annual Savinv^s
Opera-ing Together $59,792,00
Estitnalcd let. Vr,; i* Share of
Sopd Payment 39. US. 00
Estimated h!st Combined
Savings to Towns $20,674.00
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Conparlion n ConMned Propoaci Ru.lget
,
Nrw «;aletp. (, Wendell
ACCOUNT ShutesSury
1074-1975
t!e'V Salem
1974-1P75
'fcndrll
19:4-1075
.NS 4 U Prooo'eU
7/1/74-6/33/75
lOQO ADMIN] '•TPATI'^M
1100001.1
1100001.2
il00f)01.3
1100005
i:cooo?>.i
*1100006,5
1100006.5
liOOOOG.6
1100006.9
5C Ch.iirroan — '5 ...
SC Sec re.tar/ — 65 — ..
Sf. Third Member — 75 — ..
r.iiool les •— — 10
M'“'SC — 20''' 200 280
Dues Imo. vd.LdrshT). 68 66 % 1 1 )7
Publications n ! n 10 I '0
Co.if e.rencco ..0 1 75 J]0 r 300SC Out-of-State 70 1 (is 52 1 100
110C006.10 All Other 'Expense V5 1 5) 100 1 100
1100C06.11 Lef.sl (Counsel i5'' 150 -- n —
*1200001.1 ‘'ispt j. 'alaty 4.200 4. 82 3 120 I 6. '.'O
*1200001.2 ASit.Oupt. p25 310 J'O 7 50
*1200002
.
1
Secretary'
. Sal. l,.!2 5 1 , 1 00 910 1.7 50
*1200002.2 So'iV.keaner's S.il. l.’SO 035 1 1, 38
*1200002.3 Clerk's Salary /04 604 523 • 1
.
05
120000<..l Cenr^us 63 63 53 113
120000^1.2 Work Pernlts 3 -- 2. ‘ 2
*1200006.3 Mach.Malnt . Coat
.
14 13 10 19
*1200004.6 Mr.c h.'enc.Cor.t. 263 255 105 375
1200004.
4
Tov-n Reports — '.no
*1200005.1 Pis tape li- 115 68 • 169
*1200005.2 Office Supplies 123 119 01 175
*1200005.3 Vrintir.? Expense '.4 43 33 63
*1200005.4 Classified Ads 1 9 7 15
*1200006.11 Supt's.ln-' rate 315 306 234 4 50
*1200006.2 Suot ' ? .Out -of""tat
c
140 136 104 1 200
*12.00006.3 Office Con .‘.Exp. 3 7 ?D 1 33
*1200006.4 Prof
. I.ibrarj 62 f.o 46 I ac
1200006.7 '•fct'-u'tlu.' 150 — —
I
1000 «;ub-TotrA 9.696 10.165 7.499 j n,945
2000 :'C7''0M 1
i
2100116.
i
lr.-Svc.Tu(?. 700 500 250 1 400
2100116.2 ’'.-of. Mb. -.Staff 100 40 30 i 51.)
22001 11 Prlnclna.t'.s Sal. 14, 502 1.630 1 , '00 1 12. ..00
2200'r.' Clerical Sal.irv 44 B 448 443 4m 8
2200115 Pvl‘'cf i>al' u Supp. — SO 50 i nO
22001 16 Professional F.xp
.
1
150 80 121 i 125
2200116.: T^'oeuriter "epcal
1
191 — —
2300111.1 leacho’-s' Salaries I 54 ,.86 4 23,047 1 54.G30
2300111 .: ?c;'.-'.her Aloe? 10 6 .' 30 5. -40 8, 'MO
2000111.0 Substitutes •4 40 530 220 )60
2300115 Tf.st .Cuool les r 3 710:3 3 . 3'''0 2 , -75 3. no
2.3001 16 Special Travel 50 — —
.
2300121.2 I'lO.mf. ftis true tier. 1 l"0 250 2 5.)
2400 11.
5
Texts "35 r 270 500
2500111 Llhr-<rl.»r. r.alarv t O'/*^.
1
—
—
250C115 l.ibr'irv Suoollcs 450 1 C53 230 4 'J
'
2600115 /.oiiic-visuai Sunn, /45 530 350 50)
•2800001 T>3vch. "al^ries 1 2. 30 2 ,''59 3,7 50
*2800116 T'svch . Expense
1
3«2 302 342 1 **
2900114 r . 5"/ V« e I 1 no I'X) 60 160
2C00 Stih-" otal
v
1-.- 84.141 73,445 3S,"'96
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Combined T^ronos^d ^uHret, •’ey Sn lcn & Vendell
.CCOL’JII
Annn riVi;ri<
Sautesliocv
1074-1975
‘vJev Salem
1974-1975
W. rdell
1074--.n75
.
I'S & w ProonaeJ
• /l/74--/an,-»S
3110113
«3?00111.1
3200111.2
3200111.3
3200115
*3200116
^300C0^
3370U'»
3370164
3372124
3372334
3579114
5400116
> .*• ‘.iL >i ''V irts
Attendance Salarv 10 25 25 50
..urso ; Salary 1,4.33 1,425 '•92
octo.*'a Salary 75 75 75 75bental Uvplenijt
j
1 363 1 297 49S
Sjpolies
1
I'utsu* J Trft-/fil
j
Mc-i-Cict.-.Trcr.s.
Elc;i'..TraP3.
Kinder, "rar.s.
Sp.Cl.'^rana.
Vocat. Trans.
125 2i2 90
'i'*:'
I’rt 83 65 125
VO 20 20
,
JO
’.,6 37 13,308
j
22.3 V)
T.-IOO '=_^.00
1
'•
, •OO
!. .GO .3.2-VO
>
.
-JO
!
-Ll''’'’ l,-7')0 ! 1 2 . iO^)
i'lnld 'Frlns 400 5i)0
: 500
j
500
Food '’%c.Ex". )i'0 3,>-00 1 500 1 4
,
'00
3000 Sub-Total 23.376 34.717 i 19.362 i 38,230
4000 OVEIATI'": a MAITFI. 'F 'LiVJT • -T
4110113.1
4110113.2
4110115
4120115
4130115.2
'ustodicn
,
CR. 5.012 5,250 2,650
1
6.-^00
Custodian, ''ub. 300 O-' 150 ! 1 5''i
Custodial Sunp, I ,i:o 1 1,800 350
j
1 . 100
F’aci > 10,000 3,000 l.S'OO I 7. 00
Foyer 2 ,500^ 2.-00 S.'mI
, i,:oo
4130115.2 Sch.Tei:;rbo’.i8 '.00 55C 240 i 300
*4130115.3
4210114
4220114
Cent. ''ff. 'el. •'.03 391 2V ^ 1 575
Malnt.oi Grounds
u,.—
l.frOO 125 1
.
•OO
t’alnt.of BldR. r.rsQ 1,700 ( 300 5-''D
4230114 yalr.t.oF Fnulp. '50 75 50 100
4000 Sub-*'otal 22.485 17,016 6,714 18.825
3000 FIVE’' (;»• tRO'r'.S
5200116.1 Pl-1?. ^ Contents — — 500
5.200116.2 Stud-s-.t roveraye ?20 'SO r i2(r^ 300
5200116.1 Ocn.'.-c’jlliiiy 25 — --
•••5300118 'lent. ''PC. ’’art 175 255 130 ^ 255
5300113.1 Tn’ii liall Rent — 1 . 300
5300118.2 Clas'sr-oti Pent __ 2,500 — . —
5000 ctal
1
1
295 4.440
—
750 550
fcooo CO’ 02.'::/"^
4200114 '".•Ir.Hir.a Propran 11 — — 100 1 100
5000 Sjb-''Ot ’1 100 100
/OOO ACOOISITI''-! ''F FI>:F0 a:.-'”’ s r
7390113 All Other Er,uis.
i
— l.OCO — —
7000 Sti''-'0
1
.1
1
1 1.000
''000 PROORj'>‘'’ o'^tFo T'lSr!!- CTS
510)129 Sr . Ui .'. uitica 1.5 'TO 1.000 500 500
$100129.1 '.racie Vrolcat 1 248 190 135 _ 340
5100219 Fltm.Tui '•Ion — — .
91007.29 Kinder .Tuition ~ 1.5--.0 1t
: 100339 Vocflt. Tuition ? . 'T) 4,000 ;,:o3 1 . _.‘',300.._.
9100609 Adult F'i'ic.'.tlon 5'' 1 iOO 50 1 2C0
9000 Sub-Tctal 6.423 ! S.SO'O 1 6,585 1 :.2«*3
CH<\tro TOTAL !46.;i6 1 146,613
i
i 79,106 1 163,777
APPENDIX E
VOTE DOCUMENTS
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18G
©p(nn (Jllcrli’e
(DfflC2
of ^Ucudcll
^1assacl]usctts
Oot.. 21, 1974
To whom It may concern:
I certify that the following is a true record of the votes taken,
pertaining to the Vcndell-Nov/ Salem Union Elementary School, at
n Special Town Meeting held in the Tovm of V/ondell on Oct. 16,
197'<
,
and contimied ou Oct 18, 197^*-. The votes v/ere taken by secret
baliot.
Attide Voted in the affirmative, 59 yes- 20 no- 2 blanks,
Vhat we approve the proposed contract between the Town and new
Salem prepared by the School Committees rnder Chapter 585 of the
Acts of 197 ^* relating to a union elementary school.
^tid e 6 . Voted in the affirmative, 59 yes- 21 no - 1 blard:,
That the Tovm appropriate the ,420.00 as its share
of the costs of acquiring lanot'lxna ""originally equipping and
furnishing a union elementary school thereon;that to raise this
amount the treasurer with approval of the Selectmen is authorized
to issue 1,'2C'8,/|20.00 bonds or notes of the Tovm under Chapter
6^i5 of the Acts of 1948 _as amended ;and that the V/endoll committee
io authorised to take all other action Tiecessa.ry on behalf of the
town bo carry out this vote, provided that this vote shall not take
effect unless the Town of Now Salem approves the contract providing
for tha union school and appropriates its share of the project
cost.
A.rtjelo 71 Voted in the affirmative, 60 yes-19 r.o-2 blanks,
tdiai' ;>v,V^0,00 of the amount appropriated by the preceding vote
in allocated as the Tovvn's share of the cost of acquiring the
site for the now union elementary school; that the Town act together
vith the Ten’s 0 '' New Galom to acquire as tenants in common by
purchase, cr.lna/it domain or othorv;iso the following described
paredof lend in fee simple;
A pared of land pai-tly in I'ovi Salem, Massachusetts, ana partly
in Venddl, Massachusetts, lyii.g v/cstcrly of Wendell Road, an ^
3M0 Count" way and more particularly bounded and dcscribca ns .ollows,
viz;' begirining at a point in Now Salon in the Westerly s^idd..ne
of Wendell Road, s.aid point being S 5°11'05"W a ciistanco of 349.16
,
froD a bound on the v/cr>tc*rj.y c\dc of Wcndoll P.co.d inuricln(^ tho
to\/n line bctn/ceii Now Salem, Massachusetts, and Vendcj-l,
Mascachv.sctts: thence S 4® 25’0C"'M a distance of 548.84 feet to a
point; thence S 21'" 58 '00" E a distance of 529.77 feet to a
point; thence S 32® 28'00'' E a distance of 21.39 feet to a point,
187
2
tho lant throo couraos "boinj' alonf^ the westerly cldellno of
V/enColl Poad; thenae Z 83'’i>7'00" W a dlafcar.ca of 828. ^-0 feci:
to a point; thence N h'’2’''00" U a diotance of 682.65 I'ccc to
a point; thonco N 85“ 57 '00" 2 a distance of 720.65 feet to the
point hei^ii^ninG and contain.! nj 15.000 acres; and that the
Soloctcen take all action necessary to carry ov\t this vote.
Attest ; . A' tr;jo record of the laeetine
Anna M.C.E. Hartjens*
Town Clerk
108
^o(un Qllcrk’si
(Dfficc
To \\’hoa it nay coEcern;
I certify that the following is a true record of the votes taken
nt the Annual Tovm Ilcctlnfj held in the Town of Vcndell on Kay 11,
197^ as they pertain to the follov/inc article
:
Article 42. Voted in the affirmative, 51 yes- 1 no, to raise and
appropriave i53,600.00 to meet the cost of architectural and
enGinecrinG services for the prolininary plans and specification
for a new proposed iolnt elementary schcol v.-ith the Tov;n of Nev;
this laoncy is not to be spent until such time as proposed legislation
for a joint school is enacted and the current committee knov/n as
the joint Mew Saloc/V/ondell Facilities rianninG Committee be
avithorizcd to take all other action necessary tc cai'ry cut this
vote
,
Attest: A true record.
Anna K.C.B. Hartjens,
Tovna Clerk
CO
t)
Town of New Salem
Massachusetts
Xt Roberta S, Hunting, Town Clerk of the Town of New Salem,
Massachusetts certify the following vote taken at the Special
Town Meeting
,
January 30, 1974 ;
ARTICLE 1 - VOTED that the Town authorize the Board of
Selectmen to petition the General Court
requesting the enactment of a special law providing for
the construction, maintenance and operation of a union
•elementary school by the towns of New Salem and Wendell
and containing such other provisions as may be necessary
or desireable to enable the towns to carry out the fore-
going project.
Voting was by ballot. 142 ballots cast:
Yes 1 12; No 30 .
A true copy. Attest
October 24, 1974
190
TOWN or NE'/\/ SALEM
MASSACHUSETTS
orricc or
tovt*: ctle.'^k
\'y :i
ri'
!
K««v SaUm, M..... October 24, 1974
To Whom It May Concern;
I hereby certify the following votes taken at a Special Town
Keet ir.ri, October 18, 1974 ;
article 1 ~ VOTED that we approve the proposed contract between the
.
; town and Wendell prepared by the school committees under
Chapter 385 of the Acts of 1974 relating to a union elementary school.
Carried.
ARTICLE 2 - VOTED that the town appropriate the sum of J371,580,00 as
its share of the costs of acquiring land and constructing
«nd originally eauipping and furnishing a union elementary school
thereon; that to raise this amount the treasurer with the approval of
the selectmen is authorized to issue $371,580.00 bonds or notes of
the tov/n under Cltapter 645 of the Acts of 1948 as amended; and that
the New Salem/Wendell Joint Facilities Planning Committee is authorized
to take all other action necessary on behalf of the town to carry out
this vote, provided that this vote shall not take effect unless the
Town of Wendell approves the contract providing for the Union School
end appropriates its share of the project costs.
133 votes cast. Voting was by ballot; Yes 103 ; No 30 .
/ARTICLE 3 " VOTED that $11,260.00 of the amount appropriated by the
preceding vote is allocated as the town's share of the
cost of acqulrina the site for the new union elementary school; that
tSiO tov/n act together with the Town of Wendell to acquire as tenants
in coni’-.on by purchase, eminent domain or otherwise the following de-
Kcrlbcd parcel cf land in fee simple;
A parcel of land partly in New Salem, Massachusetts, and partiy in
Wendell, Massachusetts , lying westerly of Wendeil Road, an 1040
County Way and more particularly bounded and described as follows,
viz; ’ beginning at a point in New Salem in the westerly sideline of
Wendell Road, said point being S 3*11'05’' W a distance of 349.16 feet
ffon a bound on the westerly side of Wendell Road marking the town line
between New Salem, Massaenusetts, and Wendell, Massachusetts; thence
S 4*23'00" E a distance of 548.84 feet to a point; thence S ?l*3a'00" E
.0 distance cf 329.77 feet to a point; thence S 32''2a'00" E a distance.
Of 21.39 feet to a point, the last three courses being along the
Page 2
L9.1
(Continued certification of Article 3»
Special Town Meeting i October 18 » 1974)
westerly sideline of Wendell Road; thence S P5*37'00'* W a distance
of 028.49 feet to a point; thence N 4*23'00”W a distance of 882.65
feet to a point; thence N 05*37'OO" E a distance of 720.63 feet
to the point of beginning and containing 15.000 acres;
and that the selectmen take all action necessary to’ carry cut this
vote.
118 votes cast.
Voting was by hand count: Yes 107 ; No 11 .
a: true copy. Attest!
1:^2
TOWN OF NEW SALEM
MASSACHUSETTS
or^iCX OP
town clsrk
N.W Sxl.rn, October 24 , 1974
To’.Whom It May Concern:
I hereby certify the following vote taken at a Special Town
Meet inn , Hav 15, 1974 :
.\nT7C?jE 1 - VOTED to authorize the Selectmen to transfer
from the Revenue Sharing Account the sum of
Sll«200.00 to meet the cost of architectural and
engineering services for pralii.iinary plans and
specifications for a proposed 'oint new elementary
sc^kOol with the Town of Wendell; this money is
not to be soent until such time aa proposed
legislation for a joint school Is etjacted and the
currejkt committee known as the Joint New Salem/
Wendell Facilities Planning Committee be authorized
to take all other action necessary to carry out
this vote.
There were 121 votes cast.
Vote v/as by ballot: Yt s 90 ; No 31.
/Pj ^ / -/r -r-
Roberta S. Hunting J
Town Clerk
MAY 2 1 \m
/
Certified copy of vote taken at
Special Town Meeting
May 15, 1974
ARTICLE 1 - Voted to autnorlzc the Selectmen to transfer
from the Revenue Sharing Account the sum of
111,200.00 to meet the cost of .irchltectural and
englnocrinn services for preliminary plans and
specifications for a proposed joint new elementary
school with the Town of Vicndell ; this money is
not to tae spent until such time as proposed
legislation for a joint school is enacted and
the current committee known as the Joint N»iw
Salem/Wendell Facilities Planning Committee be
authorized to take all other action necessary
to carry out this vote.
Voted by ballot. Total votes 121. Yes 90 No 31
A True copy. Attest:
May 20, 1974
194
Town of Kew Salem
Massachusetts
/
I» Roberta S. Huntingt Town Clerk of the Town of New Silem,
Massachusetts certify the following vote taken at the Special
Town Meeting
,
January 30, 197«‘'. ;
ARTlCLfl 1 - VOTED that the Town authorize the Board of
Selectmen to petition the General Court
requcstitxg the enactment of a special law providing for
the construction I maintenance and operation of a union
elementary school by the towns of New Salem and V/endell
and containing such other provisions as may be necessary
or desireable to enable the towns to carry out the fore*-
goln.g project.
Voting was by ballot. 142 ballots cast:
Yes 112 : N o 3C .
A true copy. Attest:
October 24, 1974

